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Preface

Message from the General Chairs

CollabTech 2014, the 7th International Conference on Collaboration Technolo-
gies, offered a unique forum for academics and practitioners to present and
discuss innovative ideas, methods, or implementations related to collaborations
technologies, which are greatly needed for various everyday collaborations due
to marked advances in networking, computing, and interaction technologies.

The previous CollabTech conferences were held in Tokyo in 2005, Tsukuba
in 2006, Seoul in 2007, Wakayama in 2008, Sydney in 2009, and Sapporo in
2012. CollabTech 2014 was co-located and organized with CRIWG 2014 in San-
tiago, Chile. CRIWG and CollabTech communities had similar research topics
and goals, but had been geographically located in different regions. We believed
this joint endeavor would provide an interesting opportunity to meet each other
across the Pacific Ocean in the genial spring weather of Santiago.

Another change to note was that the proceedings of this conference were
published online in the CCIS series by Springer. We hope that this improved
the availability and circulation of the presented research. The success of the
conference was largely due to the program co-chairs, the conference committee
members, and the reviewers whose efforts made the conference possible. The
success was also due to the Department of Management and Control Systems
and the Department of Computer Science of the University of Chile, the SIG on
Groupware and Network Services of the Information Processing Society of Japan,
the SIG on Cyberspace of the Virtual Reality Society of Japan, and the SIG on
Communication Enhancement of the Human Interface Society for their generous
support. Hitachi, Ltd. contributed financially to the success of the conference.

We are pleased that the conference was fruitful for all participants and played
an important role in cultivating the community in this research field.

September 2014 Nelson Baloian
Tomoo Inoue
Hiroaki Ogata



VI Preface

Message from the Program Chairs

After six events in the International Conference on Collaboration Technologies
series, we had the seventh edition (CollabTech 2014) in Santiago, Chile. The
following topics on collaboration technologies were discussed:

- Collaborative Problem Solving
- Knowledge Work and CSCW Tasks
- Co-Dining Support
- Augmented Reality and Robots
- Learning Support Systems

For this conference, we received 34 submissions (24 full papers, 10 short
papers) and assigned three reviewers per full paper or two reviewers per short
paper. As a result, we had ten full papers and four short papers. The acceptance
rate was 41%. The accepted papers represented eight countries from all over the
world, reflecting the international recognition of CollabTech 2014.

Without our distinguished Program Committee members, we could not have
maintained our high standards. We truly appreciated their devotion. Finally, we
hoped that these proceedings serve as a reference for future researchers in this
rapidly evolving field.

September 2014 Takaya Yuizono
Gustavo Zurita
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47048 Duisburg, Germany
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Abstract. In the area of computer-supported collaborative learning
(CSCL), the methodology of social network analysis (SNA) has been
used to identify roles and internal structures in learning groups. SNA has
become an important tool to provide information and insight for man-
aging learning communities. It is still a challenge to combine SNA with
other techniques focusing on the analysis of content in learner-created
artefacts or on the analysis of time-dependent patterns in learner activi-
ties. Several examples of applying such analyses to learning environments
and communities will be given. Also, a general web-based workbench for
creating and performing analysis workflows of different types will be pre-
sented. From a systems engineering point of view, the question of how
to integrate analytics modules with existing learning environments and
community platforms will be addressed.
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CollPhoto: A Paper + Smartphone Problem Solving 
Environment for Science and Engineering Lectures 

Claudio Alvarez1, Marcelo Milrad2, Francisco Borie1, and Martín Luna1 

1 Facultad de Ingenieria y Ciencias Aplicadas, Universidad de los Andes, Santiago, Chile 
2 Department of Media Technology, Linnaeus University, Växjö, Sweden 

calvarez@uandes.cl,  
marcelo.milrad@lnu.se,  

{fjborie,mluna}@miuandes.cl 

Abstract. Recent studies in science and engineering education support that in-
ductive learning activities encouraging active student involvement may improve 
students' motivation, development of soft skills and academic performance, 
compared to traditional lectures. Until recently, several technology-enhanced 
learning environments have been proposed to facilitate such activities in class-
rooms. However, these commonly depend on dedicated hardware devices, such 
as clickers or tablet PCs. Contrastingly, smartphones are being massively 
adopted by society as these become increasingly powerful and inexpensive. 
Even so, the use of smartphones as learning tools in lecture halls has still not 
been widely adopted. In this paper we present CollPhoto, a paper-plus-
smartphone environment that supports face-to-face problem solving activities in 
the classroom. CollPhoto provides the instructor with instant visibility of stu-
dents’ work, and facilitates him/her conducting discussions, based on a selec-
tion of students’ responses. We report on the design and initial validation of 
CollPhoto in the context of two computer science courses. 

Keywords: STEM education, face-to-face problem solving, paper-plus-
smartphone environment. 

1 Introduction 

In traditional Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) undergra-
duate education, student cohorts are generally numerous, meaning that tenths or even 
hundredths of students may attend a lecture hall. During the lecture, the instructor will 
remain unaware of students’ understanding of the factual, conceptual and procedural 
knowledge that has been transmitted to them. On the other hand, the students will 
have little chance to apply knowledge to problems and obtain formative feedback 
from the instructor (Felder et al., 2011; Wieman, 2007).  

Recent studies in the fields of STEM education and Technology-Enhanced Learning 
(TEL) support that the use of inductive teaching methods (Prince & Felder, 2006) may 
actively engage students in learning during lectures, and in this way enhance their  
motivation, performance and learning outcomes compared to traditional instruction 
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approaches (Deslauriers et al., 2011). These are many activities including, but not li-
mited to, peer discussion approaches supported by classroom response systems and 
classroom presenters (Crouch et al., 2007; Deslauriers et al., 2011), and technology-
supported collaboration scripts (i.e. CSCL scripts) for individual and collaborative 
problem solving (Baloian & Zurita, 2009; Nussbaum et al., 2009; Looi et al., 2010). 
While these technology-supported activities may actively engage students in learning 
and provide them quick formative feedback from the instructor, they require training, 
expensive hardware and technical support, imposing a cost burden to the academic 
staff, schools and faculties. 

Pen and paper have been ubiquitous resources in traditional STEM education. Stu-
dents have used pen and paper for their own personal annotations during lectures and 
recitations, and for solving problems from textbooks and class material. Researchers 
have argued that paper is a universal resource that can be integrated with digital tech-
nologies, such as mobile phones, to support learning activities (Huang et al., 2012). 
Indeed, inexpensive smartphones nowadays feature easy Wi-Fi and cellular data con-
nectivity, increasingly fast CPUs and high-resolution cameras. While smartphones are 
increasingly adopted by higher education students, and brought by them to the lec-
tures, pedagogic use of these devices in lecture halls is still not common practice. This 
latest fact opens up compelling opportunities for exploring inductive learning ap-
proaches for STEM lectures supported by paper and smartphones. 

In this paper we present CollPhoto, a paper plus smartphone problem-solving envi-
ronment for STEM classrooms that aims to engage students in active problem solving, 
while providing the instructor awareness of students’ work and means to conduct 
discussions based on students’ responses to the problems. In the next sections, we 
present the rationale and motivation for our work, the design of CollPhoto’s pedagog-
ical flow, technical implementation details and our evaluation plan. 

2 Motivation and Rationale 

Although current STEM students and instructors are surrounded by an unprecedented 
variety of technological devices, and the current generation of higher education stu-
dents falls into the category of Millennials (Felder et al., 2011), still to these days, in 
STEM lecture halls use of smartphones and laptops is often discouraged, as students 
often tend to multitask and distract in online social activities and gaming rather than 
paying attention to the lecture. Pedagogical innovations departing from traditional 
practice, and requiring complex technologies, will not be welcomed and adopted by 
institutions while these pose high cost and risk burden to be successfully implemented 
(Pundak & Rozner, 2008). Hence, the possibility of using smartphones as learning 
tools in the lectures has not been widely acknowledged nor endorsed by STEM de-
partments and faculties.  

For students in STEM disciplines, problem-solving activities are one major way 
through which they acquire the knowledge they learn and on which they are assessed. 
However, typical student cohorts are numerous, thus limited time can be dedicated by  
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the instructor or the teaching assistant to support students in problem solving activi-
ties in and outside the classroom (Wieman, 2007). In a typical lecture, the instructors 
will remain unaware of the students’ learning progress unless effective formative 
assessment and feedback technologies are implemented (Crouch et al., 2007).  

Different systems reported in the literature have relied on the use of mobile devices 
with digital ink affordances (Baloian & Zurita, 2009), or digital pens (e-pens or 
smartpens) and regular paper (Alvarez et al., 2013; Miura et al., 2007), to support 
constructivist problem solving activities, providing the instructor with a quick view of 
students’ work. In these activities, the instructor can see on his/her device’s screen the 
solutions to a given problem in digital ink format, and have them also in paper when 
e-pens are used. In this way, the instructor can provide formative feedback to the 
students, and mediate discussions in small groups and also involving the entire class 
group. Some of these approaches incorporate automated procedural scaffolds for col-
laborative work (Nussbaum et al., 2009), while others require greater mediation and 
scaffolding from the instructor (Looi et al., 2010). In a present-day lecture hall, this 
kind of workflow may be implemented relying on readily available resources: stu-
dents’ smartphones featuring photo cameras, pen and paper, and a projector screen. 

We propose CollPhoto as a learning environment for supporting problem solving 
activities in STEM lectures and recitations. Students solve problems using pen and 
paper, individually or in dyads, take snapshots of their solutions with their smart-
phones, and share them with the instructor. The instructor relies on a user interface 
tailored for receiving and revising a large number of responses, and selecting among 
these answers that he/she may use in favor of providing the students formative feed-
back, as well as engaging them in directed dialogue and exploratory talk. In the 
present paper we report on the implementation and early evaluation of CollPhoto. We 
address the following research questions: (RQ1) Is the learning flow proposed by 
CollPhoto suitable for supporting problem solving activities in lecture halls with nu-
merous STEM student cohorts? (RQ2) How is the value of social interaction and in-
formation sharing, enable by CollPhoto, perceived by teachers and students? (RQ3) 
Can the classroom discussions supported by CollPhoto provide the students meaning-
ful formative feedback? 

3 CollPhoto’ Learning Flow 

CollPhoto activities are based on the CSCL script (Dillenbourg, 2002) depicted in 
Fig. 1 below. Before the class starts, the instructor defines the tasks that will be pre-
sented to the students. He/she may upload a PDF file with detailed problem state-
ments for each task, which the students can later download to their smartphones once 
the classroom activity has started. The instructor may configure each task’s group 
composition, specifying whether the task should be solved individually or in dyads. If 
one or more of the tasks are planned be solved in dyads, the instructor may choose to 
sit the students randomly in the classroom. 
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he/she may call the authors of the solutions to the front of the class to explain their 
own approaches, strategies and reasoning. 

Similarly to the Collpad and Collboard CSCL scripts (Nussbaum et al., 2009;  
Alvarez et al., 2013), in CollPhoto the teacher engages the whole class in a discussion 
after previous individual work and/or work in small groups concludes. The teacher-
mediated classroom discussion in CollPhoto may involve directed dialogue with the 
students, exploratory talk and collective reflection on the different solutions. 

4 Technological Implementation 

4.1 Development Team 

CollPhoto’s development team has involved two undergraduate computer engineering 
students guided by the responsible researcher. The students have been in charge of 
most of the software development, and have assisted the responsible researcher in the 
in-class validation of the system. In addition, the development team invited three 
professors of mathematics, physics and electrical engineering subjects for co-design 
meetings at the beginning of the development process. 

4.2 Development Process 

Contrastingly to predictive research, which pursues solving complex problems by 
means of direct application of theories, we are developing CollPhoto following an 
iterative Design Based Research (DRB) process (Alvarez et al., 2011; Plomp, 2009). 
Our intent is to follow an iterative process of ‘successive approximation’ of the ‘ideal’ 
classroom interventions that are desirable with CollPhoto, through cycles of instruc-
tional design, software development, validation in real educational settings, and  
improvement and refinement of the tools and methods based on the obtained feed-
back. After defining the instructional design depicted in Fig. 1, we designed and im-
plemented our first working prototype drawing on previous experiences developing 
Collpad (Nussbaum et al., 2009) and Collboard (Alvarez et al., 2013) systems. Our 
process began with definition of user and system requirements, covering both func-
tional and non-functional specifications. Among the non-functional requirements that 
guided our design decisions, we established the following essential requirements: 

• Minimize Initialization and Setup Time. Given time limitations for CollPhoto 
use during the lecture time, the application must be easily accessible by any mobile 
device at any time, with minimum interaction costs for the user. 

• Device Agnosticism. The need to support different mobile devices provided by the 
students regardless of the operating system and form factor. 

• Sharing of Mobile Devices among Students. The possibility of students being able 
to lend/borrow their mobile devices to/from each other to submit responses to the in-
structor should there not be enough mobile devices available in the classroom. 

• Large Number of Mobile Devices. The need to support a large number of mobile 
devices (i.e. 40 to 100 devices) connected to a local WiFi network, allowing  
concurrent upload of high-resolution images to the server. 
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Our chosen architecture is flexible and expandable and we plan to integrate Coll-
Photo with social media Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), such as the 
Evernote API (2014) and Disqus (2014), so that it can support storage and sharing of 
student-generated content in/from personal online notebooks, as well as discussing the 
shared content in discussion threads. 

5 Early Validation of CollPhoto 

We started the validation of CollPhoto in university classroom settings with the aim to 
conduct a formative evaluation (Bannan-Ritland, 2003; Alvarez et al., 2011) of the 
classroom workflow and supporting mobile tools. The formative evaluation com-
prised two successive trials. The first trial was conducted in March 2014 and focused 
on evaluating the technical and practical feasibility of conducting CollPhoto activities 
in classrooms. The trial was carried out on the Introduction to Computer Program-
ming course (henceforth ICP course), held at Universidad de los Andes, Santiago, 
Chile. The course enrolled a total of 98 students divided into two groups, and Coll-
Photo validation was conducted in the first group with 40 students. The second trial 
was conducted during April 2014 in the Relational DataBases course (henceforth 
RDB course) at U. de los Andes, with an enrolment of 87 students. During the second 
trial four instances of the CollPhoto learning flow were implemented, and after the 
trial the students were surveyed, and the teacher was interviewed. This trial was con-
ducted aiming to respond research questions RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 (see section 2). 

5.1 Academic Context 

The ICP and RDB courses in which CollPhoto underwent its first formative  
evaluation have been previously reformed to adopt a learning workflow based on the 
Just-in-Time Teaching (JiTT) blended learning approach (Novak et al., 1999; Prince 
& Felder, 2006). The RDB course was the first reformed during the spring semester 
(August-December) 2012, while the ICP course was reformed in the following seme-
ster (March-July 2013). 

Under the JiTT methodology, students are responsible for studying the course con-
tents by themselves (i.e., tutorials, videos and documentation) and answering online 
multiple-choice quizzes before attending the first weekly face-to-face lecture. The 
RDB course has a single weekly lecture lasting four successive modules of 50 mi-
nutes each, i.e. 200 minutes of total class time. On the other hand, the ICP course has 
two weekly face-to-face lectures, each lasting two successive modules of 50 minutes, 
i.e., 100 minutes of total class time in each lecture. Both courses are conducted in 
lecture halls equipped with WiFi network, and a projector screen attached to a  
computer intended for instructor’s use. During the lectures, the instructor gives the 
students formative feedback on the previous online quiz and further explains and 
discusses contents in which the students revealed weaknesses. Then the students solve 
a series of problems of increasing difficulty using pen and paper individually  
or in dyads, under the teacher’s and teaching assistants’ supervision and guidance.  
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After time is up for solving a problem, the students’ answer sheets are collected and 
the teacher explains the students about different possible ways of solving the problem 
before proceeding to the next one. In the traditional course workflow, although stu-
dents’ answers are collected before the teacher’s feedback, the teacher does not rely 
on students’ responses when commenting the solution to the problem due to his ina-
bility to revise the responses beforehand. 

The instructor of the ICP course works part-time at the Engineering Faculty and 
has three years of teaching experience. The other instructor in charge of the RDB 
course is part of the fulltime academic staff at the Faculty. He has seven years of 
teaching experience. 

5.2 Smartphone Ownership and Use Habits Survey 

In order to establish whether students in the ICP and RDB courses could participate in 
the CollPhoto trials and use their own smartphones, we conducted an anonymous 
survey regarding smartphone ownership and use habits. All the students in both 
courses were encouraged by the respective instructors to answer the survey that in-
cluded six binary and multiple-choice questions regarding smartphone ownership and 
use habits. The survey was conducted by means of the learning management system 
officially used in the courses, and was available to the students for an entire week. 

The survey questions and answer options are described in Table 1.  

Table 1. Smartphone Ownership and Use Habits Survey 

# Question Answers 

1 Do you own a smartphone? (a) Yes, (b) I do not have a 
smartphone but a feature phone,, 
(c) I do not have a mobile phone 

2 What kind of smartphone do you own? (a) Android, (b) iOS (Apple 
iPhone), (c) Windows Phone, (d) 
Blackberry, (e) Other kind of 
smartphone  

3 Do you connect to the Internet with your 
smartphone? 

(a) No, (b) Yes (via WiFi or 
prepaid), (c) Yes (permanent 
connection) 

4 Do you use instant messaging applications in your 
smartphone based on the Internet, such as 
WhatsApp, Telegram, etc? 

Yes/No 

5 Is the smartphone essential to you? Yes/No 
6 Would you feel upset if you do not have your 

smartphone for an entire day? 
Yes/No 
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5.3 Trial in the ICP Course 

A week before the first session of the trial, the responsible researcher met the ICP 
course instructor for a briefing and tutorial on CollPhoto. Problem design criteria was 
discussed, stressing the need to pose the students with open-ended problems that 
could elicit a variety of responses, so that the responses could later lead to a meaning-
ful discussion based on different solution approaches. 

The trial for feasibility evaluation was conducted in two lectures of the ICP course, 
in two successive weeks. Both lectures were the first in their respective weeks and the 
students’ work was not graded; hence, evaluation of CollPhoto could be conducted 
minimizing the chance of a negative effect on the students’ grades. The CollPhoto 
activities were conducted in the second 50-minute module of the ICP course lectures. 
The subject matter on which the problems were based was related to flow control in 
the Python programming language. The CollPhoto development team composed of 
the responsible researcher and two research assistants attended the two lectures and 
took notes of all technical issues encountered. In addition, after each of the two lec-
tures the responsible researcher had a short interview with the course professor in 
order to collect his feedback on the activities conducted. 

Before proceeding to the trial in the RDB course, the development team focused on 
solving all technical issues encountered.  

5.4 Trial in the RDB Course 

After major technical issues noticed in the initial technical feasibility evaluation could 
be overcome, the second trial for ascertaining teachers’ and students’ perceived peda-
gogical value and usability of CollPhoto was conducted in the RDB course. In the 
same manner as in the previous trial, the responsible researcher met beforehand with 
the professor in charge of the course for a quick briefing and training session.  

The trial in the RDB course was conducted within a single lecture lasting four 50-
minute modules. In the third module of the lecture, the instructor gave the students a 
briefing on the CollPhoto activity and displayed on the projector screen a list of in-
structions to connect to the WiFi network and to the CollPhoto website from their 
smartphones. After the students connected from their smartphones, four successive 
Structured Query Language (SQL) problems were posed to them. The entire CollPho-
to workflow, including the teacher-guided discussion, was applied for all problems. 

At the end of the lecture, the students were presented with an anonymous paper-
based survey. The survey questions focused on capturing the students’ perceived  
pedagogical value and ease-of-use (see Table 2) of CollPhoto. 

In addition to the questions in Table 2, the students were also required to indicate 
their gender, age and year of entrance to engineering studies at U. de los Andes. 

After the lecture was finished, the responsible researcher had a twenty-five minute 
unstructured interview with the professor of the RDB course. The views, observations 
and feedback from the instructor regarding usability and perceived pedagogical value 
of CollPhoto were transcribed by the responsible researcher during the interview. 
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Table 2. Students’ survey regarding perceived pedagogical value and ease of use of CollPhoto  

# Question Answers 

1 Are you interested in the course’s current subject matter? Likert Scale (LS) 
(values 1–5)  

2 Do you think the teacher’s guided discussion involving the student’s 
answers to the problem adds value to the lecture?  

LS (values 1–5) 
 

3 If the teacher calls you to the front to explain your answer to your 
peers, would you be willing to do it? 

LS (values 1–5) 

4 Do you feel the teacher was more accessible to addressing to your 
doubts and comments in the lecture than in the past ones? 

LS (values 1–5) 

5 Do you consider that submitting your solutions through CollPhoto in 
your smartphone is easy to use?  

LS (values 1–5) 

6 Please mention any aspects regarding Collboard that you would high-
light 

Open-ended 

7 Please mention any aspects regarding Collboard that should be im-
proved 

Open-ended 

6 Early Findings 

6.1 Smartphone Ownership and Use Habits Survey 

The smartphone ownership and use habits survey was responded by 49/98 (50%) 
students in the two sections of the ICP course, and by 65/87 (74,7%) students in the 
RDB course. In the first question, regarding smartphone ownership, 48/49 (97,9%) 
respondents in the ICP course and 60/65 (92,3%) respondents in the RDB course 
declare owning a smartphone. In both courses, smartphone ownership was reportedly 
split evenly among iOS (Apple iPhone) and Android devices. In the ICP course, 22/49 
declared owning an Android device, and 26/49 declared owning an iPhone. In the 
RDB course, 27/65 students declared owning an Android device, 31/65 an iOS de-
vice, and 2/65 a Windows Phone device.  

With regard to Internet connectivity, 10/49 (20,4%) students in the ICP course and 
7/65 (10,8%) respondents in the RDB course connect to the Internet through WiFi or 
a prepaid card, and 39/49 (79,5%) students in the ICP and 55/65 (84,6%) students in 
the RDB course have a permanent connection to the Internet. All respondents owning 
a smartphone in both courses reported usage of non-SMS instant messaging services 
based on the Internet. 

When asked if the smartphone is regarded as essential, 42/49 respondents in the 
ICP course and 45/65 students in the RDB course responded affirmatively. Lastly, 
roughly half of the respondents (25/49 in the ICP and 34/65 in the RDB course) re-
ported that they would feel upset by not having their mobile phone for an entire day. 

The survey results show that the majority of the students in the samples owned an 
internet-capable smartphone at the time of the trials, and many of the students  
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reported being emotionally attached to their device, insofar they would feel upset if 
deprived from it. Consequently, students could participate in Collphoto activities 
supported by their own hardware. 

6.2 Trial in the ICP Course 

In the first session of this trial, 28 students attended the lecture and it was possible for 
the instructor to conduct a complete CollPhoto activity. While the students worked in 
pairs and later the discussion was conducted, the following technical and logistical 
issues were encountered: 

• Students’ Registration Issue: Eight students were omitted from registration in the 
CollPhoto database and were unable to log in at the start of the activity. The stu-
dents’ had enrolled in the course later in the semester and their information was not 
timely available to the CollPhoto system. 

• Discussion Interface Problems: The CollPhoto interface supporting the teacher-
guided discussion did not function properly when operated with a touchpad device 
in a laptop. It had been optimized for touchscreen devices, thus basic operations 
like dragging and scrolling did not work properly on the teacher’s laptop computer 
connected to the projector screen. 

• Poor Time Management: The students were not given a clear time limit to submit 
their responses, thus they worked relaxed, with no time pressures. The activity was 
conducted during the last 35 minutes of the second lecture module. After 25 mi-
nutes from the start of the activity only 6/14 dyads had submitted a response. The 
professor dedicated the remaining 10 minutes to conduct the discussion with the 
six available responses. 

At the end of the trial, the instructor reported his own satisfaction with the discus-
sion that was accomplished. Despite the limited number of submitted responses from 
the students, he could take advantage of recurrent mistakes he observed in the an-
swers, and engage the students in a fruitful discussion. 

In the second session of the trial, conducted in the following week, a major tech-
nical issue occurred, which hampered the completion of the CollPhoto activity: 

• Denial of Uploads: CollPhoto used a naming convention for image files that ap-
peared suspicious as a malware threat to the firewall software that filters Internet 
traffic in the entire university network. Consequently, the students were unable to 
submit their responses through CollPhoto and the activity was halted. 

Fortunately, all of the technical issues encountered in the first trial could be solved 
with minimal effort. The students missing in the Collboard database were included for 
the second session of the trial, and the discussion interface could be made compatible 
with touchpad/trackpad interaction. The issue regarding the denial of image uploads 
to the server was solved by incorporating the use of secure HTTP connections 
(HTTPS). In this way, the university firewall is unable to filter the outgoing traffic 
from the students’ devices to the server. 
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Despite the technical issues that occurred, the instructor of the ICP course men-
tioned that he would be willing to continue trying Collphoto in his lectures. He consi-
dered that CollPhoto’s learning flow was practical for the course, and could support 
him in providing the students richer feedback. He also reported that the possibility of 
quickly visualizing the students’ answers is useful for realizing what the common 
students’ weaknesses and misconceptions are. He regarded this as valuable informa-
tion that could lead him to improve the quality of his teaching. 

6.3 Trial in the RDB Course 

Classroom Activity Observation: Sixty-three students attended the trial lecture in 
the RDB course. At the beginning of the classroom activity a few students expe-
rienced difficulties connecting to the WiFi network, but managed to do so after few 
attempts. Once connected to the WiFi network from their smartphones, all of the stu-
dents could log into the system. 

The four SQL problems presented to the students covered database table creation, 
data insertion and query statements at beginner’s level difficulty. Five minutes were 
given to the student dyads to solve each problem, and the successive teacher-guided 
discussion took a similar time span in each case. Under these time restrictions, task 3 
had the most submitted responses (28), and task 4 the least (22). Despite that the 
CollPhoto learning flow includes the possibility of students being called to the front to 
explain their answers, the instructor did not encourage this to happen. Rather, he 
leaded the discussions and occasionally prompted the students for answers to his 
questions. Bidirectional and multidirectional dialogues between the instructor and the 
students were frequently noticed during the discussions, for clarification and reflec-
tion on the different solution approaches that were examined. 
 
Interview with the Instructor: The instructor reported that the operation of the 
CollPhoto software during the trial lecture did not pose disruptive overhead to the 
classroom workflow that he had accustomed to conduct in the course for more than 
three semesters. Rather, he felt satisfied with the time efficiency of the workflow, as 
he managed to conduct all of the planned classroom activities in a timely manner. 

According to the instructor, in all previous RDB course lectures, after the students 
finished each problem he had always relied on a single correct solution displayed on 
the projector screen to give the students formative feedback. With CollPhoto, in each 
of the four discussions in the trial lecture, he had made systematic use of the answer 
comparison tool to examine different students’ responses. He considered that the tool 
was useful for giving the students richer feedback based on their own mistakes and 
misconceptions, and that he could have used it to a more beneficial extent in this re-
gard should the problem difficulty had been higher. He noticed that while the students 
solved the problems some dyads had a tendency of being competitive against each 
other to submit the correct response earliest as possible. He related this behavior to 
the fact that through CollPhoto the students had their responses visible to the scrutiny 
of their peers for the first time in the course; this further motivated some of the stu-
dents to submit correct solutions to achieve both learning and peer recognition. 
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Regarding the use of hardware, the instructor suggested that he would prefer to use 
a tablet device rather than the fixed PC available at the front of the classroom, to mon-
itor the activity and scan through the students’ responses. He considers that by use of 
a tablet device he could move freely in the classroom assisting the students/dyads and 
better focus his interventions on the weaker students. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Dyads solving a problem in the DB course. (b) The instructor discussing students’ 
submitted answers displayed on the CollPhoto interface. 

Students’ Survey Results: The survey (as described in section 5.4) was responded by 
63/87 students enrolled in the course. The mean student age was 22.3 years, 51 stu-
dents were male and 12 were female. Students’ self-reported interest regarding the 
subject matter being learned in the course was slightly above neutral (question 1, 
M=3.63/5.00; SD=0.96). The students considered that the teacher’s guided discussion 
involving the student’s answers to the problem adds value to the lecture (question 2, 
M=4.03/5.00; SD=0.95). However, according to the response to question 3, the stu-
dents do not report sufficient self-motivation to step to the front of the classroom to 
explain and justify their answers (M=2.62/5.00; SD=1.10). 

Regarding the students’ perception on whether CollPhoto increased the teacher’s 
openness to respond to their doubts and comments, their average response to question 
4 was above neutral (M=3.40/5.00; SD=0.98), however, lacking detailed classroom 
observation data for an objective comparison with the previous course lectures it is 
not possible to state an emphatic difference in this regard. 

The students reported a positive perception on the ease of use of the interface, ac-
cording to the response to question 5 (M=3.87/5.00; SD=1.14). Concerning this as-
pect, the two last open-ended questions of the survey add details on how the user 
interface and user experience could be improved. In the final open-ended questions, 
the students highlighted as positive characteristics of CollPhoto the possibility to ob-
tain quick formative feedback from the instructor based on comparison and discussion 
of their own responses (20 responses), the overall interactivity that was possible (8 
responses), the instantaneity and rapidness of the workflow supported by CollPhoto (4 
responses), and ease of use of the user interface (3 responses). 

In the last question of the survey the students were asked to mention aspects of 
CollPhoto that should be improved. Here 9 respondents mentioned that the answer 
upload step was too slow, and 2 students reported that they experienced WiFi network 
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connectivity problems. Three students mentioned that CollPhoto should automatically 
rotate photos taken in landscape orientation to portrait. 

Despite the technical shortcomings reported by the students, the CollPhoto activi-
ties were found practical for supporting problem solving activities in the classroom, 
rich social interaction was observed in the teacher-guided discussions, and both the 
instructor and the students valued the formative feedback that was possible. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

The initial validation conducted in two computer science courses indicates that is 
feasible to implement the proposed Collphoto learning workflow, under the usual 
time limitations of lectures, and relying on students’ using their own smartphones and 
basic equipment commonly found in classrooms.  

According to the instructors’ experiences, the learning flow in CollPhoto is useful 
for providing the students with rich formative feedback, including discussion and 
analysis of different solution views and approaches. Through visualizing students’ 
responses, the instructors have meaningful awareness on students’ understanding, 
which can be useful for improving interventions for the benefit of the more chal-
lenged students. On the other hand, students’ solutions being subject to peer scrutiny 
can be motivating for higher achieving students seeking peer recognition and positive 
reinforcement. The students perceived the instructors’ formative feedback as valuable 
for their learning. 

In the future, we plan to improve CollPhoto by enhancing the performance of the 
solution upload process and incorporating image-filtering algorithms for better reada-
bility of the handwritten answers in the projector screen. We also plan to implement 
and evaluate the use of online portfolios and social content sharing to permit out-of-
class interaction between the students and the instructor. In order to discern when, 
how and for whom CollPhoto can be most effective, we will conduct thorough eval-
uation of the learning flow in different STEM courses. Finally, to ascertain impact of 
CollPhoto activities in learning achievement, we consider conducting quasi-
experimental studies during an entire academic year. 
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Abstract. The present study focused on the implicit and explicit search
processes for easing an impasse during collaborative problem solving. In
this study, an attractive actor or an anomaly cue, a ‘maverick,’ appeared
to aid the participant in a rule discovery task. Problem solvers works on
the task in which autonomous agents play the roles of collaborative part-
ners. We collected verbal responses and eye movement data throughout
the task to capture the implicit and explicit cognitive processes used by
participants in interacting with the maverick during the search activities.
The results indicate that for successful problem solvers, (1) an anomaly
cue(maverick) in the group explicitly facilitated an adequate search pro-
cess, and (2) an implicit search process may exist from an early stage
and may develop during the learning process through incubation. Addi-
tionally, we observed through case studies that participants actively use
the anomaly cue(maverick) as a reference to ease impasses.

Keywords: Collaborative Problem Solving, Conversational Agents, Eye
tracking, Verbalization.

1 Introduction

Imagine a software programmer who is confronted with a compile error, and no
matter how hard he tries to fix the problem and no matter how much he thinks
about it, he cannot find the solution he needs. Just when he starts to give up,
he hears the programmer next to him murmuring while coding, and these words
spark an idea. The next moment, the programmer is saying, ’Aha! I was just
missing a semicolon at the end of my statement.’

In such a situation, the programmer is at an ’impasse,’ and is searching for the
solution in the wrong problem space[16,1,19]. Researchers studying insight have
explained that it is important to relieve mental constraints and shift toward an
adequate problem space to reach a solution[7]. Studies show that such constraints
can be diminished by the use of external resources and environments that can
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provide meaningful cues[22]. In the example above, the neighboring programmer
functioned as an external resource offering a cue.

The present study focuses on external resources such as human partners.
Based on the past studies of [5], we focused in particular on a group structure
in which a member called a ’maverick,’ either an attractive actor or an anomaly
cue, helps problem solvers search for an adequate problem space. The present
study investigates the search processes specific to collaborative activities that
can prevent impasses. We especially focused on the implicit and explicit cogni-
tive processes that are mentioned in several prominent insight problem solving
studies.

1.1 External Resources That Can Facilitate the Search Process:
Collaborative Partners

Distributed cognition theories have brought us new views concerning the prob-
lem space where cognition could be extended to the external world[24,6]. Many
studies in the area of collaborative problem solving in cognitive science have
shown that internal representations can be changed by external resources such
as collaborative partners[11,17]. Partners can play an important role in facilitat-
ing the meta cognitive process, which can help avoid cognitive biases. This occurs
because feedback from others about the generated interpretations provides an
opportunity to rethink the interpretation in a more reflective way[18]. Further,
interacting with members leads to considering different perspectives[4],which can
facilitate conceptual changes and deeper understanding[11]. In situations where
one is at an impasse, member diversity(external world) can provide effective cues
or hints to enable problem solvers to expand the areas of their problem solving
space and reach the correct solutions.

What types of group formations, organizations, or compositions can become
ideal cues for expanding the search space? An experiment conducted by [5]
showed that a group consisting of members with different perspectives (i.e., the
so-called ’maverick’) can be effective when considering group differences; thus,
these can act as anomaly cues that expand the search process. Evidence from
organizational studies indicates that a person who holds a different perspective
from the rest of the group may be perceived as a troublemaker that promotes
confusion within the group. Sometimes, however, the person who sees things
differently might be considered a reformer who brings innovative ideas to the
group[14]. In the classic studies on ’minority effects’ in social psychology, [12]
argued that a minority of one is more influential than a minority of more than
one. A series of studies have shown that if one person maintains the minor-
ity view, this idea may, over time, capture more attention[15]. Following these
studies, the present research considered the effects of a maverick that eventually
provided a hint to ease the impasse.
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1.2 Two Types of Cognitive Processes: Implicit and Explicit

A maverick member(maverick) may provide crucial cues for searching the ad-
equate problem space. What kinds of processes underlie the easing impasses
given feedback from the maverick? Recent studies into insight problem solving
show that two different processes, implicit and explicit, may be crucial factors
in easing impasses.

Previous studies showed that people sometimes find a crucial cue relatively
early in the problem solving process, but they cannot make use of it[22,7,10].
This indicates that some kind of implicit process may exist from the beginning
of the task, and this may play an important role in the search for an adequate
problem space.

How can we capture this implicit process during problem solving activities?
A study conducted by [23], used eye-tracking data and verbalized data to cap-
ture both implicit and explicit cognitive processes during a rule discovery task.
They showed that an implicit process captured from the eye-tracking data ap-
peared gradually by focusing on a critical point related to the solution from an
early problem solving stage. However, participants had no explicit knowledge of
this process. The explicit process was captured from verbal protocol data from
participants who suddenly reached the solution at some point. They admitted
that an implicit process underlying the activity may have functioned to ease the
impasse.

Our focus in this study was to investigate whether such an implicit process
may exist while still interacting with an external resource(maverick) that may
become a cue to easing an impasse. Our first goal in this study was as follows:

1. To investigate the role of implicit and explicit search processes in easing
impasses in collaborative problem solving

2. To investigate how people use external resources(mavericks) to ease impasses

Based on past research, we hypothesized that an implicit searching process
may begin before the explicit process. Moreover, external resources(mavericks)
should be considered often by those who use them as effective cues. In investi-
gating these points, this study not only uncovered implications about the im-
plicit/explicit search mechanisms of how people ease from an impasse while
collaborating with others, but it may also give some useful ideas to AI and HCI
researchers in designing and developing effective intelligent collaboration-support
systems.

2 Method

A controlled experiment was designed based on [5]’s, MAES, where a problem-
solver engages in a rule discovery task with autonomous agents acting as collab-
orative partners. As many studies in the Media Equation literature have shown,
there is much evidence that people respond to artificial agents [13]. Some studies
have begun to use them as experimental tools for investigating human cognition
[21], as in the present study.
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2.1 The Rule Discovery Task: Bistable Objects

Participants were asked to count a series of objects presented on a computer
display and to discover its sequential rule by cooperating with other collaborat-
ing members(conversational agents). Several sets of random patterns containing
various figures on a 6 × 6 grid (colored black or white; see Figure 1) were shown
to each participant. In each set, a pattern consisting of combined square blocks
was displayed against a background of either black or white colors. The back-
ground color was controlled to derive, through a Gestalt effect, the change in
the problem solver’s perspective [8].

45 3

6

7

8 10

1

2

9

Partner C
(Six white objects)

Partner A
(Six white objects)

Partner B
(Four black objects)

Partner D
(Six white objects)

Fig. 1. Experimental stimuli used in the study

Each set consisted of several “objects” (or patterns) in black or white, each of
which consisted of either a single block or multiple blocks. As shown in Figure 1,
one of the paired objects contained a total of 10 objects (4 black and 6 white).
When a participant focused on white components inside a black background,
it was expected that the white objects would pop out as a figure and that the
participants would be able to count all six of them.

In the present study, a group of six members were set to work collaboratively
on the rule discovery task through a computer terminal connected via a local
area network. Their goal was to count the number of objects presented on their
screen for several trials and to discover the pattern rule for the number of pre-
sented objects. For each trial/set of objects, a square outer box was presented
on the display for one second; this was followed by a stimulus picture inside
the box frame. Participants were instructed to count the number of objects in-
side this box frame. They were also instructed that a software program called
’Agents’ would be their partner, and that they would have to work together
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through textual feedbacks. The participant was required to verbalize any kind
of relevant message(pertaining to number of objects, rules, etc.) per trial to the
other collaborating members(agents).

As shown in Figure 1, participants saw the objects with either a black back-
ground (white perspective) or a white background (black perspective). To create
a situation where a maverick existed in the task, the background color was ad-
justed for one of the members(agents). The majority of members saw the white
object as the figure, and one(the maverick) saw a black object.

To create a situation where the problem solver is fixed in an impasse, the
number of black and white objects were controlled, as shown in Figure 2. First,
the total number of components presented to the participants varied between
6 and 10. The sequential pattern (Target rule) of the sums of black compo-
nents and white components was repeatedly presented during each trial (e.g.,
6,8,10,6,8,10...). In the initial (impasse forming) stage of the task, the local
black/white numbers were controlled to be the same. Past studies showed that
when problem solvers engaged in such a task, they only counted the objects
based on the figure perspective, and participants tried to search for the target
rule based on that perspective [4,3,5]. That is, they form an impasse of searching
for the problem space, based on ’either’ white or black objects, e.g. 3,4,5,3,4,5...
After trial 13, the number of objects was controlled, so that one could not dis-
cover the rule based on the local colors(3,4,5,3,4,5...). The problem solvers could
discover the rule only if they shifted their perspective toward ’both’ black and
white objects (6,8,10,6,8,10...). To discover the correct solution, they had to
escape from the impasse(either color) in the initial stage and shift their perspec-
tive to the adequate problem solving space(both colors). Further, the maverick
reported the number of objects based on the opposite-colored object, so this
information served as a hint.

White
(marverick)   3 4 5 3 2 4 6 2

Black
(majority) 3 4 5 3 4 4 4 4

Sum of 
Black & 
white

6 8 10 6 6 8 10 6

...

...

...

...

... ...

Trial 1 to Trial 12 Trial 13 -
<Impasse forming <Marverick appearence stage>stage>

Fig. 2. Example object sequence
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2.2 Experimental System

We set up a text-based chat communication platform by using one server and
five conversational agents(Figure 3). The system was similar to one designed by
[5] and developed in Java. On the server side, a broadcast mechanism was used
to distribute all the messages simultaneously. On each trial, all agents responded
to the problem solvers’ utterances. The experimenter typed text messages of the
participants verbal utterances and sent them to the server via chat. Messages
sent to the server were redistributed to all agents.

Server

Agent 1 (white)

Agent 2 (white)

Agent 3 (black)

Agent 5 (white)

Agent 4 (white)

Experimenter

Client (Par�cipant)

objects

comments
from agent

Fig. 3. Communication platform

The conversational computer agents were designed by a typical rule-based
system. Based on predefined rules, the system could respond to sentences in-
putted by the participants (Figure 3). All three agents followed these rules: (1)
respond only concerning the number and hypothesis in the impasse phase; (2)
after the 13th trial, the maverick will sometimes include information about a
different object (black); (3) do not respond in the same order for each trial; and
(4) respond based on the input messages with which the last agent responded.
All agents autonomously responded to each other’s text messages as indepen-
dent interlocutors using different types of expressions. However, Agent 3 was
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implemented to play the role of the maverick and thus responded based on the
black-colored object.

The conversation agent extracted keywords from both the participant’s and
the other agents’ sentences. The most frequent keywords related to the (1) num-
ber of objects, (2) colors of objects, and (3) sequence rules. The agent contained
temporary working memory storage to represent the current status of the input
messages from the: (1) keywords of the participant, (2) keywords from the agents,
and (3) objects that were presented on the screen. A rule based in an “if-then”
format defined all responses from the agents. When the agent detected keywords
of: (a) numbers, (b) colors, and (c) the hypothesis, the working memory was
updated. Then, a pattern-matching strategy was used for binding the rules. For
example, outputs of numbers (black) and colors (black) could be, “Participant: I
think there are four black objects...”, “Agent 3: So you see four? I see six of them
in black.” “Agent 5: Black? I see four...,” etc. The server would then distribute
the messages to each agent in a randomized order with a delay for appropriate
turn taking(for details, see [5]).

Each participant viewed an individual computer display with a resolution of
1920 x 1080. The upper edge of Figure 3 shows the interface of the display. The
object was presented in the middle of the screen, and the agents’ text responses
were shown next to the figure. The participants were required to speak first, then
read the comments from the agents, and then tell the experimenter to switch
to the next slide(trial). The task continued until 30 minutes had passed; they
could finish the task at that point when they mentioned the target rule to the
experimenter.

2.3 Data Collection

We used two types of data to detect the implicit and explicit processes during the
problem-solving space-search activities. We used the same indexes as [23]. First,
the verbal utterances collected from the problem solvers’ protocols were defined
as the search process of the explicit state. Verbal data are mostly used by cogni-
tive psychologists to detect problem solvers’ internal states [2]. We calculated the
ratio of the figure(black) and ground(white) in each trial and determined which
problem space(color) the participants were fixated on. Then, each participant’s
verbal data were coded to either figure(white) or ground(black).

Second, we used eye movement data to record the participants’ implicit search
processes and their verbalizations concerning the detection of the explicit pro-
cess. Insight problem solving studies use eye movement data as a useful index[9].
We used the Tobii eye tracking device(X2-30) to track participants’ gaze behav-
ior during the task. The sample rate was 30Hz. For analysis, we adapted the
same procedure used with the verbal data. All retention data were collected for
each trial and coded either to figure(white) or ground(black).

We used the modified version of the index from [4] to analyze the strength
tendency of the impasse. In table 1, n1 indicates the amount of reporting/looking
at the figure(white), and n2 indicates the amount of reporting/looking at the
ground(black).
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Table 1. Coding Scheme

Figure (white) Ground (black)

Participant n1 n2

Impasse =
n1 − n2

n1 + n2
(1)

The index indicates that the participant is most fixated on the figure color,
and thus trapped in an impasse if the number is large. However, if the number
gets smaller, this means that the participant is looking at the ground color and
is searching for a different problem space. This leads to an easing of the impasse.

In addition, we analyzed the collected eye movement data on the text box in
order to investigate how problem solvers use external resources to escape from
the impasse.

3 Results

Twenty-one students(15 male, 6 female, average age = 19.71), mostly infor-
mation science, life science, and medical science majors from the University of
Tsukuba participated in this experiment. We divided the participants who were
successful in reporting answers related to the numbers of figure(white) color or
ground(black) objects. Twelve succeeded, and nine did not.

4 Search Process on the Problem Space

Figure 4 shows the results of the experiment. The vertical axis represents the
mean value of impasse for the measures listed on the horizontal axis. The horizon-
tal axis shows each impasse phase(until the 12th trial) and maverick phase(after
the 13th trial).The left figure shows the successful group, while the right shows
the unsuccessful one.

A 2× 2 ANOVAwas conducted on each successful/unsuccessful group with the
searchmethods (eye movements vs. verbal utterances) and the time(until the 12th
trial vs. after the 13th trial) asmixed-subject factors. The results revealed an inter-
action between the two successful group factors (F (1,22)=11.51, p <.01). Simple
main effects for each search method by time revealed that eye movement values
were higher than verbal utterance values until the 12th trial (F (1,44)=28.57, p
<.01), but there were no differences after the 13th trial (F (1,44)=0.52, p=.48). In
addition, simple main effects for each time by condition revealed that verbal ut-
terance values decreased by time (F (1,22)=18.77, p <.01), though there were no
differences for the eye movements (F (1,22)=0.22, p=.64).

There was no interaction between the two factors for the unsuccessful groups
(F (1,16)=0.97, p=.34). Main effects showed that the verbal utterances were
higher than the eye movements (F (1,16)=41.141, p <.01), but there were no
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differences between the time periods (F (1,16)=0.32, p <.58). For the successful
group, when the anomaly cue(maverick) appeared, the degree of impasse cap-
tured from verbal utterances reached the same level as that captured from the
eye movements. Furthermore, the eye movements were steady at the same level
throughout the task, indicating that an adequate early-stage search process had
occurred. In contrast, for the unsuccessful pairs, the degree of impasse captured
from verbal utterances was unchanged, indicating that anomaly cues(maverick)
did not reach the implicit level.
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Fig. 4. Results of the successful(left) and unsuccessful(right)

5 Case Study: External Resources(Agents/Partners)

First, we analyzed the relative differences between the frequency of retention on
each agent(partner). A one-wayANOVAwas conducted on successful groups with
the agents methods (agent1 vs. agent2 vs. agent3(maverick) vs. agent4 vs.agent5).
For the successful group, there were differences among conditions (F (11,44)=6.27,
p <.01). The results of multiple comparisons showed that agent1 had a smaller
glance tendency compared to agents 3,4, and 5 (p <.01, p <.01, p <.01). However,
there were no differences for the other conditions. These results reveal that agent3
was not especially attended as compared with the other agents. However, this may
be attributable to the following: (1) some successful pairs did not use the external
resource for the entire time; (2) since the majority of the agents continued to pro-
vide the same information, participantsmay have used a strategy of only looking at
two important members, such as agent3(maverick) and some other agent close to
it(e.g., agent 2 or agent 4). However, there might have been some data noise due to
the differences among individuals and the diversity of the eye tracking data. There-
fore, we conducted a more careful case study of the participants with the highest
eye movement acquisition.

Figure 5 and figure 6 shows the transitions of two types of participants. The
eye dots were expressed in the RGB format by time consumption(beginning of
task to the end) by blue, purple, green, yellow, pink, and red. For the participant
in figure 5, a total of 46397 points were collected; these were divided into three
phases (First third, Second third, Third third). For the participant in figure 6,
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First half of trials Second half of trials Third half of trials

Fig. 5. Participant 1

First half of trials Second half of trials Third half of trials

Fig. 6. Participant 2

a total of 43708 points were collected and also divided into three phases. As can
be seen in figure 5, in the first half of the trial, the participant glanced more at
agent 3(maverick). As time passed, this participant still looked at agent 3 more
often. This indicates that the external resource could have had a special meaning
to them on discovery. In contrast, in figure 6, the participant glances were based
on agents 2 and 3. The participant might have been using a strategy to collect
useful information from only the external sources.
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6 Discussion and Conclusion

In the present study, we conducted a collaborative problem solving experiment
using [5]’s MAES. We collected verbal utterances and eye movement data to
capture implicit and explicit processes during search activities while studying the
interactions of a maverick. The goal of this study was (1) to investigate the role of
implicit and explicit search processes in easing impasses in collaborative problem
solving, and (2) to examine how people use external resources(mavericks) to ease
impasses.

The results showed that, for successful pairs, an anomaly cue(maverick) in the
group explicitly facilitated an adequate search process. In addition, we found that
an adequate implicit process was ongoing before such explicit processes occurred.
This suggests a possible implicit incubation phase that may help explicit search
due to the anomaly cue(maverick). This process could be related to the literature
by [22,7,10], which found that people recognize crucial cues, but they cannot
make proper use of them. As indicated from recent studies from [22], several
types of constraints, such as object level, relational, and goal constraints exist
and appear to be the causes for these impasses when they are gradually revealed
by failures. A notable point here is that feedback from the external world plays
a role in relaxing such constraints. The present study provides new implications
by showing that such feedback can be demonstrated by a maverick opinion in a
collaborative setting.

From the additional case study, we found that some problem solvers actively
use the anomaly cue(maverick) as a reference to ease the impasse, though some
do not show special interest in it at all. An interesting study from [20] shows
that problem solvers who scan paths become well-organized problem solvers by
becoming expert searchers. It is possible that, as participants proceeded with the
task, they became more expert in seeing each agent’s responses. That is, agents
1,2 and 4,5 always responded on the white perspective, while agent 3 reported
on the black perspective. Therefore, the most efficient and economic strategy to
collect important information from the others was to simply pay attention to
agent3 or either one of the other four agents.

Finally, the present study provides evidence to suggest that collaborative part-
ners, such as mavericks, can play an important role in easing an impasse and in
directing us to an adequate problem solving space. This may occur through the
existence of an implicit process due to such feedback from the external world and
an effective use of the environment. Researchers in AI and computer-supported
cooperative work (CSCW) can use the implications of this study to design col-
laborative systems in anticipation of increased creative performance. One im-
portant point here is that we used an artificial conversational agent; therefore,
such agents can be used for easing impasses in problem solving settings.
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Abstract. We propose a topic-based activity review application that supports 
knowledge workers in reviewing activity history. This application automatically 
generates a knowledge work lifelog with event detection from sensor informa-
tion, operation history, and used documents on a terminal; annotation term  
extraction considering topic estimation and collocation extraction; topic title ex-
traction; and topic-based activity time calculation. This application enables ac-
tivity review with a timeline view and activity overview with a calendar/graph 
view. According to an empirical evaluation with five subjects, we confirmed 
that the term extraction method is efficient for lifelog annotation and topic title 
extraction. We also identified challenges concerning determination of detailed 
activity time. 

Keywords: Knowledge work, lifelog, topic model, LDA, C-value. 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to propose a topic-based activity review application that 
supports knowledge workers in reviewing activity history with a summarized view of 
their activities by topic. Knowledge workers often review their own activity histories 
to write their daily or weekly reports, search some specific materials such as emails, 
schedules, and documents, or approximately calculate how much time they used for 
each task. However, it is difficult to review the activities as an aggregated history 
since these materials are scattered. To place the activities on time series data, gather-
ing each user’s activities on their terminal as a lifelog is a promising approach.  
However, it is difficult to review the sensor or operation events because users should 
interpret what they actually did from ‘raw’ large-scale lifelogs. We believe that users 
would like to review their lifelogs if this problem were solved. 

One solution is to annotate activities after shrinking them into adequate volumes. 
Each annotation works as a summary of an activity and a search query so that users 
can interpret or search their activities easily. To realize this solution, a lifelogging 
application for knowledge workers, which considers topics and readability, has been 
proposed [8]. This application exploits text data for annotation, e.g., titles of emails, 
file names or content of documents. Although this system has a user interface for 
supporting activity review, it has been insufficient for overviewing activities for a 
wider time span, i.e., weekly or monthly review. 
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In this paper, we introduced two overview modes: calendar view and graph view. 
Since lifelog events are classified for topics with topic models, users can review how 
much time they spent for each task. To realize these views, we introduce a topic-
based activity estimation method based on topic modeling techniques. Our application 
includes lifelogging, annotation term extraction, topic title extraction, and activity 
time estimation by topic. 

2 Related Works 

Several researchers have endeavored to support review of knowledge work activities. 
The two principal approaches are search support and task classification. 

The search support approach aims to help knowledge workers increase their effi-
ciency by reducing the time and effort required to access relevant content or activities. 
FALCON is a system that integrates email and calendar functions with a recorded 
meetings application [1]. Using each person’s microphone input, a method of search-
ing documents used in a meeting without mail or calendar information is proposed 
[7]. 

The task classification approach aims to gather related applications or contents for 
each task so that a user can find the material needed for a selected task. An applica-
tion to classify materials or documents from office work history, namely, TaskPredic-
tor2, is proposed [10]. Activity Switch Detector focuses on activity switching [6]. 

Annotating terms extracted from documents corresponding to each lifelog event is 
a promising approach [8]. However, the timeline-based activity review UI is insuffi-
cient to overview activities weekly or monthly. We need an adequate activity time 
estimation method for reviewing knowledge work activity. In regard to requirements 
for these annotations, the ability to classify an activity into a class and terms with 
higher readability are needed. 

3 Knowledge Work Lifelog Application 

This section shows the overview of the proposed application to support reviewing and 
searching daily activities. 

Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 show snapshots of the proposed application. An example 
scenario of the application is as follows: 

• A user works as usual with the logger application running as a background process. 
The logger application records user operation and sensor information. In this paper, 
we suppose a typical office work style with an Windows personal computer though 
this application supports Windows and Android platforms as written in [8]. 

• When the user wants to review the user’s own activities about a specific day, 
he/she shows the lifelog viewer. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of the viewer applica-
tion. The user’s lifelog events are shown in a timeline from top to bottom of the 
window. Each lifelog event includes the title of the activity, an icon indicating the 
kind of activity, the resources used, and tag terms for annotation. When the user  
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pushes one or more tags, the timeline is refined and only activities with these tags 
are shown. When the user inputs a query into the text box, specific events are 
searched. When the user clicks a resource name, the corresponding file or webpage 
is opened. If the system cannot find the file in the specific path, a desktop search 
application starts. When the user wants to review the user’s own activities about a 
week, he/she can use the weekly view with pushing the ‘W’ button. 

 

(a) Timeline view.  

 

(b) Lifelog event in detail. 

Fig. 1. Screenshot of lifelog viewer (timeline view)1 

• If the user wants to see the user’s activity in a more summarized view, he/she uses 
the monthly view in calendar style (Fig. 2). The calendar view shows the break-
down of activity time per topic. Each topic title of topic is automatically extracted.  
 

                                                           
1 In this paper, contents of each view are translated from Japanese. The same shall apply fig-

ures hereafter. 
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The method of topic title extraction is described below. If the user wants to know 
the detailed activity for a specific day, he/she selects the target day and opens the 
timeline view. The user can also define pattern matching rules for assigning specif-
ic activities to predefined categories. Pattern matching rules can be applied for  
extracted terms and activity types. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Calendar-based activity time view for each topic 

• If the user wants to know the summary of daily, weekly, or monthly activity time, 
he/she opens the graph view in bar chart style (Fig. 3). Application running time 
(including time when the user does not use the personal computer, such as sus-
pended time), total actual work time, and work time for each topic are shown in the 
view. 

Thus, our proposed system enables users to easily review their daily activities or refer 
to resources used in the past. Since all processes, i.e., recording activities, annotation, 
and topic classification, are automatically executed, the cost of using this system is 
low. 

Especially, the views of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are implemented based on trial users of 
our previous version [8]. We had the one-month preliminary trial in our organization, 
and then collected opinions about requests for the application from 29 people. From 
their opinions, we found that visualization of activity statistics with monthly or week-
ly view is required. 
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Fig. 3. Graph-based activity time view for each topic 

4 System Overview 

This section shows the overview and the process flow of the proposed method to sup-
port reviewing a knowledge work lifelog. Fig. 4 shows the flow of lifelog generation. 
The lifelogging method includes the following steps: lifelog event generation, annota-
tion term extraction, topic title estimation, event merging and topic allocation, and 
event visualization. Since the first two steps are similar to the previous work [8], these 
steps are briefly described in this paper. 

4.1 Lifelog Event Generation 

Firstly, the logger application logs sensor events and operation events as a back-
ground process. Our system currently supports about 90 events for Windows and 
Android platforms. These events include operation events for desktop activities such 
as office document operations, web browsing, email operations, active window 
changes, and keyboard events. These events are input into the sensor event buffer. In 
our current system, sensor events detected on an Android terminal is merged to the 
events of a Windows PC by the import module. 

Secondly, the lifelog event detection module generates lifelog events from combi-
nations of sensor events in the sensor event buffer. For example, a lifelog event  
‘presentation’ is generated from ‘slideshow’ and ‘speech’ sensor events. Our system 
currently supports about 40 lifelog events. Detected lifelog events are stored in the 
lifelog database. 
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Fig. 4. Flow of lifelog generation 

4.2 Annotation Term Extraction 

This section describes the process flow of extracting terms used as annotation from 
the content database. To support review of knowledge work activities, annotation 
terms should be typical topic terms of a user’s activities and interpretable for the user. 
In the proposed system, we combine LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) [2] for extract-
ing typical topic terms and C-value [3] calculation for extracting readable terms.  
Fig. 5 shows the annotation term extraction process. This process includes three steps: 
preprocess, important term estimation, and collocation extraction. 

 

Fig. 5. Flow of annotation term extraction 
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Firstly, as preprocess, documents are converted into a series of morphemes by 
morphological analysis. We use MeCab [5] for the Japanese morphological analysis 
module. In the evaluation of this application described below, we used the Japanese 
version. 

Secondly, LDA-based topic estimation is executed. LDA [2] is a language genera-
tion model that considers a set of documents as a mixture of latent topics. Each latent 
topic is a multinomial distribution with words. The parameter that controls the genera-
tion model of latent topics is expressed as a Dirichlet distribution, and words for each 
document are modeled with multinomial distribution. We use Collapsed Gibbs Sam-
pling [4], [9] for the parameter estimation. We use a number of topics with the  
smallest perplexity after a hundred sampling iterations. Then, terms with higher  
occurrence probabilities for each topic are extracted as term candidates. 

Thirdly, collocations are extracted with C-value calculation. An independent  
morpheme extracted with LDA does not have readability for a user to interpret the 
user’s activities because of the small length. We use the C-Value [3] calculation tech-
nique as a readable collocation extraction method. A C-value for a collocation a is 
calculated as 

 1  

where t(a) means the occurrence frequency of longer collocations, and c(a) means the 
number of these collocations. 

Finally, collocations that have high C-value scores and include terms extracted 
through the LDA are extracted as annotation, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The above steps are basically the same as in the previous work [8]. The same me-
thod is used as in the previous work, but, in addition, terms with lower probabilities 
are removed from the topic. 

4.3 Topic Title Extraction 

Furthermore, the collocation including the highest probability of occurrence in each 
topic, which means the characteristic term, is selected as the topic title. The set of 
terms for each topic is also stored. For each lifelog event, the system assigns a topic 
that includes terms of the topic in the event title or resource. 

4.4 Event Merging and Topic Allocation 

The duration of each lifelog event acquired in the previous section is too short as an 
activity history. Thus, activities in the same period of time are merged. In fact, we 
used the threshold of thirty minutes as the time distance, and the period of one lifelog 
event is up to 120 minutes. We used this threshold because each user can only re-
member each activity for a period of a certain duration, not one or five minutes. 

For example, when a user edits a document referring to another document in a task, 
active applications are frequently changed. In this case, it is reasonable that both  
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documents belong in the same task rather than that these documents are independent.  
Therefore, the same lifelog events in the same period of time and events in the same 
event categories, e.g., reading documents and editing documents, are merged into a 
lifelog event. Used resources and annotated tags of these events are also merged. 

As a result, annotation terms and a topic are assigned for each lifelog event. 

4.5 Event Visualization 

Finally, the viewer application shows the activity history as Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 
based on lifelog events with tags and topics. The user reviews or searches their activi-
ty history with the timeline view, the calendar view, and the graph view. 

5 Evaluation 

We empirically investigated to what degree our annotation method satisfied users. 
In advance, we let five subjects (knowledge workers in the IT domain) collect their 

lifelogs with their own personal computers for ten days. During this period, they 
worked in a normal way. 

After this period, we collected 1,458 events related to our experiment. We had the 
subjects rate annotation terms, extracted topics and activity time output from the pro-
posed system. 

5.1 Extracted Annotation Terms 

First, the system extracted up to twenty terms with the highest C-values for annota-
tion. We used email titles, file names of Microsoft Office documents, and the text of 
the first page of these files for the input text after our preliminary investigation. Each 
subject rated annotations from the perspective of remindability, which means to what 
degree annotations remind users of concrete activities. This score indicates usefulness 
for reminding subjects of their activity histories at three levels: remindable (3); 
somewhat remindable (2); not remindable (1). 

Fig. 6 shows average scores of individual users for n-best terms of C-value score. 
Average scores of all subjects for 5-best, 10-best, 15-best, and 20-best are 2.56, 2.4, 
2.39, and 2.32, respectively. 

From Fig. 6, we found that using extracted terms with higher C-values contributes 
to lifelog reviewing, although there is variability among subjects. On average, sub-
jects were not bothered by noisy annotations with higher C-values. 

Examples of ‘not relevant’ terms are as follows: collocation generation fault, e.g., 
‘For confirm 20120511’ or ‘ “invited paper” “commentary” ’, and too general terms 
for topic annotation, e.g., ‘work description’ or ‘previous minutes.’ These problems 
should be fixed in future. 
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Fig. 6. Evaluation result for n-best annotation terms 

5.2 Extracted Topics 

Next, each subject rated relevance of extracted topic titles at three levels: relevant (3); 
somewhat relevant (2); not relevant (1). 

Fig. 7 shows average scores of individual subjects for extracted topic titles. The 
numbers of topics the users 1-5 evaluated are 4, 7, 5, 6, and 3, respectively. The total 
number of topics is 25. 

 

Fig. 7. Evaluation result for topic titles 
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which is the same problem as that mentioned in the previous section. For the user 4, 
the degree of satisfaction is low in both evaluations. The other reason is the small 
number of documents for some subjects. For the user 5, the primary work was pro-
gramming in the evaluation period. This made the topic extraction result worse. 

5.3 Activity Time 

The subjects rated their own activity time for each day from two perspectives:  re-
levance of total activity time and relevance of primary activity time. Relevance of 
total activity time means to what degree the total activity time with each subject’s 
personal computer matched his/her experience at three levels: relevant (3); somewhat 
(2); not relevant (1). Relevance of primary activity time means to what degree the 
primary topic’s activity time with each subject’s personal computer matched their 
experience at three levels: relevant (3); somewhat relevant (2); not relevant (1). 

Fig. 8 shows the average scores of individual subjects for calculated activity time. 
From Fig. 8, total activity time is properly calculated to some extent. Since the ratings 
depend on how much each subject used applications that are compatible with our 
logger, long-term evaluation and evaluation considering each subject’s work style are 
needed. 

As to the primary activity time, our current method is not insufficient. Since calcu-
lating primary activity time adequately requires both good topic estimation and good 
activity time calculation, we should refine our methods. 

 

Fig. 8. Evaluation Result for daily activities 

6 Conclusion 
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combining raw events, extracts possible annotation labels from documents and text 
data, extracts topic titles, and calculates activity time by each topic. According to an 
empirical evaluation with five subjects, we confirmed that the term extraction method 
is efficient for lifelog annotation and topic title extraction. We also identified chal-
lenges concerning determination of detailed activity time. 
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Abstract.  In Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), many tasks 
require exclusive access to a shared resource by a single collaborator. Similarly, 
in distributed systems, mutual exclusion is required to ensure concurrency in a 
resource shared among several processes. These resource allocation algorithms 
can be divided into two genres: token-based and permission-based. To date, few 
empirical studies have evaluated token-based collaborative behavior in CSCW 
tasks. We examine four token-based protocols on a task which requires partici-
pants to properly order a series of screenshots obtained from ten short films. 
Using teams of 3, 4, and 5 participants who are collectively incentivized to per-
form the task as quickly as possible, we evaluate the effects of team size and 
token based protocol on task completion and participant satisfaction across 600 
sessions.  Our study determined that task satisfaction was negatively correlated 
with team size and positively correlated with the perception of “fairness”, or 
lack of potential bias, of each protocol.   

1 Introduction 

The use of purely virtual teams is growing. A 2012 RW3 CultureWizard survey of 
3300 employees in 103 countries found that 87 percent of respondents belonged to a 
virtual team and 41 percent of these respondents had never met their teammates face-
to-face [16].  Those who manage virtual teams have challenges that often differ from 
those who handle face-to-face teams, such as a heavier reliance on collaborative 
communication tools to interact.  When virtual teams are static, teammates become 
aware of the strengths and weaknesses of their fellow collaborators and trust is estab-
lished [2, 3].  However, with the increase in the use of semi-anonymous freelancers 
on websites like eLance1 and Freelancer2, the nature of virtual work frequently com-
prises ad hoc teams brought together to examine a specific problem or work on a  
specific task, and is temporary by design [12]. The use of temporary work teams are 
anticipated to increase in the next decade and beyond due to a number of favorable 
factors, including more efficient virtual access to experts through advances in com-
munication tools, a growing disparity in employment costs between the developed 
and the developing world, and the ease of transmitting payments across the globe  
                                                           
1 http://www.elance.com 
2 http://www.freelancer.com 
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[14, 21]. This virtual team approach to accomplishing ad hoc tasks has some short-
comings; as indicated in the 2012 RW3 CultureWizard survey, common problems 
encountered with virtual teams are that they fail to provide suffi-
cient time to build relationships, require speedy decision making due to time zone 
differences, involve working with colleagues who do not actively participate, and 
require integration of different leadership and decision making styles.  Naturally, 
these obstacles raise issues of trust; Jarvenpaa and Liedner investigated how trust 
develops in temporary virtual teams [10]. When faced with short deadlines and no 
face-to-face time to establish trust, the team members relied on expectations of trust 
from other settings that were familiar to them. However, virtual teams with low levels 
of initial trust and no actions to affirm trust continue to operate in a low-trust  
environment, which Jarvenpaa and Liedner found negatively impacted the team’s 
performance. 

It is therefore important to identify protocols that encourage efficiency by small 
virtual teams who have little or no previous working knowledge with each other. Dis-
tributed algorithms that provide mutual exclusive access to a shared resource, which 
we discuss in the next section, may provide some guidance.  However, unlike ma-
chines, humans need some inducement to perform at their best.  Thus, one approach 
to the rapid alignment of teams is to offer a team-based incentive. As with conven-
tional teams, incentives that depend on team performance can play a role in aligning 
team members toward a specific goal [9].  However, some researchers have found 
that team-based rewards can also reduce motivation, particularly for more expe-
rienced team members [4].  In our study, we use team-based incentives for a task 
where each participant has an equal opportunity to contribute and examine if extrinsic 
incentives are effective in aligning collaborators toward a team-based goal. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  In the next section, we dis-
cuss the background and motivation behind our experiments.  In Section 3, we pro-
vide a description of our experimental methods.  In Section 4, we provide our results.  
Section 5 provides some additional analysis and is followed by a discussion of our 
general findings. We conclude and briefly discuss future directions of our work in 
Section 6.  

2 Background and Motivation 

Although the number of empirical studies in CSCW is limited, there are parallels with 
machine-based distributed systems, which we describe in this section. 

2.1 Experiments with Virtual Teams 

Despite the growth of ad hoc virtual teams over the last decade, there have been only 
few studies that have touched on collaboration in such environments; moreover, these 
have been focused on other aspects of task coordination rather than the protocols em-
ployed.  Morris and Paepke performed a token-based study called Teamsearch using 
a tabletop device [13], but its examination of token passing and team size was not 
explored.  Antle et. al. performed an empirical study on sustainable development 
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using tokens in [1], but the focus was on sustainability, not on different mechanisms 
on concurrency. We found no other empirical examples in the CSCW literature ex-
amining the effectiveness of token-based protocols or number of collaborators. 

2.2 Similarity with Mutually Exclusion Algorithms 

One of the most studied areas in distributed systems is mutual exclusion (Mutex), 
where processes communicate by asynchronous message passing to coordinate mu-
tually exclusive access to resources. These resource allocation algorithms, first intro-
duced by Dijkstra  [5], share a number of similarities with coordinating access among 
virtual human teams.  First, machine processes and human collaborators can be con-
sidered as agents, and the motivation for each must be understood.  In some cases, 
trust is unknown for each agent and cannot be assumed.  Second, each protocol must 
determine the order in which agent (human or machine) can access a specific re-
source.   Third, both protocols must handle issues of starvation, race conditions, and 
bias between participants. Last, both types of agents are evaluated on the same me-
trics, namely speed and task accuracy. 

Broadly speaking, these Mutex algorithms can be divided into two families:  per-
mission-based and token-based.  Permission-based algorithms, which typically re-
quire additional communication between each collaborator when permission to access 
a resource is required, are best suited for systems with infrequent demand for a re-
source; token-based systems, in which a privilege message, or token, is shared among 
all processes in a system (or collaborators in a task), are better suited to systems with 
resources that are in high demand.  Furthermore, another advantage of token-based 
systems, unlike permission-based systems, is that they rely on a unique token and thus 
are deadlock-free.  In our study, we limit our evaluation to token-based systems. 

Token-based systems can be further divided into two different genres:  centralized 
and decentralized.  Centralized systems have a single decision maker that determines 
which process or collaborator has access to the token (and thus the resource), but may 
become a bottleneck if the token is not adequately managed.  Centralized systems 
may also suffer from bias towards or against a particular collaborator, potentially 
leading to starvation.  We examine one centralized system as part of our study. On 
the other hand, decentralized systems provide an established set of rules to determine 
which collaborator gets the token and which collaborator(s) must wait.  Implicit and 
explicit token-based systems are described in more detail in [6]. 

Although a number of decentralized algorithms have been established in resource 
allocation, e.g., [18-20], we examine three that show the most promise for applying to 
human collaboration tasks:  time based, where token requests are queued in the order 
they are requested, last user determined, where a token is sent from the current colla-
borator (user) to another collaborator based on the current token holder’s sole deci-
sion, and round robin, where the token is sent in an established pattern (usually 
clockwise or counter-clockwise) between all collaborators who have made a request 
for the token. 

Protocols can be explicit, with a predefined turn-taking rules, as with the time based 
and round robin protocols or implicit, where the freedom of choice can be made by a 
collaborator, as with the last user determined protocol and the centralized protocol.  
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We found no studies in the literature which have empirically compared these  
centralized and decentralized protocols for virtual teams in CSCW. Dommel and Gar-
cia-Luna-Aceves describe a concept called floor control in [6] which is a temporary 
permission to access a specific resource; however, they do not conduct any empirical 
studies on their methods.  Prasad et. al. describe an empirical study on floor control 
in [15], but their objective of their study is different from the one we examine here. 
Our objective is to obtain a better understanding of which token-based protocols work 
best for improving the performance of small teams.  We measure this by the time 
taken to perform a task and by a self-reported collaborator satisfaction score.  A bet-
ter understanding of which protocol to use in a given situation can lead to better team 
performance and greater team satisfaction, particularly when teams are newly estab-
lished or temporary in nature.  

Our contributions are fourfold.  First, we empirically examine different token-
based systems with different numbers of randomly-assigned collaborators in a task in 
which each collaborator has an equal opportunity to contribute.  This equal opportu-
nity condition allows us to observe the contention between participants for a single 
resource. Second, in addition to measuring the amount of time taken to complete a 
task, we also measure each participant’s satisfaction with the collaboration protocol.  
This metric gives us an opportunity to evaluate the perception of fairness, even when 
there is no evidence that any bias has actually occurred. Third, because ad hoc colla-
borators need to be quickly aligned towards a single objective, we provide an extrin-
sic incentive in the form of a monetary bonus for those teams who are able to  
complete the task quickly and accurately.  Last, we examine demographic informa-
tion obtained from the collaborators and examine if collaboration systems are favored 
by certain groups of people. 

2.3 Research Questions 

We examine the following research questions.   

1. Are there any main or interaction effects with number of collaborators on 
task satisfaction? 

2. Are there any main or interaction effects with type of token-based protocol 
on (a) time taken or on (b) task satisfaction? 

3. Do demographics impact the task satisfaction of a given protocol? 

3 Experimental Methods 

To study collaborator behavior among ad hoc teams, we wanted a task that was easy 
to understand, provided no single collaborator with a specific advantage, and which 
could be easily measured.  We developed a game that allowed us to examine two 
different factors: token-based approach (centralized, round robin, last-user deter-
mined, or time-based) and number of collaborators (3, 4 or 5).   
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3.1 Experimental Setup 

We developed a game that required participants to complete a task in small groups.  
For each task, called a session, the type of token management was randomly assigned.  
Since most players participated in multiple sessions, participants were provided a new 
identity for each session.  This reduced the possibility that any disagreements be-
tween collaborators in one session would carry over to future sessions.  Each collabo-
rator could only participate once for each short film, or in a maximum of 10 sessions. 

We examined our factors across 10 short films found on YouTube; each film was 
between 3.5 to 8.5 minutes in length, with an average length of 5.5 minutes.  These 
short films were selected through a poll conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk 
(MTurk)3 prior to the commencement of our study.  Twenty screenshots, called tiles, 
were taken from each short film, with considerable care taken so that the tiles could 
not be ambiguously ordered and that the tiles were associated with significant events 
in each short film.  

Four tiles were randomly distributed to each collaborator (e.g., groups of 3 collabo-
rators were assigned a total of 3 x 4 = 12 tiles; groups of 4 collaborators were as-
signed a total of 4 x 4 = 16 tiles). Participants watched the assigned short film and 
were then instructed to collaborate with others to order all assigned tiles in the same 
order as the short film.  Participants could only add their own assigned tiles to the 
ordered list, called a storyboard, when they had possession of the token.  Because 
each collaborator could only see the tiles assigned to him or her and those already 
added to the storyboard, no single participant could direct others on when or where to 
place their assigned tiles; each participant had to rely on efficient assignment of the 
token in order for the team to obtain a low time. Participants could type messages to 
each other using a simple messaging service. A session timer was started when all 
participants had finished watching the short film and a token was randomly assigned 
to one participant.  The timer ended when all tiles were put in the correct order and at 
least one of the collaborators hit a “submit answer” button. The films used in our 
study and the URLs for each are provided in Table 1. 

Table 1. Title, length and URL of each of the short films examined in our study, and the user 
rating obtained in a pilot study (10 = best, 1 = worst) 

Film Title Length URL User Rating 
Lovefield   5:29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4meeZifCVro 9.07 
The Elevator  3:37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-TQQE1y68c 8.87 
My Shoes   3:54 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_F4-hV0iPM 8.80 
Inbox   8:37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75wNgCo-BQM 8.69 
Pigeon: Impossible  6:14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEjUAnPc2VA 8.47 
The Exam   7:00 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HC1ANf4L6s 8.20 
Fireflies    5:53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1d_mCmMdLIY 8.07 
The Date   3:48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7PQJ2yyIvI 8.00 
Carrot Crazy 3:28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7V7MOk0FZrg 7.93 
Thirst    6:30 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ck0028dgUmA 7.87 

                                                           
3 http://www.mturk.com 
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3.2 Assigning Participants to Sessions 

The single-greatest challenge we faced in our game design was the ability to queue 3-
5 players to be available at the same time to play a synchronous game.  We eventual-
ly resolved this issue using a slightly modified version of TurkServer [11] to queue 
participants until we had the necessary number of players available.  Even with this 
queuing method in place, the attrition rate in our study was 17.9 percent, illustrating 
the challenges of multi-player synchronous games.  

Our study was conducted between June 2, 2013 and October 15, 2013. Participants 
were initially solicited through MTurk and via word-of-mouth and were paid US 
$0.10 to provide demographic information (age, gender, self-reported location), to 
participate in a session, and to provide satisfaction on the protocol used for that ses-
sion. We recorded their IP address to verify their self-reported location, and did not 
include participants in our demographic evaluation if the locations differed. 

Participants could be assigned to different token-based protocols for each of the 10 
sessions, but they would always be assigned teams with the same number of collabo-
rators. A total of 784 unique players participated, representing an average of 3.18 
sessions per player. Separate leaderboards were maintained for each combination of 
token-based protocol and number of collaborators, for a total of 12 leaderboards. Col-
laborators were told that they (along with their team) would be entered in a drawing 
for a $20 cash bonus provided their session was listed on the leaderboard at the end of 
our study.  This incentive appeared to motivate a number of participants to play as 
much as possible, as nearly a third of all collaborators played the maximum of 10 
sessions.  Participants in the 3-collaborator models had a higher retention rate than 
those in the 4 or 5 collaborator models.  Nearly a third (32.6%) of all participants 
played the maximum of 10 sessions, which is a far higher retention rate than typical 
for repeated tasks conducted through crowdsourcing (e.g., [7, 8, 17]).  This indicates 
the monetary incentives we offered worked well and the task provided was sufficient-
ly engaging. The distribution of number of sessions per player is provided in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Participant retention rate used in this study, broken down by number of collaborators 
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3.3 Game Interface 

The game interface used in our study was made available to participants through a 
unique link for each of the 600 sessions we conducted. Once the participant clicked 
on the session link, they entered a queue and waited for the right number of partici-
pants to arrive.  Queuing time ranged from a few seconds to several minutes. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Examples of the game screens for the three-collaborator version (left) and the five-
collaborator version (right) for the time-based protocol. On the left, the participant currently has 
the token whereas on the right, another participant has the token.  

 
Next, the participant is provided with the rules for the assigned token-based proto-

col and the URL for the short film.  After they complete viewing of the short film, 
the participant clicks a button and waits for the other participants.  Figure 2 provides 
two examples of the game screens provided to each participant with the version with 
three collaborators on the left and the version with five collaborators on the right (the  
version with four collaborators is not shown due to space).  

At the top of each participant’s game screen, they are provided a status bar contain-
ing the elapsed time, the best time recorded for the combination of number of collabo-
rators, and the number of tiles currently on the storyboard.  Below the status bar, the 
four tiles randomly assigned to the participant are provided, along with buttons to 
pass and request the token. Figure 3 shows the different participant areas for each of 
the four token-based protocols.  A messaging window is given to communicate with 
the other users.  The user can also observe who currently has the token along with the 
other token requests along the lower left-hand side of the screen and the storyboard 
along the lower right-hand side of the screen.   
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Fig. 3. Examples of options available to the participant for passing and requesting tokens for 
our four protocols: (a) centralized (b) time-based, (c) last user determined and (d) round robin 

In order to place one of their four assigned tiles on the storyboard (or to rearrange 
tiles already played by other participants on the storyboard), the token is required to 
be in their possession.  Therefore only one participant can interact with the story-
board at any one time.  The protocols used are: 

1. Centralized – One randomly assigned participant is randomly assigned the token 
and they are given the task to send and request the token for all other participants 
for the entire session. 

2. Time Based (decentralized) – One participant is initially assigned the token by ran-
dom determination.  Other participants who wish to obtain the token can request 
the token by pressing the “request” button.  The token requests are processed in 
chronological order based on the time the button was pressed. 

3. Last User Determined (decentralized) – One participant is initially assigned the to-
ken by random determination. Each participant, when they have possession of the 
token, can explicitly send the token to any other participant, but they do not have 
the ability to revoke the token from other participants. 

4. Round Robin (decentralized) – One participant is initially assigned the token by 
random determination.  Once a participant passes the token, token travels in a cir-
cular order until it reaches the next participant that has made a token request. 

Participants can view the short film in another window by pressing a view button at 
the bottom left of the game screen.  Also at the bottom left of the screen, there is a help 
button that provides the rules given to each participant at the beginning of the game.  

The timer stops once all the tiles are in the correct order on the storyboard and a 
“submit answer” button below the storyboard (on the bottom right of the screen) has been 
pressed by one of the participants.  Participants are not told which tiles are incorrectly 
ordered, but a count of incorrectly ordered tiles is provided to all participants once  
the “submit answer” button has been pressed.  The “submit answer” button remains 
greyed out and unavailable until all tiles have been placed on the storyboard. Once the 
user has submitted their work, they are asked the following question: 

  
On the task you have just completed, how satisfied were you on 

the fairness on the sharing of the token?  (1 = extremely dissa-

tisfied, 10 = extremely satisfied). 
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The participant is then presented with a leaderboard containing the top 10 team scores 
for that combination of token-based protocol and number of collaborators, along with a 
unique combination of four letters and numbers for that session.  A link was provided to 
each participant to periodically review their standing on the leaderboard.  Each partici-
pant on the team with the lowest time at the end of our study was paid $20. 

4 Results 

The mean and standard deviation for the time taken and the average task satisfaction 
rating from 600 sessions is presented in Table 2.  From these results, we can observe that 
the task time increases and the task satisfaction decreases as the number of collaborators 
in the task increase from three to five.  Additionally, the round robin protocol results in 
higher task completion times regardless of the number of contributors used, while the 
time-based protocol results in the shortest completion times.  For tasks with fewer colla-
borators, the time-based protocol results in higher task satisfaction scores, but as the 
number of collaborators grow to five, it becomes the protocol with the lowest task satis-
faction score.  We address this issue further in the discussion section. 

Table 2. Mean and standard deviations for time taken and average satisfaction rating for each 
factor (number of collaborators, protocol used) 

 Time (seconds) Avg. Satisfaction Rating  

Factor μ   SD μ SD N 
Number of Collaborators      

3 788.6 71.1 7.70 0.81 200 
4 1037.8 95.4 7.75 0.81 200 
5 1261.3 98.7 6.85 0.90 200 

Protocol Used      
Centralized 1008.2 86.3 7.68 0.86 150 
Time-based 996.8 85.6 7.61 0.75 150 
Last User Determined 1021.9 72.8 7.60 0.76 150 
Round Robin 1090.0 108.9 6.83 1.00 150 

Number of Collaborators  ×  
Protocol Used      

3, Centralized 767.0 63.1 7.89 0.91 50 
3, Time-based 757.4 55.8 8.20 0.48 50 
3, Last User Determined 783.4 70.2 7.73 0.82 50 
3, Round Robin 846.4 95.3 6.99 1.03 50 
4, Centralized 1019.3 100.7 7.95 0.92 50 
4, Time-based 1008.0 97.6 8.24 0.48 50 
4, Last User Determined 1024.2 74.7 7.77 0.82 50 
4, Round Robin 1099.8 108.6 7.02 1.03 50 
5, Centralized 1238.2 95.1 7.22 0.75 50 
5, Time-based 1225.0 103.4 6.39 1.29 50 
5, Last User Determined 1258.0 73.6 7.30 0.63 50 
5, Round Robin 1323.9 122.7 6.49 0.95 50 

 
A two-way ANOVA was conducted that examined the effect of the number of colla-

borators and token-based protocol on the time taken to perform the task. The results are 
provided in Table 3. Although no significant interaction effect was found, the simple  
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main effects of the number of collaborators, F (2, 588) = 1364.548, p < .0001, as well as 
with the protocol used F (3, 588) = 32.023, p < .0001, were both significant.  It is ex-
pected that as the number of collaborators participating increases, the time taken also 
increases, since the size of the storyboard increases as well.  However, the effect of the 
protocol used on time to perform the task answers part (a) of our second hypothesis and 
we find protocol does have a simple main effect on the time taken. 

A two-way ANOVA was also conducted to examine the effect of the number of 
collaborators and token-based protocol on the average task satisfaction rating. Simple 
main effects were found for the number of collaborators, F (2, 588) = 67.503,  
p < .0001, as well as with the protocol used F (3, 588) = 31.743, p < .0001.  An inte-
raction effect between the two factors were also found, F (6 588) = 9.229, p < .0001.  
This addresses our first hypotheses and part (b) of our second hypothesis.  We find 
that both the number of collaborators and the protocol used does have an effect on 
task satisfaction rating. 

The relationship between the task satisfaction rating and the time taken for the task 
was strong, particularly for tasks with three or four collaborators, as shown in Figure 
4.  As the number of collaborators on a task increases, the task satisfaction rating 
decreases but the number of collaborators becomes a weaker overall predictor for task 
satisfaction.   

 

Fig. 4. Relationship between the time taken and the average task satisfaction rating for tasks 
with 3, 4 and 5 contributors. The R-squared value is given for tasks with different collaborator 
sizes. 

5 Analysis and Discussion 

In Figure 5, we examine how our two factors interact for each of our 600 sessions.  
We break each of the different collaboration sizes (our first factor) into different 
graphs and examine the average task satisfaction rating (our second factor) as it  
relates to the time taken.   
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Fig. 5. Illustration of task satisfaction rating and time taken for each token based protocol, 
broken into separate graphs by number of collaborators 

We observe that clustering is still fairly cohesive based on the token-based protocol 
used; however, as the number of collaborators increases from three (left-most graph) to 
five (right-most graph), the clustering becomes less cohesive.  This indicates that the 
time taken becomes a weaker predictor of the task satisfaction and other factors, par-
ticularly the protocol used may become a better predictor.  We also notice that the 
round robin protocol is our consistently weakest performer whereas the time based 
protocol is a strong performer when the number of contributors used is three or four, 
but a poor performer when the number of contributors increases to five.  We logged 
information on each of the 600 sessions, including the messaging between participants, 
and therefore we infer some reasons why this may be the case.  First, many partici-
pants in the five-collaborator model using the time-based protocol were requesting the 
token as soon as possible but took considerable time to play their tiles.  Much like a 
contestant on a game show who presses the response button in order to “jump the 
queue” before listening to the complete question, these participants were requesting the 
token before they were prepared to take action, frustrating others who were prepared 
but further down in the queue.  This gave the impression that the protocol was being 
manipulated by some players, lowering that protocol’s satisfaction rating.  We did not 
observe this behavior in the models with three or four collaborators. 

We were also surprised to see that the centralized protocol obtained better times 
than the last-user selection protocol (since both are implicit, we had initially antic-
ipated them to have similar times).  From the logged messages passed between  
participants, we see that if one participant is identified as the “token master”, they are 
quicker to respond to token requests made by the other participants, whereas the par-
ticipant in the last user determination model frequently took longer to pass the token, 
even when it had been requested by many players.  The task satisfaction rating for 
the centralized model was lower than that of the last user determined protocol, how-
ever.  This appeared to be skewed by participants in a few sessions; in those sessions, 
we observed there was an implication that two participants were passing between 
each other and ignoring all other participants.  This implies that bonds between col-
laborators could be identified and established quickly.  This phenomenon was not 
observed in the centralized model. 
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We recorded the self-reported demographics of each participant, including age 
range, gender and location.  This gave us some insight into how the task satisfaction 
rating of each protocol was affected by demographics.  We broke geographic loca-
tions into seven regions and three age groups, which is given in Table 3.  We per-
formed chi-squared tests on the ratings each participant provided.  

Overall, we find region do have preferences, χ2 (6, N=776) = 262.883, p < 0.0001; 
task satisfaction ratings for the explicit models (time based and round robin) were 
higher for participants from Europe, North America and Australia, whereas implicit 
models (centralized and last player determined) were favored by participants from 
South Asia, South and Central America and Africa and the Middle East.  The centra-
lized protocol was favored more by females, χ2 (3, N=321) = 170.833, p < 0.0001, 
and by participants over 35 years of age χ2 (3, N=154) = 112.40, p < 0.0001, whereas 
the time-based protocol was favored by males χ2 (3, N=455) = 211.54, p < 0.0001, 
and by participants under 25 years of age, χ2 (3, N=303) = 89.481, p < 0.0001.  We 
therefore find that the protocol used does matter for task satisfaction for different 
geographic regions, genders and age groups.  This reinforces our third hypotheses.  
We plan to explore the relationship between these demographic factors and protocol 
preferences in future work. 

Table 3. Demographic breakdown of participants by region, gender and age range 

Female Male N 
Region    
  Africa and Middle East 6 37 43 
  Australia and Oceana 13 12 25 
  East and North Asia 18 29 47 
  Europe 73 69 142 
  North America 106 90 196 
  South and Central America 16 37 53 
  South Asia 89 181 270 
TOTAL 321 455 776 
Age Range    
  Under 25 141 162 303 
  25-34 120 199 319 
  35 and Over 60 94 154 
TOTAL 321 455 776 

6 Conclusion 

The number of tasks incorporating virtual collaborations is expected to increase due 
to favorable conditions in the global workplace.  A large percentage of these collabo-
rations will be short-term by nature, which means trust and bonding exercises be-
tween collaborators are not practical.  In tasks where collaborators must compete for 
limited a limited set of resources, factors such as bias, concurrency, and deadlocking 
need to be adequately addressed. Thus, the mutual exclusion protocol and the size of 
the collaboration teams, when appropriately chosen, can contribute to task success. 
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An empirical study with 600 different tasks and 2400 participants was conducted 
that examined these two factors.  We designed a game that had participants collabo-
rate in a synchronous task of different sizes and different token-based protocols, four 
of which we borrow from work in distributed systems.  The game used incentives to 
have participants work on a task to put screenshots of a short film in order on a story-
board. The task was designed to be easy to learn and require no prior external know-
ledge to participate.  Providing monetary incentives aligned teams to focus on a  
single metric (task completion time) and as a result, our participant retention rate was 
much higher than expected, with a third of participants completing the maximum 
number of tasks available. 

We explored several hypotheses in this study.  We found that the time taken does 
depend on the protocol chosen.  We also found that the self-reported task satisfaction 
rating depends on the time taken by the team to complete a task and the protocol used, 
with an overall preference for the time-based protocol in smaller groups and for the 
last user determined and centralized protocols in the larger collaboration model.  In 
future work, we hope to expand our evaluation to larger groups to see if what we ob-
served with the five-collaborator model follows a trend or if it was an anomaly. 

Since worker satisfaction in these collaboration models correlates highly with 
greater trust between participants, the choice of protocol can enhance the collaborator 
effort or detract from it.  This is particularly true early in the collaboration process 
when each participant has little information to use to determine trust, as Jarvenpaa 
and Leidner had illustrated in an earlier study [10]. 

Demographics also play a part in satisfaction with the protocol employed, with 
some regions of the world preferring implicit models (centralized and last user deter-
mined) while other regions prefer explicit models, particularly time-based protocols.  
Females and younger users gave higher task satisfaction scores using the centralized 
protocol whereas males and younger participants were happier with the time-based 
protocol; however, we realize the role of demographic in virtual task design needs to 
be examined in more detail.  

In future work, we plan to study the role of communication in token passing, spe-
cifically we wish to see if a participant’s satisfaction was related more to familiarity 
with the token-passing protocol than on the protocol’s performance. We also plan to 
examine additional token-based protocols and examine the role of bias in collabora-
tive tasks.   
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Abstract. This paper describes an electronic brainstorming system using gami-
fication elements and examines three categories of fun. For this study, the ele-
ments of gamification are identified as: level up for hard fun, score for easy fun, 
leader board for people fun, gift for people fun, and badge for various forms of 
fun (hard, easy, and people fun). This study conducted several 30-minute expe-
rimental sessions using the designed brainstorming system. The results showed 
that the gamification element was the most effective catalyst to improving the 
quality of ideas of participants in terms of fluency, flexibility, and originality. 
By contrast, the study found no significant difference between results generated 
from cooperative gamification and those from competitive gamification. 

Keywords: groupware, creativity, brainstorming, gamification. 

1 Introduction 

The creative power of people is considered by many companies to be a competitive 
resource in the development of innovative ideas, materials, services, and activities. 
Techniques related to the generation of ideas have been used in such organizations. 
The most popular is the brainstorming method proposed by Osborn [1]. This group 
method has been supported by other research for its effectiveness. 

Social psychologists have confirmed through laboratory experiments that brains-
torming conducted in groups is inferior to that which uses a pool of individuals. This 
is called a nominal group technique (NGT) [2]. However, electronic brainstorming 
[3], or what is known as the brain-writing technique [4], can produce similar results to 
those of NGT. Moreover, brainstorming is recognized as a part of daily practice at 
design firms such as IDEO [5]. 

In addition, gamification, which is a technique that introduces game concepts to 
nongaming tasks, has been praised as an effective method of motivating people to 
solve problems [6]. Researchers in organizational learning believe that social gaming 
environments may become major learning communities in the 21st century [7]. 

In this study, we apply gamification to electronic brainstorming and implement 
three categories of fun (hard, easy, and people fun) [8], [9] as gamification features in 
the design of an electronic brainstorming system. The paper then describes experi-
ments conducted as well as evaluation methods, and results. 
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2 Gamification and Four Categories of Fun 

Gamification is a technique that introduces gaming elements to many nongaming 
activities. Gamification has been formally defined as “the process of game-thinking 
and game mechanics to engage users and solve problems” [7]. For example, point 
card systems used by stores and other commercial establishments involve buyers col-
lecting purchase points as a motivational means to encourage them to become repeat 
customers. 

The four categories of fun proposed by Lazaro are based on four emotions typical-
ly encountered during game playing. The four categories of fun are labeled easy fun, 
hard fun, people fun, and serious fun [8], [9]. 

Easy fun stimulates user interest in novelty through exploration, role playing, and 
creativity. Hard fun stimulates user desire for challenge through the achievement of a 
difficult goal. People fun stimulates a user’s love of friendship by means of competi-
tion or cooperation. Serious fun stimulates user’s sense of mission to change user’s 
life or living world. These types of fun can be applied to gamification when used in 
specific problem-solving tasks. But, serious fun requests a strong mission in a task, so 
the serious fun is not considered in this study. 

Elements of gamification include the following [7]. 

• Score, defined as a level by ranking or a numerical record (often a total number of 
points) achieved in a game. 

• Badge, defined as an emblem or distinguishing mark to indicate accomplishment. 
• Leaderboard, which is a list ordered by real-time scores. 
• Virtual currency, which is virtual money or money applicable only in an online 

setting, used to purchase goods and services. 
• Gift, defined as an item of exchange such as a reward or coupon. 
• Challenge, defined as a contest between users. 

In this study, these elements are introduced to problem-solving tasks such as 
brainstorming in conjunction with the three categories of fun (easy, hard, and people 
fun).  

3 Design of an Electronic Brainstorming System 

We implemented an electronic brainstorming system using the blog software 
WordPress [10]. The interface screen of the brainstorming system is displayed in 
Figure 1. Descriptions of the gamification elements based on the three categories of 
fun are listed in Table 1. When using the system, a user can input an idea on the input 
area of the interface (Area 2 in Figure 1) and display it on a shared board. In addition, 
a user can add an idea to an existing idea by clicking on an adding mark (Area 3 in 
Figure 1). A user receives 10 points whenever he or she inputs an idea. If a user adds 
to an existing idea, both the user and author of the original idea each receive 10 
points. 
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Fig. 1. Interface screen of the electronic brainstorming system with the following gamification 
elements indicated: Area 1, brainstorming theme; Area 2, input idea; Area 3, reply to an exist-
ing idea; Area 4, text-search function; Area 5, current ideas; Area 6, leaderboard; Area 7, user 
level and score; Area 8, badge list; Area 9, information about all badges 

Table 1. Gamification elements in electronic brainstorming 

Element Main fun Description 
Level up Hard fun The goal is to attain an upper level of 

achievement. 
Score Easy fun Involves easy user participation in 

brainstorming activities by simply ob-
taining a score. 

Badge Hard, Easy, People fun Many types of badges support various 
kinds of achievements in hard, easy, and 
cooperative activities. 

Leaderboard People fun People compete against one another for 
high scores. 

Challenge People fun People attend earnestly brainstorming 
sessions with the goal of obtaining gifts. 

A gamification feature entitled “level up” supports the category of hard fun by at-
taining an upper level of achievement, and the feature “score” supports easy fun by 
simply obtaining a score. These elements are shown in Area 7 in Figure 1.  
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The badge function provides 10 types of badges and can be used to support various 
types of fun. Conditions for attaining specific badges can be preset. Examples of 
badges include the following. A badge called “Hello World” supports the category of 
easy fun and can be obtained by a user inputting a single idea. A badge labeled “I get 
around” supports the category of hard fun and requires that a user add four ideas (i.e., 
four separate entries) to an existing idea. A badge called “Steady Worker,” which also 
supports the category of hard fun, can be obtained when a user inputs 10 original 
ideas and adds three to an existing idea. Obtained badges are displayed in Area 8 in 
Figure 1. 

The leaderboard supports the category of people fun and is displayed in Area 6 in 
Figure 1 (“top users”). Users can see other user ideas in Area 5. Although gift for a 
“Challenge” can be a virtual object that supports the category of people fun, our sys-
tem does not support virtual money. To compensate for this deficiency, a physical gift 
could be used in support of this function. 

4 Laboratory Experiments 

Laboratory experiments were conducted to evaluate the brainstorming system using 
gamification. Participants in the experiments were 24 graduate students who were 
randomly assigned to eight groups of three persons each. The following two themes 
were used: “Theme 1: new smartphone application for children” and “Theme 2: new 
smartphone application for elderly people.” 

The following section describes procedures used in the study’s experiments and 
evaluation methods employed. 

4.1 Procedures 

To evaluate the effectiveness of gamification used in a brainstorming system, four groups 
of 12 persons each met twice for 30-minute brainstorming sessions. The two sessions 
attended by each group were based on the two conditions; brainstorming is conducted 
either with gamification or without gamification. When a user in a gamification experi-
ment obtained a high score, he or she received a gift or, in this experimental case, a  
system note. These participants were thus included in a competitive group. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of cooperative gamification, four groups of 12 per-
sons each participated in a single brainstorming session. In this experiment, when a 
group obtained a high score, all participants within the group received a gift. These 
participants were thus included in a cooperative group. 

After a brainstorming session, participants completed a questionnaire that used a 
five-point scale. The questions were worded as follows. “Q1. Is the system easy to 
use?,” “Q2. Are you interested in the session theme?,” “Q3. Did you state your 
idea?,” “Q4. Did the ideas of other participants affect your own idea?,” “Q5. Was 
your curiosity stimulated?,” “Q6. Did you feel like you were achieving your 
goal?,” “Q7. Did you concentrate during the brainstorming session?,” “Q8. Did 
you enjoy brainstorming with other participants?,” “Q9. Did you feel competent 
when working with other participants?,” and “Q10. Did you enjoy brainstorming in 
conjunction with the system?” 
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4.2 Evaluation Methods 

Ideas generated from the brainstorming sessions were evaluated based on four crite-
ria: number of ideas, fluency, flexibility, and originality. The number of ideas pro-
vided by each person was counted. The last three criteria were used based on [11]. 
Three researchers who did not participate in the experiments were asked to evaluate 
the ideas. 

The fluency of ideas was defined as the ease at which participants provided  
reasonable and thoughtful ideas about the themes described previously (see the begin-
ning of this section). If two of three evaluators judged an idea to be redundant or unre-
lated to the theme, the idea was not counted.  

The flexibility of ideas was evaluated based on the diversity of participant view-
points. Following the experiments, researchers produced a list of viewpoints (educa-
tion, entertainment, game, health, music, social network, sport, trip, safety, and life 
style). Each idea was assigned to a viewpoint on the list. The number of assigned 
viewpoints was counted as the flexibility of ideas. 

The originality of ideas was evaluated based on their uniqueness. If ideas of multiple 
participants were determined to be identical or similar, these ideas were not counted.  

5 Results and Discussion 

Because the sample size included fewer than 30 participants, the normal distribution 
of the number of ideas was validated by means of an F-test and their normal distribu-
tion was assumed. The two-tailed T-test was then used to statistically compare the 
number of ideas, fluency, flexibility, and originality. The number of ideas generated 
from the brainstorming sessions on Theme 1 was not significantly different from that 
generated from the brainstorming sessions on Theme 2. 

However, the results from those groups that participated in two brainstorming ses-
sions revealed that the second session affected the number of ideas significantly. 
Therefore, the data derived from the first brainstorming session that employed gami-
fication was used to compare with the cooperative group. 

5.1 Effects of Gamification 

Table 2 shows the results of comparisons between those sessions that employed gami-
fication and those that did not. In general, it reveals that the elements of gamification 
significantly improved the quality of ideas in terms of fluency, flexibility, and origi-
nality. Table 3 displays the results of the questionnaire about the effects of gamifica-
tion. Comparison analysis revealed no significant differences. 

The quality of ideas when gamification was used improved, but the results from the 
questionnaire indicated no significant difference. Numerical results of all answers to 
Questions 1 and 9 concerning gamification were higher than the neutral score. Thus, 
participants revealed that the system is easy to use when in a competitive setting  
and may promote a high quality of ideas. In addition, participants involved in gamifi-
cation received badges for hard fun. These results indicate that individual ideas, when 
produced in conjunction with other participant ideas, may lead to idea fluency, origi-
nality, and flexibility. 
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Table 2. Effects of gamification based on the four criteria of idea quality 

Four criteria With gamification Without gamification 
Number of ideas 14.2 11.7 
Fluency 12.8* 9.8 
Flexibility 5.3* 4.1 
Originality 7.9* 5.3 

Two-tailed T-test: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 

Table 3. Results of the questionnaire related to the effects of gamification 

Questionnaire item With gamification Without gamification 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Q1. Is the system easy to use? 0 0 0 7 5 0 1 0 5 6 
Q2. Are you interested in the session 
theme? 

0 1 2 7 2 0 0 1 8 3 

Q3. Did you state your idea? 0 0 1 6 5 0 0 0 8 4 
Q4. Did other participants’ idea 
affect your idea? 

0 2 4 6 0 1 3 2 6 0 

Q5. Was your curiosity stimulated? 0 1 0 9 2 0 0 1 8 3 
Q6. Did you feel like you were 
achieving your goal? 

1 0 2 7 2 0 0 1 9 2 

Q7. Did you concentrate during the 
brainstorming session? 

0 1 1 8 2 0 0 1 6 5 

Q8. Did you enjoy brainstorming 
with other participants? 

0 1 1 8 2 0 1 0 9 2 

Q9. Did you feel competence with 
other participants? 

0 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 8 1 

Q10. Did you enjoy brainstorming 
with the system? 

0 1 0 8 3 0 0 0 8 4 

Mann-Whitney U-test: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 

5.2 Effects of Group Cooperation 

Table 4 shows the results of comparisons between the cooperative and competitive 
groups. The results revealed no significant differences between the two groups. Table 
5 shows the results of the questionnaire concerning the effects of group cooperation. 
The results revealed no significant differences. 

It is assumed that performance expectations of the cooperative group may improve 
collaboration and lead to a group becoming more creative, but the laboratory experi-
ments did not corroborate such assumptions about performance. Nevertheless, people 
fun is considered a key factor in organizational learning [7]. Therefore, the potential 
positive effects of group cooperation with gamification should be considered in the 
context of long-term system usage. 
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Table 4. Effects of cooperation based on the four criteria of idea quality 

Four criteria Cooperation Competition 
Number of ideas 16.5 15.3 
Fluency 13.8 13.7 

Flexibility 5.4 4.7 
Originality 8.3 8.3 

Two-tailed T-test: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 

Table 5. Results of the questionnaire about the effects of cooperation 

Questionnaire item Cooperation Competition 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Q1. Is the system easy to use? 1 1 2 5 3 0 0 0 5 1 
Q2. Are you interested in the ses-
sion theme? 

0 0 2 8 2 0 1 1 3 1 

Q3. Did you state your idea? 0 1 0 8 3 0 0 1 3 2 
Q4. Did other participants’ idea 
affect your idea? 

0 2 1 9 0 0 1 3 2 0 

Q5. Was your curiosity stimulated? 0 1 2 8 1 0 0 0 4 2 
Q6. Did you feel like you were 
achieving your goal? 

1 1 3 6 1 1 0 1 4 0 

Q7. Did you concentrate during the 
brainstorming session? 

0 0 0 9 3 0 0 1 4 1 

Q8. Did you enjoy brainstorming 
with other participants? 

0 0 1 7 4 0 0 0 5 1 

Q9. Did you feel competence with 
other participants? 

0 1 2 7 2 0 0 0 4 2 

Q10. Did you enjoy brainstorming 
with the system? 

0 0 2 9 1 0 0 0 6 0 

Mann-Whitney U-test: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 

6 Concluding Remarks 

This paper describes a brainstorming system that employs gamification elements. 
Three categories of fun were introduced into the system by using blog software. For 
this study, the elements of gamification are identified as: level up for hard fun, score 
for easy fun, leaderboard for people fun, gift for people fun, and badge for many 
forms of fun. 

The laboratory experiments involved 24 participants and were conducted to inves-
tigate the effects of gamification on brainstorming. Brainstorming sessions both with 
and without gamification were administered. The results showed that gamification 
improved the quality of generated ideas in terms of fluency, flexibility, and originali-
ty, and revealed significant differences in results when compared to those from  
sessions that did not use gamification. In the gamification environment, no significant 
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differences were found between cooperative and competitive groups. In addition, the 
effect of each category of fun was inconclusive based on questionnaire results. 

In the future, we will develop network community and implement a long-term  
gamification system to promote brainstorming. 
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Abstract. It is known that conversation over a meal is better than the
one without it. We often have a banquet when we socialize. We have two
styles for such co-dining social activity; standing and seated. However we
do not know if these styles matter for conversation. Therefore we have
conducted an experimental study to investigate their differences. Find-
ings which can be useful for designing conversation support are that the
standing style 1) increases the number of utterances, nods and laughs,
2) makes a single utterance shorter, which helps crisp and vibrant con-
versation as a result, 3) increases turning to the speaker by the trunk,
and 4) increases synchrony of eating behavior and makes eating slower.

Keywords: co-dining conversation, posture, standing conversation,
seated conversation.

1 Introduction

A meal is indispensable to us. A meal not only has the role of nutrient intake
but also serves a function to communicate with the partner. It is known that
conversation over a meal is better than one without it. There is much research
about ”co-dining” [1].

We have two styles for such co-dining social activity; standing and seated.
Although a participant can move only the upper half of the body in the seated
style, they can move the whole body in the standing style. However, we do not
know what influences the differences of these styles in co-dining. Therefore, we
have conducted an experimental study to investigate their differences.

In the next section, related work is mentioned. In Section 3, details of the
experiment are described. In Section 4, the analysis method and the results
are presented, and Section 5 examines these results. The conclusion is given in
Section 6.

T. Yuizono et al. (Eds.): CollabTech 2014, CCIS 460, pp. 62–76, 2014.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2014
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2 Related Work

2.1 Influence of Posture in Conversation

There is a large amount of research about influence of the posture in conversa-
tion. Bull et al. have conducted an experimental study to investigate the relation
between posture and utterance styles in a two person conversation scenario [2].
Thomas et al. have described that participants in conversation raise the face
when asking a question, and turn the head to their partner [3].They also have
described that the participants keep the head away from their partner when an-
swering the question. Argyle has summarized some research findings and men-
tioned the affective feature corresponding to the posture of an arm, a leg, and
the body [4].

A posture is one of the nonverbal actions which conveys the inside of a speaker
and a hearer unconsciously, and has relation with the utterance in conversation.
In this research, these postures are not treated but we treat the difference of the
standing style and the seated style.There is research which clarifies the feature of
conversation in standing posture style, and in seated posture style. On the other
hand, there is little research which compares the difference arising from these
postures. Williams has reported the trend indicating that standing interpersonal
distance provides a more sensitive measure of interpersonal distancing behavior
than seated interpersonal distance [5]. However we do not know if these styles
matter for conversation.

2.2 Co-dining

Recently, the research in co-dining has been approached. As the basic research
of effective support in remote co-dining conversation, Furukawa et al. have com-
pared a remote one and a face-to-face one. Furthermore, they have compared
conversation showing the meal and not showing the meal in video-mediated table
talk [6]. On the other hand, Inoue et al. have revealed that conversational behav-
ior, including utterance and gesture, was more balanced among the participants
in the meal condition [7]. Mukawa et al. have analyzed controlling hand-mouth-
motions to the coexistence of conversation and a meal [8]. Although these studies
have investigated co-dining in the seated style, we do not know whether these
results are the same in the standing style. Therefore, we have conducted an
experimental study to investigate their differences.

3 Experiment

3.1 Experiment Purpose

The purpose of an experiment is to clarify the difference of conversation in co-
dining between the standing and seated style. Although a participant in the
seated style is supported by a chair, he is also fixed at the chair’s position. The
chair supports him and fixes him simultaneously. Therefore, the standing style
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makes a participant’s bodily motion more flexible than the seated style does.
It is possible that such an environmental difference affects utterance action and
eating behavior. This experiment compares the standing condition and the seated
condition in the first meeting of a multi-party. ”Standing condition” means that
the participants are standing in co-dining. ”Seated condition” means that the
participants are seating in co-dining.

3.2 Experiment Participants

The participants in this experiment were made up of 1 set of 3 persons who are
relations of the first time to meet each other in order to eliminate the influence by
the difference in friends’ degree of intimacy. Participants in this experiment are
a total of 6 sets of 18 persons (12 male, 6 female, 22.6 years old of average age).
Control, in particular by sex, was not performed. Each participant participated
in both conditions. The number of the participants who were at a standing style
meal previously, and the number of the participants who were at a seated style
meal previously were equal. Moreover, a requirement of participating was that
all participants should be in a ”slightly hungry” state.

3.3 Experimental Setup

The experiment was conducted in the environment as shown in Fig. 1. A par-
ticipant can move freely in a space which is of sufficient width to talk and eat.
A table which is circular and 70 cm in diameter has been used. Regarding the
height of the table, 70 cm has been adopted at the standing condition, and 90
cm has been adopted at the seated condition. At standing conditions, the height
of the table was adjusted by placing a stand (made from plastic, height is 20 cm)
under the table used at seated conditions. Generally, the height of the table used
for a meal shall be 60 cm - 100 cm [9]. Because the tables for a standing condition
currently sold are 80 cm - 100 cm, we had adopted 90 cm which is a mean value.
On both conditions, as the circular table was surrounded, a participant’s initial
position has been arranged 120 degrees at intervals. Furthermore, the distance
from the center of a table to the center of each participant’s trunk was 70 cm.
As a result, the distance of the initial position between each participant is set
to about 120 cm and is a distance observed by a buffet-style party [10].

3.4 Meal

We used only one kind of snack as the meal in order to eliminate the influence
by the kind of snacks. The snacks were piled on a white plate 20 cm in diameter
at the center of the table. The drink was not given to the participants during
the experiment, in order to eliminate influence. However, green tea was given to
the participant who wanted it before the experiment started.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup

3.5 Experiment Procedure

The participant participated in both conditions on the same day. A break time
of 10 minutes was taken between each condition. The experimenter told the
participant the following six instructions. 1) The participant needs to participate
in the session of conversation and a meal a total of 2 times. 2) Each session is
filmed by video. 3) One session continues for 10 minutes. 4) After an experimenter
has left, a participant can start a session at the participant’s favorite timing. 5)
A participant can move freely after a session starts. 6) A participant replies to
the questionnaire and an interview after the end of a session. Before the session
started, the experimenter gave green tea according to how thirsty a participant
was, prepared the meal, and started the photography. After the experiment of
each condition, a questionnaire investigation about the condition was conducted.
The questionnaire investigation was of a free description type and the interview
which compared both conditions was conducted after the end of an experiment
of both conditions.

3.6 Acquisition of Data

A participant’s action was recorded using the video camera. Three cameras have
been set up in order to photograph the participants’ upper half of the body. We
have set these cameras in front of each participant for judging the existence of
utterance and the direction of the face. One camera has been set at a distance
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Fig. 2. A standing conversation scene

Fig. 3. A seated conversation scene

from participants in order to photograph the whole experimental setup. We have
set this camera in order not to overlook a change of direction of a face or a trunk.
Furthermore, we have also set one camera for photographing participants’ feet
in order to judge their trunk clearly. Cameras for an individual were taken with
1280 px × 720 px and 30 fps. Camera for whole picture and camera for feet
were taken with 1920 px × 1080 px and 24 fps. A standing conversation scene
is shown in Fig. 2, and a seated conversation scene is shown in Fig. 3. These
figures have been photographed using the camera for the whole picture.

4 Analysis Method and Results

4.1 Video Analysis Method

We have analyzed the video, the answer to the questionnaire, and the interview
in the experiment. The video of a total of 120 minutes (for 10 minutes after
utterance of the beginning of 6 sets of both conditions) has been analyzed.
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Fig. 4. Video analysis by ELAN

We have analyzed video using a video analysis tool, ”ELAN” [11]. The video
analysis scene is shown in Fig. 4. Labeling has been performed by two exper-
imenters. First, two experimenters have carried out the labeling on the same
video of 12 minutes, respectively. As a result, the coincidence rate (kappa co-
efficient) between experimenters was 1) 87.6%(k=0.74) in utterance, 2) 82.1%
(k=0.69) in direction of a face, 3) 77.8% (k=0.64) in direction of a trunk, 4) 100%
(k=1.00) in eating behavior. Since each kappa coefficient was 0.6 or more, and
the degree of coincidence of the label between experimenters was high enough,
two experimenters have shared the labeling of 90 percent which remained.

The TCU (Turn Construction Unit) was adopted as the labeling of utterance.
Authorization of the boundary of a paragraph unit based on ”Corpus of Sponta-
neous Japanese” [12] [13]. Labeling was performed for from the time of onset of
one paragraph to termination time as one TCU. The utterance from which the
right of utterance was acquired was ”the usual utterance”. Moreover, ”nods”
and ”laughter” were counted. The portion without all participants’ utterance
was counted as ”silence.”

In stand-up meal conditions and seating conditions, the flexibility of the body
has a difference and a difference may arise in the frequency and rate which turn
a face and a trunk to a speaker. Therefore, direction of a participant’s face and a
trunk was analyzed. The center of the body containing a chest and an abdomen
is defined as a trunk.

The period after putting snack confectionery into a mouth, until it is
swallowed, was defined as the eating behavior and was counted. Moreover, the
synchronous situation of the eating behavior was also observed. After another
participant lifted his hand from the plate, the action of reaching for the snack
within 0.89 second was counted, such as the eating behavior synchronized. 0.89
second is the average delay time concerning the reaction and operation in the
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case of conversation [14]. The eater does not reach for the snack with hesita-
tion while another participant reaches for the plate. Therefore, the action which
reaches for the plate immediately after the other participant takes the snack can
be judged as the sign of the eating behavior being synchronized.

4.2 Questionnaire

In the questionnaire investigation, the data of 4 sets (12 persons: 9 male, 3 fe-
male), except the defective result, was analyzed. A questionnaire consists of a
total of 40 questions. The participant has answered with seven choices (from
”1: I disagree strongly” to ”7: I agree strongly”) of Likert measures. In order
to measure about having done so intentionally, the following five questions were
set up: ”I turned my face to other participants in conversation”; ”I turned my
trunk to other participants in conversation”; ”I ate a snack frequently to the
same timing as other participants”; ”I tried to adjust distance with a partner”;
”I tried to express my feeling using a gesture”. In order to measure the intimacy
of relations with friends, the following seven questions were set up [15], ”I was
able to show my gentle feeling attitude”; ”I was able to talk honestly”; ”I was
able to rely on the partner”; ”The partner understood me”; ”I got interested in a
partner”; ”We have similar hobbies”; ”The partner got interested in me”. In or-
der to measure a communication participation style, the following nine questions
were set up [16], ”I talked with nodding”; ”I tried to understand the partner’s
idea”; ”I listened to a speaker’s opinion”; ”I did not interfere in conversation”;
”I talked actively”; ”I developed conversation”; ”I did not make silence”; ”I was
able to get a partner to express an opinion”; ”I asked without withholding”. The
following six questions were set up as subjective evaluation about conversation:
”I talked happily”; ”I talked cooperatively”; ”It was easy to talk”; ”I was deep in
conversation”; ”Conversation was valuable”; ”Conversation was made with the
affirmative attitude”. The following seven questions were set up as subjective
evaluation about a meal: ”I enjoyed my snack”; ”I tasted”; ”I bit well”; ”I ate
slowly”; ”I was deep in meal”; ”I thought that I ate together with partners”;
”It was easy to reach for a plate”. The following six questions were set up as
evaluation about the consciousness to other participants: ”I felt intimacy for the
partner”; ”I would like to know the partners more”; ”I was nervous when talking
with the partners”; ”I was frank with the partners”; ”I thought that the partner
was nervous”; ”Time passed quickly”.

Moreover, in order to remove the influence by an order of a questionnaire,
the question paper with which an order of all the items was replaced at random
was prepared for each participant. Also, the questionnaire of the free writing
about comparison of both conditions was set up. Participants replied to the
interview about the reason for having chosen their answer after the reply of free
description.
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Fig. 5. Utterance frequency

4.3 Results of Video Analysis

The test used, common to the data described below, is described. The Shapiro-
Wilk test was used about the normality of the data. The F-test was used for
the difference of distribution of two data groups. Moreover, the error bar in the
below-mentioned figure shows standard deviation in common.

Utterance. The results of frequencies of the usual utterance, nods, laughter,
and silence (the times per a minute) are shown in Fig. 5. Because the results,
except for silence, were normal distribution data, and the results’ distributions
have no differences, a student-t-test (one side) was performed about the differ-
ence of the results of both conditions. The results of the usual utterance were
13.3 times per a minute in the standing condition and 12.2 times per a minute
in the seated condition. The standing condition tends to increase the number
of utterances (t(17)=1.54, p=0.071). The results of nods were 2.4 times per a
minute in the standing condition and 1.9 times per a minute in the seated condi-
tion. Similarly, the results of laugher were 2.5 times per a minute in the standing
condition and 1.9 times per a minute in the seated condition. The standing con-
dition increases the number of nods and laugher (nods: t(17)=2.35, p=0.015,
laugher: t(17)=1.54, p=0.071). Because the results of silence were NOT normal
distribution data, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed about the dif-
ference of the results of both conditions. The results of silence were 21.8 times
per minute in the standing condition and 21.7 times per a minute in the seated
condition, and both did not have the difference (Z=-0.105, p=0.917).

The results of rates of each utterance actions are shown in Fig. 6. Because
the results were normal distribution data, and the results’ distributions have
no differences, a student-t-test (one side) was performed about the difference of
the results of both conditions. The results of the usual utterance were 24.8%
in the standing condition and 23.9% in the seated condition, and both did not
have a difference (t(17)=0.522, p=0.304). The results of nods were 2.7% in the
standing condition and 2.3% in the seated condition. Similarly the results of
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Fig. 6. Utterance rate

Fig. 7. Speech length

laugher were 4.5% in standing condition and 3.7% in seated condition. The
standing condition increases the rates of nods and laugher (nods: t(17)=2.02,
p=0.030, laugher: t(17)=1.81, p=0.044). The results of silence were 24.7% in
the standing condition and 25.4% in the seated condition, and both did not
have the difference (t(5)=-0.327, p=0.378).

The results of speech length are shown in Fig. 7. Because the result was normal
distribution data, and the result’s distribution have no differences, student-t-test
(one side) was performed about the difference of the results of both conditions.
The results of the speech length were 1.11 seconds in the standing condition
and 1.18 seconds in the seated condition. The standing condition decreases the
speech length (t(17)=-1.76, p=0.048).

Face and Trunk Directions. The results of face and trunk directions to the
speaker in frequency and rates are shown in Fig. 8.

Because the results of face direction were normal distribution data, and the
result’s distribution have no differences, student-t-test (one side) was performed
about the difference of the results of both conditions. The results of the face
directions in frequency were 13.6 times per a minute in the standing condition
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Fig. 8. Face and trunk directions to the speaker in frequency and rates

and 11.9 times per a minute in the seated condition, both did not have the
difference (t(17)=1.16, p=0.131). Similarly the results of the face direction in
rate were 28.1% in the standing condition and 25.2% in the seated condition,
both did not have the difference (t(17)=0.905, p=0.189)

Because the results of trunk direction were NOT normal distribution data,
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed about the difference of the results
of both conditions. The results of the trunk directions in frequency were 5.7
times per a minute in standing condition and 0.3 times per a minute in seated
condition. The result of the trunk directions in frequency in the standing condi-
tion was higher than the result in the seated condition (t(17)=-3.62, p=0.0003).
Similarly the results of the trunk directions in rate were 12.0% in the standing
condition and 0.5% in the seated condition. The result in rate in the stand-
ing condition was higher than the result in the seated condition (t(17)=-3.62,
p=0.0003). However, chairs’ foot used in seated condition were fixed style. It
might have not been easy to change orientation of participant’s trunk compared
to using turn-style chairs.

Eating Behavior. The results of eating frequency and rate are shown in Fig.
9. Because the results of eating behavior were normal distribution data, and the
result’s distribution has not difference, a student-t-test (one side) was performed
about the difference of the results of both conditions. The results of eating fre-
quency were 0.79 times per minute in the standing condition and 0.68 times per
a minute in the seated condition, both did not have the difference (t(17)=0.847,
p=0.204). Because the result of eating rate was NOT normal distribution data,
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed about the difference of the results
of both conditions. The results of the eating rate were 13.9% in the standing con-
dition and 11.6% in the seated condition. The result in rate in standing condition
tends to increase the eating rate (Z=-1.67, p=0.094).
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Fig. 9. Eating frequency and rate

Fig. 10. Synchronizing rate of eating behavior

The results of synchronizing rate of eating behavior are shown in Fig. 10.
Because the results of synchronizing rate of eating behavior were NOT normal
distribution data, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed about the dif-
ference of the results of both conditions. The results of the eating rate were
30.6% in the standing condition and 17.9% in the seated condition. The result
in rate in the standing condition tends to increase the synchronizing rate of
eating behavior (Z=-1.85, p=0.065).

4.4 Questionnaire Results

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed about the difference of the results
of both conditions. The results of the questionnaire with a significant difference
and a significant tendency are shown in Table 1.

In the results in the questionnaire for conversation, the score of ”I turned
my face to other participants in conversation” in the standing condition was
lower than the score in the seated condition. On the contrary, the scores of ”I
tried to adjust distance with partners”, ”I talked happily”, and ”I was nervous
when talking with the partners” in the standing condition were higher than the
scores in the seated condition. In the results in the questionnaire for the meal,
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Table 1. Questionnaire results

the score of ”I ate a snack frequently to the same timing as other participants”
in the standing condition was higher than the score in the seated condition.
The scores of ”I thought that I ate together with partners” and ”I enjoyed my
snack” in the standing condition tend to be higher than the scores in the seated
condition. There was no difference in the other questionnaire.

Next, the answers by free description are described. There was opinion about
conversation that ”It is much easier to make a gesture in the standing condition
than in the seated condition”. On the contrary, there were opinions that ”I felt
relaxed to talk and talked calmly in the seated condition”. There was opinion
about the meal that ”It is much easier to reach for a snack in the standing
condition than in the seated condition”. On the other hand, the opinion ”I was
able to eat calmly” was seen in the seated conditions.

5 Discussion

5.1 Utterance

It was revealed that the standing condition increases the frequency of utterances,
and increases the frequency and rate of nods and laughs from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Although it is known that a speaker’s amount of utterance will increase by the
effect of a hearer’s nod [17], the increase of the utterance action as sympathy, such
as nod and laugh, and the increased tendency of utterance frequency have also
been simultaneously observed in this experiment. Moreover, Fig. 7 showed that
the standing conditions of speech length were shorter than in seated conditions.
In other words, it is shown that standing style makes single utterance shorter,
which helps crisp and vibrant conversation.

On the other hand, in free description, opinions that ”I felt relaxed to talk
and talked calmly in the seated condition” were seen in seated conditions. This
shows a possibility that the posture of conversation can be used according to
intention and the purpose of conversation. It is considered that changing meal
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style is a kind of conversation support method although changing posture is not
a technical solution. If the conference room which changes the form of a seat
according to the kind and phase of a meeting is developed, we surmise that it is
effective.

In addition, although the meal style was used in this experiment, there is room
for examination about whether the same findings are acquired in conversation
without a meal.

5.2 Face and Trunk Directions

It was revealed that the standing condition increases the frequency and rate of
turning trunk to speaker from Fig. 8. An action of turning trunk to speaker is
posture of listening actively. It could be easy to recognize the other participant as
listener for speaker in standing style. On the other hand, conforming the direction
of trunk has a beneficent influence in carrying information [18]. Co-dining in
standing style is considered as better for conversation because it conveys richer
body orientation.

Although both conditions did not have the difference in frequency and in rate
of turning the face to the speaker from Fig. 8, the score of ”I turned my face to
other participants in conversation” in the standing condition was lower than the
score in the seated condition from table 1. In addition, there were no differences
of both conditions about the questionnaire that ”I turned my trunk to other
participants in conversation”. These results show that a participant’s subjective
opinion and actual action have not necessarily agreed about the direction of a
face or a trunk. Furukawa has revealed that because eating behavior is a daily
action, the participants are not conscious of their gaze [6]. Similarly, since to
change direction of a face and a trunk in the standing style is a natural act, it is
considered that participants are not conscious of turning their face and trunk.

5.3 Eating Behavior

It was revealed that the standing condition increases synchrony of eating be-
havior from Fig. 10. In addition, a standing condition give the participants the
impression of ”I ate a snack frequently to the same timing as other participants”,
”I thought that I ate together with partners”, ”I enjoyed my snack” from Table
1. It is shown that the contents of co-dining may change although the difference
among both of the co-dining style is only a participant’s posture.

From Fig. 9, it turned out that the eating rate in the standing condition has
a tendency to be higher than the one in the seated condition. However, there
was no difference of eating frequency between both conditions. In other words,
participants in standing style have eaten slowly. The synchronization of eating
behavior takes place in the scene of co-dining, and influencing the amount of
meals is known [19]. Furthermore, when a participant has a meal together with
an interface agent, it is shown that the time of eating is prolonged compared with
the case that there is no meal of an interface agent [20]. Similarly, the increases
of the synchronizing rate of eating behavior and the time of eating have also
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been simultaneously observed in this experiment. Eating slowly is treated as
important in health guidance [21]. Co-dining in standing style is considered as
better in health-care because it makes the participants eat slowly.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have conducted an experimental study to investigate differences
of standing style and seated style in co-dining of a multi-party. From the results,
findings which can be useful for designing conversation support are that the
standing style 1) increases the number of utterances, nods and laughs, 2) makes
single utterance shorter, which helps crisp and vibrant conversation as a result,
3) increases turning to the speaker by the trunk, and 4) increases synchrony of
eating behavior and makes eating slower. It was revealed that a participant’s
posture influences co-dining conversation, and that standing style increases the
effect of co-dining.
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Abstract. A conversation over a meal and its support as a research topic has 
been gaining attention. Although all the researches so far assumed all partici-
pants have a meal, this paper points out the uneven meal distribution setting as 
an additional case to analyze. After conducting a face-to-face dyadic conversa-
tion experiment, analyses show that uneven meal distribution induces the narra-
tor-active listener structure in dyadic conversation at a table. Accordingly the 
setting elicits attentive listening communication and proposed design of atten-
tive listening agents. 

Keywords: Attentive Listening, Dyadic Interaction, Listening Agent, Conver-
sation over meal, Communication Aid, Dialogue, Dining Table, Table Talk, 
Face-to-face. 

1 Introduction 

Having a meal is a familiar issue in our daily life, and a conversation across a table is 
quite common activity for people. Previous discourse analyses and study of commu-
nication aid tools contained little occasion when actors sit at a table and dine, recently 
a dyadic conversation and its assistance has been drawing attention as a specific  
research field.  

Previously the scene of all attendees’ discourse with having a meal was analyzed 
for this research topic regardless of the asymmetric meal distributing subject matter 
[1, 2, 3]. Some of the few exceptional researches focused on the way to alter the status 
from participants’ incapable of dining to capable one or employing manipulative con-
trol to exercise the uniformed dyadic conversation [4, 5]. 

Above mentioned studies are unsatisfactory to consider daily conversational cir-
cumstances at dining tables, for example, a husband coming back home late at night 
sits at the table to talk with his wife serves dinner even though she had finished dinner 
earlier. Also the case is very common to meet someone at a restaurant to eat some-
thing and wait until the other comes, and the first comer subsequently finishes eating 
to talk ever since the last comer orders and starts eating. These cases should be ana-
lyzed as subsequent applied matters of the field, conversations over the unequally 
distributed meal are discussed as an additional case in this paper.  
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This uneven setting at a table, that was one with a meal but the other, was not con-
sidered to organize an exploratory research, firstly the basic dyadic conversation was 
examined as a default setting, and then the unequal meal distribution setup with ac-
tors’ discourse analyses made a comparison with other constraints. 

Consequently experimental data supposes attentive listening is installed in the 
scene of the uneven meal setting between actors. This paper proposes an attentive 
listening agent after stating of an exploratory analysis. 

2 Dyadic Interaction on Uneven Meal Distribution 

For discourse analysis in a circumstance of the asymmetric meal setup, both of quan-
titative and qualitative analysis by questionnaire survey was conducted. It was com-
pared to the data set of “Co-Dining” which was a basic setting of both actors had a 
conversation with a meal at the same time, and “Non-Dining” that neither of them 
took meals and had only a dyadic interaction in states of mutually facing at a table 
[10]. Uneven meal distribution setting made across a table is “Asymmetric-Dining” 
that is uniqueness of this paper and also it was examined especially to compare with 
other two explicit constraints. 

2.1 Experiment 

A experiment organized three settings to compare each constraints. Participants of 
experiments were 12 college students that had 4 pairs of male students and 2 pairs of 
female students. Each single pairs were friends and examined in three different con-
straints that were explained above, and the order of participation was randomly 
changed in each pairs to setoff order effects. The duration of its entire process to un-
dergo three constraints is two days for each pairs, and the first half of all pairs had 
“Asymmetric-Dining” with meal for one and then had it without meal for the other 
side of pairs. The rest of all pairs had “Non-Dining” constraints firstly and next con-
ducted “Co-Dining”, these process took counterbalance at the end. Overall the defini-
tion in this paper, the basic setup both attendees enjoyed meals with a conversation is 
“Co-Dining”, neither of actors had meals and exercised face-to-face interaction is 
“Non-Dining”, and “Asymmetric-Dining” is the scene of only one side at a table was 
with a meal but the other was not to have a conversation.  

Menu was curry and rice, tea, and spoon was provided to intake. To make it natural 
behavior, experiments were conducted only on lunch and dinnertime, and underwent 
for two days unless actors continued eating at a moment. In these two days for  
each pairs, on one day participants had “Asymmetric-Dining” and on the other day 
“Co-Dining” and “Non-Dining” had examined amongst all pairs. 

Figure 1 is a model of installation of three scenes, it possesses the uniformed inter-
personal distance setting as 120cm that is supposed to be a normal unit in friendly 
relationship.  Conversational topics were firstly given and flexibly alternative de-
pending on the context on each pairs. Time constraints toward each scene were almost  
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10 mins for “Co-Dining”, “Non-Dining”, and “Asymmetric-Dining” to count time 
shifting into consideration. Entire processes of experiments were recorded and all 
participants had questionnaire surveys after the set of experiments. 
 

 

Fig. 1. This is an example of a figure caption. Figure captions are positioned below the figure. 

2.2 Method of Analysis 

2.2.1   Video Observation 
Software of video observation is ELAN that analyzed 3 mins of each conditions or 
settings with constraints. It was recognized speech units that contained longer than 
100ms Inter-Pausal Unit [11] after each speech utterances. In this paper ELAN tagged 
a “normal speech” in a conversation according to the context, that was categorized as 
“laughter”, “silence”, and “filler” that was vocalization of listening sounds [12].    

2.2.2   Questionnaire Survey 
Actors’ subjective evaluations answered questionnaire sheets with a grade scaling 
method. Each 7 grades were 1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=relatively disagree, 
4=neither agree nor disagree, 5=relatively agree, 6=agree, 7=strongly agree, nominal 
answers were calculated as total scores. The list of survey asked 28 question items 
about consciousness toward speech, sight, and a meal. The order of questions was 
randomly changed in every single pairs to cancel out a psychological effect.  
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2.3 Result 

OWM1  OWoM2 Co-Dining Non-Dining OWM1  OWoM2 Co-Dining Non-Dining 
 

Fig. 2. Speech Frequency Fig. 3. Speech Length 

OWM1  OWoM2 Co-Dining Non-Dining 

1 

2 

 

Fig. 4. Total Speech Length 

2.3.1   Video Observation 
Conversations under each constraint investigated a cumulative frequency of utter-
ances, length of speech, and an entire length of series of vocalization. The “Asymme-
tric-Dining” constraint had two explicit unevenly distributed settings as one was with 
a meal but the other was not, here we defined each sides as “OWM” and “OWoM” to 
investigate separately.  

Figure 2 shows a unit basis speech utterance frequency, Figure 3 is speech length 
per seconds, and Figure 4 is a cumulative sum of total speeches within 180 seconds. 
Those figures used mean, quartile, minimum and max of the statistical analysis.  
Figure 2 clarifies two things, firstly OWoM Speech Frequency is higher than OWM, 
it means the person who doesn’t have a meal in dyadic conversation at a table speaks  
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more frequently than the other one who have a meal. Secondly there are similarities 
between OWM and Co-Dining and also OWoM and Non-Dining in Speech Frequen-
cy, that is, the one without meal in an asymmetric meal setup is likely to be Non-
Dining constraint’s Speech Frequency, as well as the other one with meal is alike  
Co-Dining. 

The data sets indicated that initial setoff speeches of “OWoM” were more frequent 
than “OWM”, that was, the “OWoM” utterance frequency 18.2 times per min was 
beyond “OWM” 13.8 times per min according to Figure 2. There was not much dif-
ference in a speech length per second between “OWM” 1.1 seconds and “OWoM” 1.2 
seconds about Figure 3. Figure 4 suggested that “OWoM” side’s 60.8 sec had much 
more amount of speech utterances than its “OWM” side’s 47.6 sec.  

From all of these three figures in comparison of each cases, it is supposed to be li-
kelihood of  “Co-Dining” and “OWM” are in similarities and also “Non-Dining” and 
“OWoM”, which results from the meal distribution disequilibrium.  

From all above analyses that is currently insufficient of the statistical data sets, it is 
suggested that one sit at a table without a meal can become a potential main speaker 
in a conversation in which the scene of conditions is an unevenly distributed meal 
setting on a face-to-face dining table. 

2.3.2   Questionnaire Survey 
Table 1 is the outcome of the conducted survey. Each score is an average point of 
grading scale questionnaire survey. Comparing “OWM” with “OWoM” in question 
No.5, No.7, and No. 23, data sets show a little high score in OWoM. This means par-
ticipants felt more agreeable with speech consciousness related question such as “I 
often speak up”, “I tried not to keep quiet”, and “I tried to avoid making silence”. 
Since it was not also seen in comparison with Co-Dining and Non-Dining settings, It 
seems that one without a meal in dyadic conversation consciously became a leading 
speaker amongst the two to some extent. This results coincidentally matched the out-
come of that “OWoM” in Figure 2 and 4 pointed out larger number than other three 
constraints in Speech Frequency and cumulative sum of total speeches. Accordingly 
the result was supported by both of quantitative and qualitative analyses, which is that 
one without a meal in dyadic conversation across a table consciously became a lead-
ing speaker among the two. 

There is not statistical work in Table 1 since the amount of data set is not enough, 
It seems that the score of “OWM” in No.2 and No.6 are relatively large in question of 
“My words were too short” and “I tried to say something briefly”, thus attendees 
spoke less while eating on Asymmetric-Dining. However Figure 3 actually represents 
there are not much difference in Total Speech Length among one with meal and the 
other one without meal at a table. This is not a main topic in this paper instead a 
unique results.  

Remarkable point in OWM and OWoM are shown in No.10 and No.12 for the 
question of “I looked at my hands” and “I looked at peer’s hands”, that is both sides 
of Asymmetric-Dining table gazed at food.  
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Table 1. Questionnaire Score Result 

(1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree, Total Score Average: N=12) 

  No Question Items OWM OWoM 
Co-

Dining 
Non-

Dining 
1 I often spoke with peer. 4.7 5.4 5.3 5.3 
2 My words were too short. 4.5 3.6 3.3 3.0 
3 Moment of silence was short period of time. 4.8 4.9 4.6 5.3 
4 Speakers often took turns during talking. 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.6 
5 I often speak up to my peer. 4.1 5.2 5.1 4.7 
6 I tried to say something briefly. 3.5 2.8 2.5 2.7 
7 I tried not to keep quiet. 3.9 4.8 5.0 4.5 
8 I tried to take turns to talk. 4.3 3.4 4.6 4.0 
9 Timing of starting talking often overlaps. 2.8 2.8 2.8 3.2 
10 I often looked at my hands. 5.5 2.3 4.4 3.3 
11 I often looked into my peer’s face. 4.2 5.3 5.3 5.8 
12 I often looked at my peer’s hands 1.7 4.6 2.9 3.1 
13 I pretty much enjoyed a conversation. 5.9 5.9 6.0 5.8 
14 It was easy and confortable to talk. 5.3 5.3 5.3 4.8 
15 I understood what my peer talked to me. 5.8 6.1 5.8 5.8 
16 My peer understood what I talked about. 5.3 5.3 5.6 5.1 
17 I enjoyed having a meal with a conversation. 5.5  5.8  
18 Having lunch/dinner was easy and relaxing. 5.2  5.2  
19 It was hard to talk to my peer due to a meal.  3.0   
20 I often looked into my peer’s dining.  5.0   
21 I paid attention to my peer’s meal progress. 3.8 4.1 3.9  
22 I didn’t hesitate to speak up to my peer. 5.8 5.8 6.0 6.3 
23 I tried to avoid making silence. 3.7 4.8 4.1 4.6 
24 Having a conversation was like a pair work. 4.9 4.6 5.4 5.4 
25 Atmosphere of a conversation was good. 5.8 5.7 5.4 5.3 
26 I behave quite naturally. 5.6 5.1 5.8 4.8 
27 Given conversational topics were good. 5.6 4.9 5.4 4.6 
28 I was interested in a conversational topic. 5.8 5.4 6.0 5.3 

5.2

3 8

5.3 5.1

5.2

 

No.13, No.14, No.15, No.16, and No.22, these all question answers have not much 
difference in OWM and OWoM and also found proximity with Co-Dining and Non-
Dining constraints. These question items are “I pretty much enjoyed conversation.”, 
“It was easy to talk to my peer.”, “I understood what my peer talked to me.”, “My 
peer understood what I talked about.”, “I didn’t hesitate to speak up.” Therefore it can 
be said that Asymmetric-Dining allows usual mealtime communication and to have a 
conversation as Co-Dining and Non-Dining setting. No.19 “It was hard to talk to my 
peer while s/he took a meal.” scored fairly low in OWoM also sustained this result. 
All experiments under three constraints shows that one without meal in dyadic con-
versation at a table often becomes a leading speaker, and the other side at a table with 
meal has a tendency to be a listener. 
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3 Attentive Listening Agent 

3.1 Active Listening Communication 

Experiments show that one side without dining in dyadic conversation at a table be-
comes a main speaker and the other dining side becomes a listener, which is uneven 
meal distribution induces the relationship of a narrator and an active listener. This is 
what dining activity causes at a table, which is this dining activity facilitates narrator-
listener structure by its dining action. Experimental outcomes suppose that the 
OWoM side often makes a role of a narrator and OWM side positively hears it from 
an uneven meal distribution on a face-to-face dining table. Hence it realizes the atten-
tive listening communication is to listen to talk rather to judge or talk back. In other 
word, It’s possible to let someone else listen to you only if you have a person to dine. 
In the case of the married couple mentioned earlier, the husband listens to his wife 
during dinner, that is, the wife can talk as much as she wants and he seems to give a 
satisfactory amount of feed back without judging her. That is a wonderful application 
of communication that encourages and soothes interpersonal transaction by the  
chemistry of listening. 

3.2 Proposal of a Listening Agent 

Experimental analysis found that asymmetric meal distribution induces the relation-
ship of a narrator and an active listener.  Here we discuss the possibility to create 
relationship between narrator and listener by non-verbal behavior using the experi-
mental outcome. Kobayashi et al. employed linguistic approach with basic listening 
sequence skills to implement active listening agents and design good listener skills, 
but concluded the speech recognition result included errors. [17] Additionally Wata-
nabe et al. developed both verbal and nonverbal communication robot which activates 
human interaction on a basis of speech input, this robot motion as a listener responds 
at the timing equivalent to human nodding. [18] Previous researches stated that anth-
ropomorphic agents and dialogue agents affect the human cognition and behaviors. 
The old dialogue agent ELIZA [13] was a counselor that users input texts to talk to 
her as its against a real human being, it was reasonable to personalize artificial goods 
and treat it as real human beings [14]. Most of artificial agents provided information 
and persuaded someone in the past, welfare service for elderly care now requires di-
alogue agents and it also needs active listening agents. Research for the listening 
agent has started yet its design is not made [15]. Dining activity is quite simple impli-
cation of activity, which is possible to prompt narrator-listener structure that is found 
by our face-to-face dining experiment. Richardson says “Active listening is a way of 
counseling that involves listening characterized by empathy, genuineness and warmth. 
It facilitates the clients understanding his/her own opinion and builds the clients’ self-
confidence.” [19] In our listening agent deign proposal, simple but strong implemen-
tation is novel, which is agents’ dining activity is physically feasible as a gestured 
language to facilitate human interaction. 

This experiment provides the opportunity to see an uneven meal distribution states 
causing propensity for active listening. Thinking about the design of listening agents 
instead of dialogue agents, agent’s dining activity can be feasible for one of the  
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choices. Listening agents require means of hearing aptitudes that is adopted a gestured 
language now that it relatively makes less speech utterances. Paro [15] proposed pet 
animals for listening agents, humanoid listening agents could be in demand more in 
the future but unknown, this paper suggests one alternative choice. 

4 Implications 

This paper examined and reported the dyadic interactive communication with an un-
even distributed meal setting at a table, the result indicated the table status can cause 
propensity for the attentive listening communication style. It also stated an applicable 
design of the listening agent will be required in the future, therefore to propose huma-
noid agents’ design with dining activity at a table can be applicable. Experiments 
were only conducted using human being, it is also mentioned to see if dialogue agents 
and human at a table can pull out the same experimental results.  
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Abstract. In order to interact with virtual objects, presenting tactile
stimulation as if a user touched them is very important. Most previ-
ous works employ tactile devices such as vibration actuators. However,
the system can present tactile stimulation only where the tactile de-
vices are attached. Thus, it has been difficult to present tactile stimu-
lation where the devices are not attached. In this paper, we propose a
method to change the location of vibrotactile perception by visual stim-
ulation for extending the area where we can present tactile stimulation.
We conducted experiments to investigate influence of visual stimulation
on vibrotactile perception, and observed that subjects felt the location
of vibrotactile perception shifted to that of the presented virtual object
when they were on different locations.

Keywords: augmented reality, vibrotactile perception, cross modal,
phantom sensation.

1 Introduction

In augmented reality environment, tactile feedback is important for rich inter-
action with virtual objects [1, 2]. There have been studies on tactile feedback
in order to improve interaction with virtual objects [3, 4]. They employed some
actuators such as vibration motors to present tactile feedback. In addition, to
present tactile stimulation where actuators are not attached, some researchers
employ phantom sensation [5–8]. Phantom sensation is one of tactile illusion,
which presents vibrotactile perception between two spatially separated vibra-
tion actuators [9, 10]. Both location and intensity of phantom sensation can be
controlled by the intensities of physical actuators simultaneously. If the inten-
sities of two actuators are different, the location of phantom sensation will be
shifted towards that of the actuator with higher intensity. However, the pre-
sentable area of phantom sensation is limited on the line between two actuators
[11, 12]. Furthermore, the spatial resolution of vibrotactile perception is low so
that users cannot feel the exact location of tactile stimulation clearly [13, 14].

In our study, we propose a method to control locations of vibrotactile percep-
tion utilizing visual stimulation such as virtual objects presented by augmented
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Fig. 1. The difference of our proposal method and previous methods

reality. It is based on previous works which confirmed visual stimulation influ-
ence tactile perception (cross modal) [15–18]. Our aim is to change the locations
of vibrotactile perception by cross modal using visual stimulation. In this paper,
we describe the detail of the method to extend areas of vibrotactile perception
by visual stimulation, and some experiments to investigate the feasibility.

2 Our Approach

According to previous woks and pilot study, it seemed to be difficult to perceive
exact locations of tactile stimulation on a forearm [6, 8]. Therefore, we assumed
that visual stimulation can change the locations of vibrotactile perception on a
forearm because cross modal between visual and tactile perception occurs when
they are presented simultaneously [15–18]. Based on this, we set a following
hypothesis;

– The location of vibrotactile perception is shifted to that of visual stimulation
by presenting visual stimulation and tactile stimulation on different locations
when the distance of them is below a certain threshold.

In previous works which used phantom sensation, the presentable areas of vi-
brotactile perception are limited on the line between two vibration actuators.
However, our proposal method, which utilizes cross modal by visual stimula-
tion, can present vibrotactile perception out of the line between the actuators
as shown in Figure 1. This method is useful to present tactile feedback in large
areas with a few vibration motors.
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Fig. 2. Experimental environment Fig. 3. Architecture of the system

3 Experiment

To verify our proposal method, we conducted following experiments. In experi-
ment 1, we verified the difference of vibrotactile perception by phantom sensation
and that by direct stimulation. In experiment 2, we verified the influence of vi-
sual stimulation on the location of vibrotactile perception by presenting a virtual
object. In experiment 3, we investigated the distance under which visual stimu-
lation influences the locations of vibrotactile perception strongly. In experiment
4, we investigated the change of vibrotactile perception by visual stimulation on
a plane whose size was 40 × 40 mm2.

The experimental environment was shown in Figure 2 . The architecture of the
system was shown in Figure 3. We used ARToolkit for presenting a virtual ball as
visual stimulation [19], and coin-type vibration motors (FM34F) with diameter
of 10 mm for tactile stimulation. Arduino was used to control the power of the
motors [20]. Subjects wore HMD (Vuzix Wrap 920) to look at their own left
forearm.

3.1 Experiment 1: Verification of Phantom Sensation

Method. Four subjects (26-37 years old; four males) participated in this ex-
periment. They were equipped with nine vibration motors on the left forearm as
shown in Figure 4. The distance of each motors was 20 mm, which is seemed to
be suitable for presenting phantom sensation from pilot study. The motors were
supplied with 3.0 V and the frequency of the vibration was about 200 Hz. The
vibration patterns were 45 patterns, which include 9 patterns stimulated by one
motor and 36 patterns stimulated by two motors. The motors vibrated for 1.0 s
and the interval of the next vibration was 1.0 s.

The vibration pattern was selected randomly. Subjects answered the locations
of vibrotactile perception by clicking on a window, on which they looked at their
arms, with a mouse. The distance between the location of vibrotactile perception
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Fig. 4. Layout of motors Fig. 5. Result of experiment 1

and that of tactile stimulation was recorded. The number of trials for each subject
was 500.

Result and Discussion. We calculated the average distance between the lo-
cation of vibrotactile perception and that of tactile stimulation when the tactile
stimulation was on the locations “2, 4, 5, 6, 8” in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows
the distance when each location was stimulated directly by one motor or stim-
ulated by phantom sensation from two motors. For example, the location “2”
was stimulated by one motor whose location was “2” and by two motors whose
locations were “1, 3”. Only on the location “5”, the distance was calculated by
three vibration patterns; “5”, “4, 6”, “2, 8”.

This result shows the distance by two vibration patterns was little different.
We conducted t-test in each location to investigate significant difference. In all
locations, there were no significant difference. Therefore, it is useful to use phan-
tom sensation instead of stimulating by a vibration motor directly.

3.2 Experiment 2: The Influence of Visual Stimulation on the
Locations of Vibrotactile Perception

Method. In this experiment, we used twomotors whose distance was 40mm. The
motors were supplied with voltage from 2.25 V to 3.0 V under control of Arduino.
Frequency of the vibrations was about from 200 Hz to 250 Hz, which is suited
to present tactile stimulation [9]. The latency of the motors was about 100 ms.
Tactile stimulation was presented on five locations whose interval was 10 mm. The
locations were set according to the distance from the left motor as following; 0
mm, 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm as shown in Figure 6. The voltage of two
motors was changed as following; (distance from left motor, voltage of left motor,
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Fig. 6. Locations of tactile stimulation Fig. 7. Result of experiment 2

voltage of right motor) = (0 mm, 3.0 V, 0 V), (10 mm, 2.75 V, 2.25 V), (20 mm,
2.5 V, 2.5 V), (30 mm, 2.25 V, 2.75 V), (40 mm, 0 V, 3.0 V).

Seven subjects (23-37 years old; five males and two females) participated in
this experiment. First, tactile stimulation was presented without visual stimu-
lation. Subjects answered the locations of vibrotactile perception with a mouse,
then next position was selected and stimulated randomly. We informed them
the number of motors, but we did not inform them the vibration patterns. The
number of trials was 50. We measured the distance between the locations of tac-
tile stimulation and vibrotactile perception. Next, we presented not only tactile
stimulation but also a virtual ball whose radius was 5 mm on the same location of
the tactile stimulation. We did not inform them that visual stimulation and tac-
tile stimulation were presented on the same location. We compared the distance
between the location of vibrotactile perception and that of tactile stimulation
under each condition.

Result and Discussion. Figure 7 shows the result of experiment 2. In all
positions, the distance between the locations of vibrotactile perception and tac-
tile stimulation became shorter when the tactile stimulation was presented with
visual stimulation than when only tactile stimulation was presented. The aver-
age distance was about 5 mm, which was the same as the radius of the virtual
ball, when both stimulation was presented. It is appeared that visual stimula-
tion helped subjects perceive the exact location of tactile stimulation clearly.
Based on this, we confirmed that visual stimulation can influence the locations
of vibrotactile perception.

3.3 Experiment 3: The Distance under Which Visual Stimulation
Influences the Location of Vibrotactile Perception

Method In this experiment, we used two motors as experiment 2. The locations
of tactile stimulation were also the same. The virtual ball was presented on
different location, which was on the line between two motors, from that of tactile
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Fig. 8. Result of experiment 3 (same) Fig. 9. Result of experiment 3 (different)

stimulation. The distance between the locations of tactile stimulation and the
virtual ball was set as 0 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm, and 30
mm.

Seven subjects (23-37 years old; five males and two females) participated
in this experiment. Subjects answered the locations of vibrotactile perception.
We informed them that the locations of visual and tactile stimulation were not
always the same. The number of trials was 100. The other conditions were the
same in the experiment 2. We measured the distance between the locations of
tactile stimulation and vibrotactile perception. We also measured that of visual
stimulation and vibrotactile perception. In addition, the moving direction of
visual stimulation and tactile stimulation were measured, and we classified the
results into two patterns; (1) the same moving direction of visual and tactile
stimulation, (2) the different moving direction of visual and tactile stimulation.
For example, if the location of visual stimulation moved from “0 mm” to “20
mm” in Figure 6, the moving direction of visual stimulation was right. If that
of tactile stimulation moved from “10 mm” to “40 mm”, the moving direction
of tactile stimulation was right. Therefore, it was (1) pattern. If that of tactile
stimulation moved from “10 mm” to “0 mm”, the moving direction of tactile
stimulation was left. Therefore, it was (2) pattern.

Result and Discussion. Figure 8 shows the result of experiment 3 in the case of
the same moving direction, and Figure 9 shows the result of experiment 3 in the
case of different moving direction. In both cases, when the distance between visual
and tactile stimulationwas under 15mm, that between vibrotactile perception and
visual stimulation was shorter than that between vibrotactile perception and tac-
tile stimulation. That between vibrotactile perception and visual stimulation was
longer and longer over 20 mm of that between visual and tactile stimulation, and
that between tactile perception and tactile stimulation became fixed. Itmeans that
the influence of visual stimulation appeared under conditions which the distance
between visual and tactile stimulation was under 15 mm.
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Fig. 10. Locations of vibrotactile percep-
tion when the virtual ball was not pre-
sented

Fig. 11. Locations of vibrotactile percep-
tion when the virtual ball was presented
on the same location as the tactile stimu-
lation

On the other hand, the distance between vibrotactile perception and visual
stimulation became shorter in the case of the same moving direction than in
the case of the different moving direction. Therefore, We confirmed that the
influence of visual stimulation became stronger in the case of the same moving
direction.

3.4 Experiment 4: Investigation of the Change of the Locations of
Vibrotactile Perception by Visual Stimulation

Method Four subjects (24-26 years old; four males) participated in this exper-
iment. They were equipped with nine vibration motors on the left forearm as
shown in Figure 4. The vibration patterns were the same as experiment 1. The
vibration pattern was selected randomly.

A virtual ball as experiment 2 was presented on the locations from “1” to “9”
in Figure 4. It was bounded on the location with 1.0 s interval, and the height
was 10 mm. The vibration and the bound of the virtual ball were synchronized.
The location of the virtual ball was selected randomly.

Subjects answered the locations of vibrotactile perception by clicking on a
window, on which they looked at their arms, with a mouse. The locations of vi-
brotactile perception, those of visual stimulation, and those of tactile stimulation
were recorded. The number of trials was 500.

Result and Discussion. To investigate the influence of the visual stimula-
tion, we used the result of experiment 1. Figure 10 shows the locations of tactile
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Fig. 12. Locations of vibrotactile percep-
tion when the virtual ball was presented
on the location “1”

Fig. 13. Locations of vibrotactile percep-
tion when the virtual ball was presented
on the location “9”

stimulation and vibrotactile perception in experiment 1. Each number of “loca-
tions of motors” corresponds with Figure 4. That of “locations of vibrotactile
perception” means the average locations of vibrotactile perception when the tac-
tile stimulation was presented on each location. For example, “1” in locations of
vibrotactile perception shows that the average location of subjects’ vibrotactile
perception when tactile stimulation was presented on “1”. The locations of vi-
brotactile perception were gathered around the center. This result corresponds
with the knowledge in previous works that spatial resolution of vibrotactile per-
ception is low [13, 14].

Figure 11 shows the locations when the virtual ball was presented on the same
location of tactile stimulation. Each distance between the locations of tactile
stimulation and vibrotactile perception was shorter than that without the virtual
ball. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the locations when the virtual ball was
presented on the location “1” and “9” respectively. Under each condition, the
locations of vibrotactile perception were shifted to those of the virtual ball.

According to these results, we confirmed that the location of visual stimulation
influences that of vibrotactile perception even on a plane. Therefore, the area
of presentable vibrotactile perception seems to be extended by presenting visual
stimulation on different location from that of tactile stimulation.

4 Conclusions and Future Works

In augmented reality environment, tactile feedback is important for rich inter-
action with virtual objects, and the presentable area of vibrotactile perception
was limited on the locations of actuators and the line between two actuators. In
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this paper, we proposed a method to extend the locations of vibrotactile per-
ception by presenting a virtual object whose location is different from that of
tactile stimulation. We conducted some experiments to investigate influence of
visual stimulation on vibrotactile perception, and observed that subjects felt the
location of vibrotactile perception shifted to that of the presented virtual object
when they were on different locations. The results showed when the distance
between the locations of visual stimulation and tactile stimulation was under
15mm, the influence of visual stimulation appeared strongly so that the loca-
tion of the vibrotactile perception was shifted to that of visual stimulation. We
also confirmed that the influence of visual stimulation became stronger in the
case of the same moving direction of visual stimulation and tactile stimulation.
Therefore, it seems to be possible to extend the area of presentable vibrotactile
perception by controlling the location of visual stimulation.

In future works, we will conduct these experiments with more subjects to
verify our proposal method. In addition, we will apply this method on other
parts such as a palm. We will also investigate the influence of the size and shape
of virtual objects on vibrotactile perception.
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Abstract. In recent years, studies have begun on robot conferencing as a new 
telecommunication medium. In robot conferencing, people talk with a remote 
conversation partner through teleoperated robots which present the bodily mo-
tions of the partner with a physical embodiment. However, the effects of physi-
cal embodiment on distant communication had not yet been demonstrated. In 
this study, to find the effects, we conducted an experiment in which subjects 
talked with a partner through robots and various existing communication media 
(e.g. voice, avatar and video chats). As a result, we found that the physical em-
bodiment enhanced social telepresence, i.e., the sense of resembling face-to-
face interaction. Furthermore, the result implied that physical embodiment built 
the sense of tension as in the case of a first face-to-face meeting. 

Keywords: Robot conferencing, physical embodiment, social telepresence, so-
cial anxiety, teleconferencing, videoconferencing, audio communication, avatar, 
face-to-face communication, face tracking. 

1 Introduction 

Currently, we can easily use audio and videoconferencing software. Audio-only con-
ferencing, such as a voice chat, has a problem in that social telepresence decreases. 
The social telepresence is the sense of resembling face-to-face interaction [7]. En-
hancing social telepresence psychologically makes the physical distance between 
remote people less and saves time and money on travel. The most common method of 
enhancing social telepresence is videoconferencing. It had been proposed that live 
video can transmit the social telepresence of a remote conversation partner [6, 11]. 
Nevertheless, videoconferencing does not transmit sufficient social telepresence com-
pared with face-to-face conferencing. 

To further enhance social telepresence, recent studies have begun on robot confe-
rencing in which people talk with a remote conversation partner through teleoperated 
robots. The teleoperated robot uses motion tracking technologies to reflect partner’s 
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facial and body motions in real time. The main features of robot conferencing are to 
transmit conversation partner’s body motions and to present these motions via a phys-
ical embodiment. The physical embodiment means the substitution of a partner's body 
that exists physically in the same place as a user. Thus, it is expected that the user can 
talk with feeling close to face-to-face. Some studies reported superiorities of robot 
conferencing to videoconferencing [15, 22]. One such study showed that the teleope-
rated robot which has a realistic human appearance enhances social telepresence 
compared with audio-only conferencing and videoconferencing [22]. Even so, it is 
difficult that each user owns a robot with his/her realistic appearance due to the high 
cost. For this reason, a teleoperated robot that has a humanlike face without a specific 
age or gender is developed [21]. However, it has not been yet found whether such an 
anonymous robot that transmits only body motions without disclosing an appearance 
still has superiority to videoconferencing. 

As the communication medium similar to the robot conferencing, avatar chats are 
available. Recently, it has become easy and inexpensive to use avatar chats such as 
avatar Kinect. The avatar chat resembles the robot conferencing in transmitting user’s 
body motions without disclosing the user’s appearance, but differs in reflecting these 
movements onto a computer graphics animation which does not have a physical em-
bodiment. A lot of studies found positive effects of avatar on distant communication 
[2, 4, 8, 12, 25]. Several such studies reported that avatar chats enhance social telepre-
sence compared with audio-only conferencing [4, 12]. In addition, it was also reported 
that avatars increase the degree of smoothness of speech as well as video conferenc-
ing [25]. Thus, the transmitting body motions might be enough to produce these posi-
tive effects. If the physical embodiment does not produce such positive effects, the 
usefulness of robot conferencing would decrease since robots are more expensive than 
videos and avatars.  

Therefore, to prove that robot conferencing is useful, it is necessary to demonstrate 
that the physical embodiment improves distant communication independently from 
the transmitting information, e.g., audio, motion and appearance. In this study, we 
investigated how the physical embodiment and transmitting information factors influ-
ence the social telepresence and the degree of smoothness of speech. To analyze the 
effects of the two factors separately, we prepared six communication methods as 
shown in Fig. 1. The voice chat, avatar chat and videoconferencing that do not have a 
physical embodiment transmit audio only, audio + motion and audio + motion + ap-
pearance respectively.  The robot conferencing that has a physical embodiment 
transmits audio + motion, and so it corresponds to the avatar chat as described above. 
As the method that corresponds to the voice chat, we set an inactive robot conferenc-
ing that transmits audio but no motion. Furthermore, we assumed that the face-to-face 
communication corresponds to the videoconferencing. 

2 Related Work 

There are many studies related to robot conferencing. They have proposed various 
teleoperated robots that present the operator’s facial movements [13, 15, 21, 22, 24] 
with a physical embodiment. A previous study that evaluated robot conferencing with 
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regard to social telepresence concluded that robot conferencing transmitted a higher 
social telepresence of the remote conversation partner than audio-only and videocon-
ferencing [22]. However, the teleoperated robot that was used in the study had a spe-
cific person’s appearance, and so it was not clear which of the factors, the physical 
embodiment or the appearance, enhanced the social telepresence. Additionally, the 
teleoperated robot reproduced the whole body of a person, whereas the videoconfe-
rencing only showed conversational partner’s head. The video image of only a head is 
harmful to social telepresence [20], so that a superiority of robot conferencing to vi-
deoconferencing which shows the whole body of a person was also not clear. To clari-
fy them, we used an anonymous teleoperated robot [21] that has a humanlike face 
without a specific age or gender, and compared it with life-size communication media 
that reproduced the whole body of the conversational partner.   

In videoconferencing research, it was reported that the remote person’s movement 
that was augmented by a display’s physical movement enhanced the social telepre-
sence [18]. Furthermore, in the human-robot interaction field, there are studies that 
focused on the effects of the physical embodiment of robot agents on social presence 
[3, 14]. These studies showed that people feel higher social presence from robot 
agents than on-screen agents. There is a possibility that people also feel higher social 
telepresence during robot conferencing due to the effects of the physical embodiment. 

The superiority of robot conferencing to videoconferencing was indicated also in 
objective measures. One such study showed that the eye-gaze of remote person repro-
duced by a robot was more recognizable than by a live-video [15]. Most previous 
studies that tried to find influences of a difference between communication media on 
objective measures have focused on conversational structures such as turn-taking and 
overlapping [1, 5, 23]. In this study, we observed the frequency of pauses and percen-
tage of pause times in speech to measure the degree of smoothness of speech [25]. 
The concrete methods to calculate them are explained in Section 3.4. 

The previous studies that showed superiorities of robot conferencing dealt with 
each telecommunication media as a single factor [15, 22]. By contrast, this study  
divided the telecommunication media into a physical embodiment factor and a trans-
mitting information factor. For example, we assumed that a robot has a physical em-
bodiment and transmits audio and body motions, and a video does not have a physical 
embodiment and transmits audio, body motions and appearances. 

3 Experiment 

3.1 Hypothesis 

In this study, we conducted an experiment to confirm how features of robot confe-
rencing influence distant communication. The main features of robot conferencing are 
to have a physical embodiment and to transmit conversation partner’s body motions. 
We predicted that these features enhance social telepresence, and so we made the 
following two hypotheses. 
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Hypothesis 1: A physical embodiment enhances the social telepresence of the con-
versation partner. 
Hypothesis 2: Transmitting body motions enhances the social telepresence of the 
conversation partner. 

The previous study that investigated the influence of difference between communi-
cation media on the degree of smoothness of speech showed that body motions pre-
sented by videos and avatars decreased speech pauses compared with audio-only me-
dia [25]. In addition, it was reported that videos and avatars enhance social telepre-
sence compared with audio-only media [4, 12]. On the assumption that enhancing 
social telepresence smoothens speeches, we predicted that the features of robot confe-
rencing could decrease speech pauses. Thus, we added the following two hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 3: A physical embodiment smoothens a speech that is directed to the 
remote conversation partner. 
Hypothesis 4: Transmitting body motions smoothens a speech that is directed to the 
remote conversation partner. 

3.2 Conditions 

The hypotheses described in the preceding section consist of these two factors: physi-
cal embodiment and transmitting information. The physical embodiment factor had 
two levels, with/without physical embodiment, and the transmitting information factor 
had three levels, audio, audio + motion and audio + motion + appearance. Thus, to 
examine the hypotheses, we prepared six conditions of a 2x3 design shown in Fig. 1.  

As described in Section 1, both robot conferencing and avatar chat transmit remote 
person’s body motions without disclosing the person’s appearance. We thus supposed 
that the avatar chat can become robot conferencing by adding a physical embodiment. 
Similarly, we assumed that the voice chat becomes an inactive robot conferencing 
which does not transmit the body motions of a remote person and the video chat can 
become face-to-face communication by adding a physical embodiment. In terms of 
the transmitting information, we assumed that the voice chat and inactive robot 
transmit only audio, the avatar and robot transmit audio and motion, and the video 
and face-to-face transmit audio, motion and appearance. These assumptions allowed 
us to analyze the effect of adding a physical embodiment to existing communication 
media. The details of each condition are described below. 

Active Robot Condition (Transmitting Audio and Motion with a Physical  
Embodiment): The subject talked to the conversation partner while looking at the 
robot. The robot had a three-degrees-of-freedom neck and a one-degree-of-freedom 
mouth. The head and lips moved at thirty frames per second according to the sensor 
data sent from face tracking software (faceAPI), that was running in a remote terminal 
and capturing the conversation partner’s movements. The camera for face tracking 
was set behind the robot. The microphone speaker was set behind the robot. The robot 
was dressed with the same gray shirt as the conversation partner. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental conditions and setups (length unit: centimeters) 

Avatar Condition (Transmitting Audio and Motion But No Physical Embodi-
ment): The subject talked to the conversation partner while looking at an anonymous 
three-dimensional computer graphics avatar that reflected the conversation partner’s 
head and lip motions. The avatar consisted of a skin-colored cylindrical head, black 
lips, black eyeballs and a gray conical body which was the same color as the shirt of 
the conversation partner. In the preliminary experiment, we used an avatar which had 
a spherical head and a realistic shirt, which looked like the robot. However there were 
some subjects who felt hard to notice facial movements of the avatar. This problem 
was solved by changing the design of avatar to a cylindrical head. The recognizable 
facial movements might improve social telepresence, and so we employed the cylin-
drical head. In addition, we modified its body to a conical shape to standardize the 
abstraction level of the looks. The diameter of the head was equal to the breadth of the 
robot’s head (13.5 cm). The conversation partner’s head and lip motions were tracked 
in the same way as on the active robot condition. The head translated and rotated with 
three degrees of freedom. The lips were transformed based on the three-dimensional 
positions of fourteen markers. The head and lips moved at thirty frames per second. 
The avatar was shown on a 40-inch display. The display was set longitudinally on the 
other side of the desk. The bezel of the display was covered with a white board, so 
that the true display area was 49 cm by 56 cm. The microphone speaker was set be-
hind the display. There were two cameras on top of the display. One was for face 
tracking, and the other was for live video. In this condition, the camera for live video 
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was covered with a white box. The camera was used in the video condition described 
below. 

Face-to-Face Condition (Transmitting Audio, Motion and Appearance with a 
Physical Embodiment): The subject talked to the conversation partner in a normal 
face-to-face environment. The conversation partner wore a gray shirt. The distance 
from the subject to the conversation partner was adjusted to 150 cm so that the 
breadth of the conversation partner’s head looked the same as the breadth of the ro-
bot’s head (13.5 cm). 

Video Condition (Transmitting Audio, Motion and Appearance But No Physical 
Embodiment): This condition was identical to a normal video chat. The subject 
talked to the conversation partner while looking at a live video of the conversation 
partner. The conversation partner wore a gray shirt. The resolution of the camera for 
live video was 1280 pixels by 720 pixels, and its frame rate was 30 frames per 
second. The video was shown on the same display that was used in the avatar condi-
tion. Thus, the true display area was 49 cm by 56 cm. The horizontal angle of view 
was adjusted to 87 degrees so that the breadth of the conversation partner’s head was 
equal to the breadth of the robot’s head (13.5 cm) on the display. The camera for face 
tracking that was used on the avatar condition was covered with a white box. 

Inactive Robot Condition (Transmitting Audio with a Physical Embodiment): 
The subject talked to the conversation partner while looking at the inactive robot. The 
camera for face tracking that was used on the active robot condition was covered with 
a white box. The subject was preliminarily informed that the robot did not move in 
this condition. 

Audio-Only Condition (Transmitting Audio But No Physical Embodiment): This 
condition was similar to a normal voice chat. The subject talked to the conversation 
partner through only a microphone speaker that was set on the desk. 

In the preliminary experiment, some subjects doubted that the experimenter would 
be looking at them from somewhere even if the experimental condition required no 
camera. We hence informed the subjects that the dialogue environments of the subject 
side and the conversation partner side were the same in all the conditions. To make 
the subjects believe this bi-directionality of the dialogue environments, the subjects 
were shown a live video of the subjects’ avatar, robot or video which were seen by the 
conversation partner on a 7-inch display before each experiment. At the same time, 
the subjects confirmed that their avatar and robot reflected their face and lip move-
ments. The subjects also confirmed that the avatar and robot in front of them reflected 
the conversation partner's face and lip movements by comparing a live video of the 
conversation partner that was shown on the 7-inch display with the avatar and robot. 
The 7-inch display for these confirmations was removed before the experiments. 

3.3 Task 

In the experiment, the subject talked with the conversation partner in the six condi-
tions described above. An experimenter played the role of the partner. To observe the 
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difference in the social telepresence between the conditions, we asked the subject to 
answer a questionnaire (which is explained in the next section) after the experiment 
ended. Additionally, we observed the speech pauses. It therefore was necessary to 
record extended speech, which was required to stably measure the speech pauses. 
Simultaneously, it was also necessary to avoid analyzing speech that was interleaved 
with a remote conversation partner’s replies to the subject, because those replies 
would become noise that affected the following utterances of the subject. To collect 
such speech, we created a task in which the subject could continue to talk for more 
than one minute without the partner’s interference. While the subject was talking, the 
experimenter did not talk and gave only minimum backchannel responses with an 
utterance and a small nod of his head. 

The subject was asked by the experimenter to talk about the issue and resolution of 
a certain gadget and requests for a new function on that gadget at the beginning of 
each condition. Because all the subjects had to experience the six conditions, we pre-
pared six gadgets as conversational topics, i.e., e-book readers, handheld game  
consoles, smartphones, robotic vacuum cleaners, portable audio players, and 3D tele-
visions. We did not disclose the next topic beforehand, and the experimenter told the 
subject which gadget to talk about right when the condition began. 

We did not ask the subject to talk for more than a certain duration, so the subject 
could stop talking anytime. However, since the six gadgets are attracting considerable 
attention recently, most subjects knew the issue and resolution of the gadgets to a 
certain level, and their speech was able to last more than one minute. A one-minute 
speech would be too short to analyze turn-taking, but it was enough to observe the 
difference in the pauses. 

The order of experiencing the conditions and the order of the topics were counter-
balanced. The subject trained the task in the face-to-face condition in order to fami-
liarize the subject with the task and the experimenter’s motion and appearance, before 
conducting the experiment in the six conditions. The topic of the training was always 
railway smart cards. 

3.4 Data Collection 

Questionnaire 
After experiencing the six conditions, the subjects answered a questionnaire, which 
asked them to estimate the social telepresence, i.e., the degree of resembling face-to-
face interaction [7] for each condition. The questionnaire is shown in Fig. 2. The 
questionnaire had six statements that corresponded to the six conditions. The state-
ment was the following: I felt as if I were talking to the conversation partner in the 
same room. Previous studies showed that the statement which asks a feeling of being 
in the same room is useful to measure the social telepresence [16, 17, 18, 19]. The 
statement was rated on a 9-point Likert scale where 1 = strongly disagree, 3 = disag-
ree, 5 = neutral, 7 = agree, and 9 = strongly agree. The subjects thereby could score 
the same number on the statements if they felt the same level of social telepresence in 
the conditions. 
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The statements were sorted in the order of the conditions and were printed on the 
questionnaire, with a photo that showed the experimental setup of the corresponding 
condition. The sort and the photo were good cues to help the subjects remember the 
feeling of social telepresence in each condition. After answering the questionnaire, the 
subjects were interviewed. The interview was conducted in order to ask the subjects 
the reason of scoring of the questionnaire. 

Speech Pauses 
To calculate the frequency of pauses and the percentage of pause times in the record-
ed speech, the speech was transcribed by using a multimedia annotation tool, ELAN, 
which can partially repeat recorded speech and show its waveform. The waveform 
was good cue to discriminate between pause parts and utterance parts. Three experi-
menters used this tool for the transcription and the pause estimation. We entered the 
beginning time, ending time, and transcript of all the utterances to count the pauses.  

To exclude arbitrariness from the analysis, we did not have any minimum or max-
imum threshold for the length of a pause to be counted. However, we could not count 
a pause that was shorter than fifty milliseconds, because it was actually impossible to 
distinguish such a short pause from a speaking part due to white noise. We did not 
filter out white noise, because the filtering could also cut off utterances spoken very 
quietly. The quiet utterances sometimes mixed with white noise. In such a case, we 
listened to the part over and over again, shifting the beginning and ending time of the 
part in steps of ten milliseconds. As a result, we estimated pause parts and utterance 
parts as accurately as possible. The transcription which was made by one person was 
checked by two people to confirm the consistency of the pause estimation. In addi-
tion, when there were discrepancies in the pause estimation among us, we had ample 
discussions about it. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Questionnaire to evaluate the social telepresence 
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Fig. 3 shows the method for calculating the frequency of pauses and the percentage 
of pause times. First, we extracted the central part of the speech. The speech of most 
subjects lasted more than one minute, which corresponded to about two-hundred syl-
lables in our language (Japanese). Thus, we extracted the central two hundred syl-
lables of the speech for the analysis. This extraction equalized the amount of speech 
data across conditions and subjects. This extraction also stabilized the analysis, since 
the pauses of the beginning or ending part of the speech was affected by individual 
subjects. The beginning part tended to be unfairly smooth if the subject was acciden-
tally ready to talk about the gadget. For example, one subject was considering the 
purchase of the gadget. Further, the ending part tended to needlessly increase the 
pauses if the subject made an extra effort to continue talking. 

Next, we counted the number of pauses included in the central part. The frequency 
of pauses is the number. And, we calculated the total speech time and total pause time 
in the central part. The percentage of pause times was calculated by dividing the total 
pause time by the total speech time. We used a spreadsheet software to count the 
number of syllables, extract the central part, count the number of pauses, and calcu-
late the total speech time and total pause time. 

4 Result 

Thirty-six undergraduate students who lived near our university campus participated in 
the experiment and talked about the gadgets in the six conditions. Thus, we collected 
thirty-six questionnaires and 216 recorded speech in total. We analyzed their answers of 
the questions and speech pauses. The results of analysis are described below. 

4.1 Social Telepresence 

Fig. 4 shows the result of the questionnaire, in which each point represents the mean 
value of the scores, and each bar represents the standard error of the mean value. 

We compared the six conditions to find the effects of the physical embodiment and 
the transmitting information factors. Since the physical embodiment and the transmit-
ting information factors consisted of two and three levels as shown in Fig. 1 and each 
subject evaluated all conditions, we conducted 2x3 two-way repeated-measures 

 Extract the central part

1 2 3 4 5 6 Frequency of pauses

Total pause time
Total speech time

Percentage of pause times = Total pause time / Total speech time

Utterance
Pause 

Fig. 3. Method to calculate the frequency of pauses and the percentage of pause times 
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ANOVA. As a result, we found strong main effects of the physical embodiment factor 
(F(1, 35)=36.955, p<.001) and the transmitting information factor (F(2, 70)=279.603, 
p<.001). We also found a strong interaction between these factors (F(2, 70)=14.794, 
p<.001). We further analyzed the simple main effects in the interaction with the Bon-
ferroni correction. The physical embodiment significantly improved the social tele-
presence of the conversation partner, when the transmitting information was audio + 
motion + appearance (F(1, 105)=8.857, p<.01), and audio + motion (F(1, 
105)=65.470, p<.001). When the transmitting information was audio only, there was a 
non-significant tendency for the social telepresence to increase (F(1, 105)=3.460, 
p=.086). This meant that the subjects felt a higher social telepresence of the conversa-
tion partner in the face-to-face condition than in the video condition, and the active 
robot condition conveyed a higher social telepresence than the avatar. These results 
support hypothesis 1 that the physical embodiment enhances the social telepresence of 
the conversation partner. However, the effect of the physical embodiment on the so-
cial telepresence was low in the audio only communication. 

Furthermore, there were significant differences between the three levels of the 
transmitting information in both cases of without physical embodiment (F(2, 
140)=223.095, p<.001) and with physical embodiment (F(2, 140)=107.141, p<.001). 
Multiple comparisons showed that the subjects felt a higher social telepresence in the 
face-to-face condition than in the active robot (p<.001) and inactive robot (p<.001) 
conditions, the active robot condition conveyed a higher social telepresence than the 
inactive robot condition (p<.001), the video condition conveyed a higher social tele-
presence than the avatar (p<.001) and the audio-only (p<.001) conditions, and the 
avatar condition conveyed a higher social telepresence than the audio-only condition 
(p<.001). These results prove hypothesis 2 that transmitting body motions enhances 
the social telepresence of the conversation partner. In addition, transmitting appear-
ance also enhances the social telepresence of the conversation partner. 
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4.2 Smoothness of Speech 

In the experiment, most subjects could continue talking for more than one minute, but 
10 subjects could not in a few conditions. To calculate the frequency of pauses and 
the percentage of pause times, we had to extract the central part of the speech because 
the beginning or ending part of the speech was affected by individual subjects as de-
scribed in Section 3.4. The speech of less than one minute was too short to extract the 

central part. We therefore analyzed the pauses of twenty-six subjects who spoke for 
more than one minute in all the conditions. 

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the mean value of the frequency of pauses and the percen-
tage of pause times respectively, in which each point represents the mean value. To 
find the effects of the physical embodiment and the transmitting information factors 
on the frequency of pauses and the percentage of pause times, we conducted 2x3 two-
way repeated-measures ANOVA in the same way as in the result of the questionnaire. 

As a result of analyzing the frequency of pauses, we found a strong main effect of 
the physical embodiment factor (F(1, 25)=8.004, p<.01), but the main effect of the 
transmitting information factor was not significant. We also found a weak interaction 
between these factors (F(2, 50)=2.947, p=.062). We then analyzed the simple main 
effects in the interaction with the Bonferroni correction. The physical embodiment 
significantly increased the frequency of pauses, when the transmitting information 
was audio + motion + appearance (F(1, 75)=6.981, p<.05), and audio + motion (F(1, 
75)=6.799, p<.05). There was no other significant effect of the physical embodiment 
factor. 

As a result of analyzing the percentage of pause times, we found a weak main ef-
fect of the physical embodiment factor (F(1, 25)=3.174, p=.087), but the main effect 
of the transmitting information factor was not significant. We also found a weak inte-
raction between these factors (F(2, 50)=3.146, p=.052). We then analyzed the simple 

(a) Average of the frequency of pauses. (b) Average of the percentage of pause times.
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main effects in the interaction with the Bonferroni correction. The physical embodi-
ment significantly increased the percentage of pause times, when the transmitting 
information was audio + motion + appearance (F(1, 75)=4.647, p<.05), and audio + 
motion (F(1, 75)=4.369, p<.05). There was no other significant effect of the physical 
embodiment factor. 

These results meant that the subjects’ speech included more pauses in the face-to-
face condition than in the video condition, and the speech in the active robot condition 
had more pauses than in the avatar condition, against the hypothesis 3 that a physical 
embodiment smoothens a speech that is directed to the remote conversation partner. 
However, the physical embodiment did not influence speech pauses in audio-only 
communication. Additionally, the transmitting information also did not influence 
speech pauses, and so the hypothesis 4 that Transmitting body motions smoothens a 
speech that is directed to the remote conversation partner. 

5 Discussion 

In the experiment, the physical embodiment enhanced the social telepresence of the 
conversation partner. In the interviews, seven of the thirty-six subjects said that they 
felt as if they were facing the conversation partner in the active robot condition com-
pared with the avatar condition because there was a physical object in front of them. 
However, there was no significant difference between the audio-only condition and 
the inactive robot condition. In the interviews, three of the thirty-six subjects said that 
the inactive robot condition was not that different to the audio-only condition because 
they could not see the conversation partner’s reaction. In fact, eight of the thirty-six 
subjects scored the same number for the audio-only and inactive robot conditions in 
the questionnaire. Moreover, five of the thirty-six subjects said that they felt as if the 
conversation partner was in front of them when the robot moved. These subjective 
responses support the experimental result that a physical embodiment enhances social 
telepresence when transmitting body motions. This result indicates the superiority of 
robot conferencing to avatar chat which does not have a physical embodiment.  

Presence or absence of motion parallax can be cited as one of the differences be-
tween physical embodiment and video. In robot conferencing, the depth from motion 
parallax could increase visibility of body motions. The lack of the depth information 
might be the cause of feeling hard to notice facial movements of the avatar used in the 
preliminary experiment described in Section 3.2. A previous study reported that mo-
tion parallax generated by the movement of a camera enhances social telepresence 
[17]. The visibility of bodily motion improved by the motion parallax may have con-
tributed to enhance social telepresence. 

In terms of the transmitting information, the appearance enhanced social telepre-
sence of the conversation partner as well as the body motions. This result shows the 
disadvantage of robot conferencing and avatar chat that do not transmit the partner’s 
appearance. Although the active robot has this disadvantage, the active robot and 
video conditions seemed to convey the same degree of social telepresence, as shown 
in Fig. 4. In the questionnaire, more than half of subjects (sixteen of the thirty-six) 
scored the same or higher number for the active robot condition than the video condi-
tion. We assumed that the enhanced social telepresence by the physical embodiment 
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offset the decreased social telepresence by the absence of the partner’s appearance. 
Therefore, the reported superiority of robot conferencing in the social telepresence to 
video conferencing [22] could be caused by the robot’s realistic appearance. 

We predicted that enhancing social telepresence could increase the degree of 
smoothness of speech. However, against this prediction, the physical embodiment that 
enhanced social telepresence decreased the degree of smoothness. On the other hand, 
in Fig. 5(a) and (b), you can see that the frequency of pauses and the percentage of 
pause times of the avatar and video conditions seemed to be lower than that of the 
audio-only condition, although the difference was not significant. This could be 
caused by the effect of decreasing speech pauses by transmitting body motions that 
was reported in the previous study [25]. We are currently investigating the cause of 
the non-significance and anticipate that the several differences of experimental envi-
ronments influenced the speech pauses, e.g. this study used the life-size avatar and 
video, whereas the previous study used the small-size of them. 

The increasing of speech pauses by the physical embodiment might be caused by 
the sense of tension as in the case of a first face-to-face meeting. In the interviews, 
sixteen of the thirty-six subjects referred to a sense of tension. Fifteen of the sixteen 
subjects felt tension in the face-to-face condition, and five of the sixteen subjects felt 
tension in the active robot condition. By contrast, the subjects who felt tension in the 
video and avatar conditions were only two of the sixteen subjects respectively, and no 
subjects felt tension in the inactive robot and audio-only conditions. These subjective 
responses showed that the subjects felt tension when they could see the conversation 
partner’s motions with a physical embodiment. In the social psychology field, it is 
known that social anxiety that is the uncomfortable feeling while talking with a con-
versation partner increases the frequency of pauses [10] and percentage of pause 
times [9]. We hence considered that the speech pauses in the face-to-face and active 
robot conditions were increased by social anxiety. The sense of tension when talking 
with a stranger is one of the social anxieties. Therefore, there is a possibility that robot 
conferencing builds a sense of tension as in the case of a first face-to-face meeting. 

In this study, we did not investigate the conditions that transmit audio and appear-
ance but not motion. Talking through an inactive robot that has a realistic appearance 
of a partner, and a partner’s photo could correspond to such conditions. Watching the 
partner’s photo while talking is a popular situation since many users of instant mes-
sengers put their photos in the buddy list. Although the transmitting appearance en-
hances social telepresence as mentioned above, it has not been clarified whether the 
appearance works even if the motion is not transmitted. By contrast, the effect of 
appearance on the smoothness of speech had already demonstrated [25]. The previous 
study showed that presenting the partner’s photo did not increase the degree of 
smoothness of speech. We hence predict that the appearance also does not enhance 
social telepresence if the motion is not transmitted as is the case with the physical 
embodiment. To prove this hypothesis is a future work. 

6 Conclusion 

In this study, to investigate how the features of robot conferencing influence remote 
communication, we compared robot conferencing with existing communication media 
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divided into physical embodiment and transmitting information factors. We found that 
transmitting body motions via the physical embodiment enhances social telepresence. 
This result shows the superiority of robot conferencing to avatar chat. However, it 
was also found that presenting conversational partner’s appearance which is not 
transmitted by robot conferencing enhances social telepresence. Consequently, robot 
conferencing was comparable to videoconferencing since the positive effect of the 
physical embodiment offset the negative effect of lacking appearance.  

Previous studies have discussed the superiority of robot conferencing to videocon-
ferencing. However, we conclude that robot conferencing in the absence of presenting 
remote person's appearance does not always have the superiority in social telepre-
sence. 

In addition, we analyzed the subjects' speech to examine how the physical embo-
diment and transmitting information factors affect the degree of smoothness of 
speech. As a result, we also found that transmitting body motions via the physical 
embodiment increases pauses in speech. This result implies the possibility that robot 
conferencing builds a sense of tension as in the case of the first face-to-face meeting 
because the increasing of pauses in speech might be caused by the sense of tension. 
Thus, robot conferencing could be suitable for interactions that require a sense of 
tension, e.g., interviews and lectures. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a system that enables a user to work with a 
virtual 3D information space on and above a tabletop by combining head-
coupled perspective interaction with a mobile paper projection. The mobile pa-
per projection acts as a physical pinhole into the virtual 3D scene. The proposed 
system is expected to be used for architectural tasks. As it is a work-in-progress 
study, we describe about the current status of the system and issues to be inves-
tigated in our future work. 

Keywords: Interaction above a surface, Tabletop platform, Projection on paper, 
Architecture design task. 

1 Introduction  

Interaction with virtual 3D models via tabletop surfaces has been investigated and 
improved by a number of researchers. One major achievement has been the extension 
of their interaction space from a 2D surface (touch-based interaction) to a 3D space 
above the surface via intuitive and natural interactions. Extending a tabletop platform 
to the third dimension should be applicable to many areas, including medicine, educa-
tion, entertainment, and so on. The system proposed in this paper is expected to be 
used in the field of architecture design.  

An architect develops an idea for a 3D building and presents it to his/her clients. Be-
fore presenting the idea, several steps are usually required, such as drawing roughly-
sketched blueprints, creating and editing 3D models using CAD software, and building 
physical architectural models1. Much money, time and efforts need to be spent for build-
ing architectural models. However, they often have to be modified or even completely 
rebuilt because of demands from the clients. An architectural model can be used for a 
range of purposes: to compare its size with surrounding objects, get an idea of how it 
                                                           
* Currently with IBM Japan. 
1 Personal communications with students in the Department of Architecture, University of 

Tokyo. 
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looks from different angles, exhibit it to stakeholders, confirm light and shadow effects, 
and examine its texture design. Our proposed system is aimed to effectively achieve 
these various purposes. Two main contributions of this paper are: (1) manipulation 
techniques for 3D models to be used in architecture design tasks; (2) the integration of 
3D visualization, 3D interaction, mobile projection and tabletop systems.  

After describing previous research related to this work, we present an overview of 
our system and its design ideas. Details of the implementation and application scena-
rios are then described. Finally, we discuss how the system will be extended for col-
laborative work in our future work.  

2 Related Work  

2.1 Interaction above a Surface  

A 3D object usually has six degrees of freedom (DOF), whereas a multi-touch inter-
face supports only three-DOF manipulations, namely 2D translation on the surface 
and rotation about the normal vector on the surface. Therefore, multi-touch interaction 
is not well suited to manipulating 3D objects, which is why the input space for inter-
faces has been extended recently from a 2D surface to a space above the surface. Hil-
liges [4] proposes a tabletop system that enables a user to pick up 3D objects based on 
physics simulations in a 3D scene. The system recognizes a user’s hand gesture with a 
finger-and-thumb circle by processing an IR image. When the user forms the circle 
with fingers above the surface, the system recognizes it as a ‘pickup’ gesture, enabl-
ing the user to pick up a 3D object. Wilson et al. [11] presents an interactive tabletop 
system that uses a depth camera to build a height map on the table surface. The height 
map is used in a driving simulation game that enables players to drive a virtual car 
over real objects placed on the table. Objects on the surface are captured and recon-
structed by the depth camera. The cars and reconstructed 3D objects are controlled by 
a physics engine, enabling players to build a driving course by folding paper on the 
surface. In DepthTouch [3], a user can interact with a virtual object with both hands in 
the 3D space in front of a screen to a multi-touch interface. This work supports head 
tracking, which enables the user to obtain an immersive experience and to interact in 
more intuitive manners. By using several calibrated projectors and a depth camera, 
LightSpace [12] enables several users to interact with digital material, such as pic-
tures, in a large space that includes desks and walls. To enable users to feel immersed 
in a 3D world, some interactions involve a head-coupled perspective display that 
renders images on one or more 2D displays with a perspective corrected for the user’s 
view. The idea is based on fish tank virtual reality (FTVR) [10].  

Holodesk [5] and Miragetable [2] combine FTVR techniques with 3D interaction. 
Holodesk is an interactive system combining an optical see-through display and a 
Kinect camera [1] to create the illusion that users are directly interacting with 3D 
objects under the screen. In contrast, Miragetable uses a curved projection screen to 
create a seamless projection on the table surface and the wall. The interaction tech-
niques in both systems are based on 3D reconstruction, user’s hand tracking and phys-
ics simulation.  
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2.2 Paper Interfaces  

A handheld paper projection screen is a natural and useful interactive interface, and 
thus has been investigated so far. The mobile projection screen using a paper makes 
cross-sectional images of projected 3D objects available to a user. Paper Windows [6] 
presents a prototype windowing environment that simulates the use of digital paper 
displays. By projecting windows on physical paper with tracking marker, the user can 
see information, such as web pages or pictures. This work is inspired and motivated 
through natural manipulations that papers afford and supports a number of interaction 
methods, which include hold, collocate, collate, flip, rub, staple, point and two-hand 
pointing. Furthermore, uses can interact with the paper using pens, fingers or other 
objects by tracking them. Paperlens [8] presents an interactive interface, which uses a 
handheld paper described as a ‘magic lens.’ An IR camera and a projector are hung 
over the user’s head. The IR camera tracks the paper in its 6 DOF and IR-reflecting 
markers are glued to the corners of the rectangular PaperLens to enable detection of 
the paper’s exact rotation and orientation. PaperLens is extended to Tangible Win-
dows [8], which enables to use a paper either as a physical pinhole into a virtual 3D 
world or as a physical container for part of that world. FlexPad [9] uses Kinect depth 
data and conducts real-time projection onto 3D deformable surfaces such as an office 
paper. It can identify hand occlusion based on reflectivity differences from surface 
materials. 

 

Fig. 1. An overview of the proposed system 

3 System Overview  

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed system. Its tabletop screen shows a 3D 
model that a user wants to edit or manipulate and its paper screen shows visual or 
textual information related the projected 3D model on the surface, such as a cross-
sectional image or a wire-frame rendering. Each projection provides a user with a 
correct-perspective view from his/her viewpoint, which is called the head-coupled 
perspective [10].  
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The proposed system also supports several interaction techniques that help the user 
in conducting his/her tasks effectively. Kinect [1] is used to detect a user’s head posi-
tion and capture depth data representing the distance to physical objects such as a 
user’s head or a paper for projection.  

By moving the paper, the user can change projected information on its surface, 
which works as a physical pinhole into a virtual 3D world. Note that the user does not 
need to wear any devices, such as a head-mounted display or tracking markers. Also, 
the paper does not require any specific tracking marker - the user can use any hard 
paper for a physical pinhole window in our system. The proposed system works in the 
following way: First, all coordinates are unified into one real-world coordinate system 
by the checkerboard calibration proposed in [13]. After the calibration, 3D models are 
imported into or created in a 3D scene. Then, Kinect obtains the user’s head position 
and depth data of a paper represented as point clouds, which are transformed from the 
Kinect coordinate system to the real-world coordinate system. Two Kinect cameras, 
one directed to the tabletop screen and the other to the paper screen are used and syn-
chronized. When the paper, or the user’s head position changes, a correct-perspective 
image projected on the paper surface is updated immediately. A type of paper projec-
tion, such as a cross-sectional image or a wire frame, is chosen by the user depending 
on a task that he/she is involved.  
 

 

Fig. 2. System configuration: the Kinect acquires the user's current head position and two pro-
jectors are used, for the paper projection and the tabletop projection 
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These techniques are very useful for architectural tasks. Architects often need to 
investigate cross-sectional images on arbitrary planes from a variety of viewpoints. 
However, it is difficult to define plane equations and viewpoints in 3D CAD software. 
With the proposed system, the user can specify a plane equation and a viewpoint easi-
ly and naturally. As the paper has no specific devices attached, such as tracking IR 
markers, any size and shape of paper for the mobile pinhole window is available. A 
plane equation of the paper is calculated using its depth data, namely the distances 
between the paper surface and the Kinect camera. A bounding box is set in advance, 
enabling the Kinect to ignore areas outside the box, and obtain depth information 
about the real objects inside the bounding box. Then, the plane equation of the paper 
is fixed by applying the least square method to point clouds inside the bounding box. 
To eliminate the user’s hand and specify the equation more precisely, points whose 
distance from the result of the least-squares method exceeds a threshold are eliminat-
ed, and the remaining points are processed by the least-squares method again. After 
iterating this process several times (twice or three times are usually sufficient), we 
obtain an accurate paper equation. Besides, to avoid overlapping display on the table-
top projection from the paper projection, the region outside the projection of the paper 
should be black. We prepared a binary image to project exclusively on the object’s 
surface inside the bounding box (see Figure 4, (b)) and then, we subtract the black 
part in the binary image from the paper projection (see Figure 4).   
 

 

Fig. 4. (a):a paper projection before computing (b):a binary image of the objects above the 
surface (c):a result image by subtract (b) from (a) 

4.4 Interaction Using Mobile Paper  

A couple of interaction techniques using the mobile paper have been implemented at 
the moment. When a user conducting architecture design tasks uses the paper to ob-
tain additional information, he/she performs manipulations to a 3D model so that the 
paper projection shows its detailed information. Figure 5 shows example interaction 
techniques implemented in this system (’pick up’ and ’release’). These techniques 
enable the user to manipulate a 3D model such as rotation and translation by tilting 
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Abstract. A device concept featuring interactive flexible surfaces with origami 
tessellations is presented. The Origami Tessellation Display (OTD) enables us-
ers to dynamically transform the shape of interactive surfaces from flat to three-
dimensionally curved surfaces. We explore the design space of such devices by 
investigating different types, forms, and sizes. Furthermore, we propose a set of 
interaction principles and techniques based on the physical form of the OTD. A 
brief discussion of a user-based deformation study using low-fidelity prototypes 
as part of the user-centered design process is also presented. 

Keywords: Tangible interaction, mobile devices, origami tessellations, foldable 
displays, flexible displays, folding, input and output devices. 

1 Introduction 

Flexible interactive surfaces have received continuous attention in the human-
computer interaction community [7]. Researchers have been engaged in creating flex-
ible display devices in addition to designing interactive gestures for command input. 
Furthermore, emerging technologies such as electronic paper, full color high-
resolution flexible Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) displays, and real-time 
tracking and mobile projection technology provide new opportunities to investigate 
deformable interactive displays. 

Recent studies have focused on exploring different input and output techniques in-
cluding user-based deformation [8, 12] and device-controlled deformation [7, 13, 15]. 
These techniques are affected and afforded by materials and the design of their sur-
faces. Several user-based deformation studies have developed prototypes and mock-
ups to investigate specific user gestures [8, 12]. However, further investigation of new 
materials and designs to create novel interactive surfaces is required. 

In this study, we propose the concept of Origami Tessellation Display (OTD), an 
interactive flexible surface with origami tessellations (Fig. 1). The primary goal of 
this study is to explore the design space around OTDs based on their physical forms, 
properties, and restrictions. We are particularly interested in exploring some unique 
capabilities of origami tessellation as an interactive flexible surface because this do-
main presents a range of opportunities. 
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Fig. 1. Origami tessellation display prototypes 

2 Related Work 

The development of OTDs has been inspired by industrial applications of origami in 
addition to deformable and shape displays. Herein we briefly summarize previous 
studies in these areas. 

2.1 Industrial Application of Origami  

Origami is the Japanese art of paper folding. It has been applied to the design of a 
variety of products from lampshades to large space structures [14]. Mitani developed 
a series of design methods for a three-dimensional origami base [14], which allows 
designers to create gift boxes and lampshades. Tachi explored rigid-foldable thick 
origami in which thick materials, such as boards and panels, are connected with 
hinges to allow architects to create foldable three-dimensional designs [14]. Perhaps, 
the most famous industrial application of origami is Miura-ori, designed to package a 
large membrane in space. A common structure observed in these industrial applica-
tions includes repeating patterns of specific shapes. These repeating patterns are re-
ferred to as tessellations [2]. 

2.2 Deformable Displays  

Many researchers have focused on gestures for deformation-based input modality for 
flexible displays; two basic gestures are bending and folding. Gummi [16] is a de-
formable handheld computing device, which provides a set of interaction techniques 
that leverage bending as an input technique to manipulate digital content. Twnd [5] 
and Bookisheet [3] have also introduced bend gestures to issue commands. Paper-
Phone [10] and PaperWindow [6] introduced basic gestures for digital papers that 
involve bending as a key gesture. 

Folding is another basic gesture for deformable displays. Lee et al. [11] demon-
strated four different types of foldable and resizable displays. Foldable user interfaces 
[3] leverage cardboard that can be bent and folded to manipulate a three-dimensional 
GUI. 

Finally, a series of user-generated gestures for deformable displays has been inves-
tigated. Lee et al. [12] elicited gestures for a set of basic commands performed with 
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imaginary flexible displays composed of plastic, paper, and cloth. Similarly, Khalil-
beigi et al. [8] investigated a physical design space for folding gestures and a set of 
novel interaction techniques to propose double-sided foldable displays.  

2.3 Shape Displays  

Shape displays, also known as actuatable displays, physically move display surface 
components. Many shape displays have been proposed, including Lumen [15], 
FEELEX [7], and Relief display [13]. In these projects, physical movements on a 
surface are created with actuators. Additionally, sensors are implemented in actuation 
rods to behave as input devices. 

3 The Origami Tessellation Display Concept 

In this section, we investigate the design space of OTDs, which are based on origami 
tessellation models. 

3.1 Origami Tessellation 

A tessellation is a collection of repeating patterns of specific shapes, in which the 
pattern fills a plane with no gaps or overlaps. In origami tessellation, pleats are used 
to connect basic shapes; typically, a folded model is created from a sheet of paper. 

We use Water Bomb tessellation [4] as an example to explain our OTD concept. 
Fig. 2(a) shows a crease pattern, and Fig. 2(b) shows a folded model of the Water 
Bomb tessellation. A folded Water Bomb tessellation model has two states: flat and 
hemisphere. In the flat state, the model has a flat surface that is tiled with square 
bases. In the hemisphere state, the model achieves a three-dimensional surface that is 
both pliant and curved. Furthermore, it has slits (pleats), folded edges, and corners 
surrounding a square base. These visible elements can allow users to touch, trace, and 
point. As the slits open, the size of the visualization and interaction surface increases. 
This seamless transition between the flat and hemisphere states provides new capa-
bilities for deformable interactive surfaces. 

3.2 Interaction Styles 

Our OTD interaction grammar was motivated by the natural manipulation of paper 
and foldable displays. A set of potential gestures for OTDs may include hold, flip, 
flex, twist, rub, touch, point, and trace gestures. These gestures are affected and af-
forded by the physical form of the OTD. 

For example, in touch and point gestures, the OTD allows users to touch the top of 
a square unit or the sides of a slit area, and to point the corners of a square unit. Simi-
larly, in a trace gesture, users can trace the edges of a folded pattern. The edges  
surrounding a square base are candidates for circular tracing. Another candidate for 
circular tracing may be connecting edges that look like a star with four corners. This 
is a unique capability of the OTD. 
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(a) Example of      (b) Folded models: flat state (left) and hemisphere state (right) 
crease pattern 

Fig. 2. Water Bomb tessellation as an origami tessellation display prototype 

3.3 Input vs. Output Devices 

Our OTD can be used as an input device, output device, and as an input/output device 
simultaneously. As an input device, users can conduct user-based deformation using 
the various interaction styles described in the previous section. As an output device, 
the OTD can be implemented as a shape display with actuators. In origami tessella-
tions, basic units are connected by pleats; thus, actuators can be attached to the out-
side edges to provide an overall form change. Finally, an input/output device can have 
potentials of both the input and output methods discussed so far, which may be suita-
ble for implementing interactive deformable displays. 

3.4 Device and Unit Sizes 

Design decisions for device and unit sizes must be considered when creating an OTD. 
A specific size of the overall shape offers different characteristics. For example, an 
A4-sized OTD can be easily held with two hands and interacted with using two-
handed gestures such as flex and twist. OTDs with sizes smaller than A4 are appro-
priate for a mobile setting and may be suitable for interactive surfaces for user-based 
deformation. In contrast, a large table-sized OTD may be appropriate for mounting in 
a room or public spaces and may be suitable for interactive surfaces for device-
controlled deformation. 

Another aspect to consider in OTDs is the size of the basic unit. For example, in 
the Water Bomb tessellation, designers must consider the size of the square units. A 
large square unit suggests that the folded model has a large pleat and deep slit. The 
effective resolution of the OTD depends on each unit size and the number of units. 

3.5 Conceivable Implementation Technologies 

A key design decision to be considered is the type of technology that will be em-
ployed for a display unit. This decision is influenced by the factors discussed so far. 
Specifically, either input, output or both, as well as unit sizes are the issue. Generally, 
a paper-folded tessellation model combined with a projector and camera is the stan-
dard approach. To increase brightness, a tiny unit with a full color LED can be an 
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alternative. Another approach is to use a small OLED screen as a basic unit, which 
provides a similar profile to the Tilt Display [1] proposed by Alexander et al. Note 
that our OTD has pleats as the interactive surface; therefore, a hybrid approach may 
be employed in which an OLED screen is used as a basic unit and projector screen or 
LED as pleats. 

3.6 Application Examples 

The concept of the OTD can be applied to numerous examples. In the following, we 
will describe three major examples that we are currently working on. The examples 
include an interactive street map, deformable toolglass and magic lenses, and personal 
and shared information control on an interactive table.  

Interactive Street Maps. Displaying interactive street maps is a typical example for 
our OTD concept (Fig. 3(a)). In the flat state, the top flat surface, a tiled collection of 
square units, is used as a conventional interactive display. Users can issue traditional 
GUI commands with touch gestures as if it were a standard touch screen. 

In contrast, in the hemisphere state, the overall shape of the display is not flat and 
slits become open and visible. The curved surface may be suitable for displaying a rela-
tively large landscape. In this state, slits can be used as a new display layer for geo-
graphical information including climate, natural resource, and traffic information. In 
addition, the slit area can be used to interact with such information. As the slits open, a 
larger visualization and interaction surface is obtained. This seamless transition between 
flat and hemisphere states provides new capabilities for interactive street maps. Kinoshi-
ta et al. [9] discuss further use cases of interactive street maps on OTDs. 

      

  (a) Interactive Street Map           (b) Deformable toolglass and magic lenses 

Fig. 3. Application examples for origami tessellation display 

Deformable Toolglass and Magic Lenses. The concept of toolglass and magic 
lenses was proposed by Bier et al. [2]. The concept can be implemented using OTDs. 
Fig. 3(b) shows a schematic view of a toolglass and magic lenses using an OTD. Us-
ers operate see-through OTDs to visualize a preview and apply its effect to an object. 
Using the characteristics of the deformable display, some commands can be assigned 
to gestures such as flex, twist, and rub. 
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Personal and Shared Information Control on an Interactive Table. Supporting 
fluid transitions between group and personal work around a multi-user interactive 
tabletop is an important issue in co-located groupware. Our OTD concept can be ap-
plied to deal with this issue. Fig. 4 shows a table-sized OTD. In the flat state, the flat 
table top comprising square units is a shared public space. In the hemisphere state, the 
central part of the display moves upward to create a natural curved tabletop. Some 
slits and the area in front of a user are not visible by other collaborators, which create 
a personal user workspace. 

 

Fig. 4. Personal and shared information control on an interactive table 

4 Proof-Of-Concept Prototype 

To investigate different types of interactive gestures and their use cases further, we 
have constructed several paper prototypes. These prototypes incorporate the main 
physical properties of our display concept: lightweight, rigid, and easily handled. Fig. 
1 shows prototypes for a user-based deformation study. Eighteen graduate and under-
graduate students (fifteen males and three females) participated in this study. 

The study consisted of four parts: prototype demonstration, user-based gesture 
generation, semi-structured interviews, and group discussions. We gathered the  
participants' background information, explained the primary goal of the study, and 
demonstrated a range of applications with the OTD. We then conducted a user-based 
gesture generation session. After the session, we conducted semi-structured inter-
views with the participants following a series of open-ended questions. Finally, we 
split the participants into four groups and asked them to engage in open discussion 
and brainstorming regarding commands, generated gestures, and further applications 
of and use cases for the OTD. 

This user study found that participants were positive about OTDs and were enthu-
siastic about their practical applications. Some of the results are shown below. For 
further quantitative results from our prototype study, refer to Kinoshita et al. [9]. 
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Partial list of OTD application ideas produced by the participants: 

• 3D puzzle game 
• 3D video phone with slits as eye and mouth movement 
• Reversi game 
• Flexible cap displaying his/her brain map 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we explored the origami tessellation display (OTD) concept by investi-
gating the OTD design space based on physical form, properties, and restrictions. 
OTDs allow users to manipulate interactive surfaces in flat and three-dimensional 
states, and further allow seamless transition of the interaction mode. We discussed the 
properties of an OTD using Water Bomb tessellation as an example.  

Future studies will include further research on types of tessellation other than Wa-
ter Bomb to understand issues of the OTD concept and the examination of application 
examples to assess additional opportunities for OTDs. 
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Abstract. This paper describes the analysis of collaborative mobile learning ac-
tivities. We explore the use of learning analytics for the evaluation of the per-
formance of students as individuals and the performance of teams. We argue 
that traditional metrics used for learning analytics can provide insight with re-
spect to the quality of the activity and the learning outcome. We propose a way 
to integrate innovative mobile learning scenarios into traditional classrooms and 
to analyze collaborative learning activities on both the group and the individual 
level. 

Keywords: learning analytics, group activity, mobile learning, collaboration. 

1 Introduction 

During the past years, the idea of mobile phones as small computers empowering 
students to learn at any time and any place has been implemented in many educational 
scenarios. The variety of mobile learning scenarios ranges from applications inside 
the classroom, e.g., collaborative problem solving [1] and discussion tools [2], appli-
cations for field trips, e.g., language learning applications in the field [3] and data 
collecting applications [4, 5], or workplace learning scenarios [6] and educational 
(serious) games [7]. Mobile devices have a central role in these mobile learning activ-
ities. 

Even though the use of mobile scenarios for learning activities is widely studied, 
the analysis of such activities is usually carried out through qualitative methods mak-
ing it a tiresome and time consuming task [8, 9]. The analysis becomes more compli-
cated when the mobile scenario aims to support collaborative activities. In order to 
support the task of analysis, researchers propose the use of learning analytics into a 
mobile learning context [10]. The advantage of mobile devices for learning analytics 
in comparison to classical desktop systems is that can they provide more information 
about the context of the user and his learning situation through the device’s sensors. 

It is argued that “the term learning analytics is currently mobilized within a multi-
disciplinary community of researchers” [11], thus offering new possibilities and set-
ting new research goals and questions. In this paper we explore the use of a mobile 
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learning scenario for assembling computers in a traditional school classroom. The 
scenario is designed for computer science classes and teaches the functionality of a 
computer by relating the theoretical concepts to real-world technology with hands-on 
experience. The students are guided through a scenario using the Mobilogue app on a 
smartphone. The scenario involves scanning QR codes attached to computer parts, 
reading background information, watching instructional videos and assembling the 
computer step by step. For the analysis of the activity we use learning analytics that 
derive from the activity logfiles and transcripts of the activity recorded by experts. 
The learning outcome was evaluated by knowledge tests and questionnaires were used 
to evaluate students’ experience. 

2 Related Work 

User data is a valuable source of information for the analysis of collaborative activi-
ties in the fields of CSCL and CSCW. Researchers use data-driven, bottom up  
approaches to define metrics of user activity. These metrics are usually studied for 
potential correlations to the quality of collaboration or to the quality of the outcome. 
The number of messages exchanged in a dialogue or the average number of words per 
message are typical metrics for the assessment of collaborative practice [12, 13]. For 
the case of shared workspaces, the use of metrics that represent the symmetry of user 
activity is common to evaluate coordination [14, 15]. Depending on the learning con-
text, activity metrics may vary. Metrics deriving from graph theory, such as density, 
have been proposed to assess collaboration quality [16] while metrics of spatial prox-
imity have been proposed for scenarios such like jigsaw puzzles or algorithmic flow-
charts [18]. Significant part of the literature is dedicated to the use of time-related 
metrics such as total duration of an activity, time gaps or time proximity [17, 18, 19]. 
Apart from the evaluation of typical collaborative learning scenarios, activity metrics 
have been proposed to support communities of practice [20] or to analyze the activity 
of users involved in location-based games [21, 22]. Mobile learning, in particular, 
constitutes a suitable field for the adaptation of data analysis methods deriving from 
multidisciplinary fields such as CSCL and EDM [10]. 

A combination of assembling a computer with mobile support has been presented in 
[23]. The focus of this work was to link user created (tutorial) videos with environmen-
tal objects and to provide the combined information for others as video support upon 
scanning tagged objects. This system was evaluated with students who were assigned 
four different computer assembly tasks. The tasks involved the creation of videos linked 
with the RFID marked objects. The result provided content to a second group of learners 
that had to fulfill the same tasks with support through the LORAMS system, which 
served the user created videos. In contrast to that, our scenario focuses on the guided 
support of the assembly task and the consumption of learning content. The guidance 
follows a strict path through the task and instructs the learner part by part. The relevant 
information and video instructions are provided based on the QR-code attached to the 
computer part. Additionally, students can capture videos and images of their activities 
using the Mobilogue app. However, these artifacts are not incorporated into the scenario 
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directly, but can be later reused for reporting on the field trip and follow-up activities 
with the teacher. Hsu et al. [24] propose a situated multimedia ubiquitous learning 
(SMUL) system that applies mobile devices in a computer assembly learning activity. 
The system supports learners by providing information for the assembly task by scan-
ning RFID (radio frequency identification) tags on the computer hardware components. 
The study shows that the context-aware ubiquitous learning approach achieved better 
learning effects compared to conventional approaches. Our study also aims to demon-
strate the flexibility of the Mobilogue framework as a general tool to design, set up and 
orchestrate station-based learning scenarios with mobile support used for the Computer 
Kit scenario. Instead of RFID tags, Mobilogue produces QR codes for identifying learn-
ing stations, in this case computer parts that are cheap and easy to create for schools and 
learners. Furthermore the application does not demand specialized hardware (like NFC 
or RFID readers in smartphones) but only relies on a camera, which allows students to 
user their own devices. 

3 Mobilogue Computer Kit 

3.1 The Scenario “Computer Kit” 

Technology is more and more in the focus of everyday life with the rapidly increasing 
use of digital devices like smartphones, tablets, computers and gaming consoles. 
While their usage becomes very natural, resulting in an implicit awareness of technol-
ogy, the knowledge about its basic functionality often does not matter. However, the 
knowledge of computer architecture and the curiosity about technology are very im-
portant as STEM education becomes a crucial issue [25] all over the world. Especially 
computer science is very important for future generations with the high impact of 
technology in all areas nowadays. 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Initial setting of the Computer Kit scenario 
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well as the action logging service to store user activity logs, the mobile application for 
running the authored scenarios and finally the Mobilogue portal for management and 
supervision (Fig. 3). The authoring environment enables teachers as well as students 
to create field trip scenarios without the need to learn a complex authoring tool or to 
care about the technological background. The basic concept of the authoring envi-
ronment is related to consuming (multimedia) content in different locations in a cer-
tain (guided) order. The authoring tool (Fig. 2) allows to create such locations and to 
organize them in a certain sequence as the guided field trip for the learner through 
different locations. The authoring workflow is implemented as a plug-in of the graph-
based modeling environment FreeStyler [27]. The modeled workflow graph is later 
interpreted as the route along the scenario on the mobile devices. 

 

Fig. 3. Mobilogue architecture overview 

The Mobilogue backend includes the repository as the mediator between the au-
thoring environment and the Mobilogue app. The authoring environment publishes 
scenarios to the repository and makes them thereby available to the mobile applica-
tion. The Android application on the other hand retrieves scenarios via a web service 
from the repository and stores them in the local database on the phone for offline 
access. All user activities are logged on the mobile devices and locally persisted in 
case of no Internet access. In the case of connectivity to the Mobilogue backend, it 
sends all user logs to the activity log service. The log service provides web services 
for storing and retrieving action logs in JSON Activity Streams format1. We will 
present later how we use this web service for extracting the relevant log data. The last 

                                                           
1 JSON Activity Streams format specification 1.0 - http://activitystrea.ms/ (last 

visited: April 2014). 
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{ 
 "published" : ISODate("2014-02-27T07:22:38.373Z"), 
 "actor" : { 
  "id" : "ac86989c-2ca6-408a-b86a-694873f1c79b", 
  "objectType" : "run" 
 }, 
 "verb" : "visit", 
 "object" : { 
  "id" : "05ae5db61e83b761:7aa20533:13f38bfb685:-7fbb", 
  "objectType" : "location" 
 } 
} 

A complete scenario run produces a sequence of activity objects, the activity 
stream. The action logs service allows querying such a stream for single runs, for a 
certain scenario, for a certain timeframe, etc. Consequently, we are able to use these 
data for the analysis of the activity. 

4 Method of the Study 

In this paper we analyze the activity of groups of students who work together in order 
to assemble a PC. The study was carried out in two phases. In the first phase we con-
ducted a preliminary study (Case A). The results were used to improve the study set 
up and a second study (Case B) followed shortly after.  

In both studies each group was supported by one mobile device that walked them 
through the process according to the Mobilogue scenario “Computer Kit”. We provided 
each team with one mobile device in order to ensure that the students who formed a team 
would collaborate and work together towards the common goal. Moreover our aim was 
to record the strategy of each team with respect to roles’ adaptation and whether this 
strategy would affect its practice. We argue that members of homogeneous teams (teams 
that consist of students of similar knowledge background) will get involved in all the 
stages and roles of the activity. On the other hand, members of heterogeneous teams (i.e. 
students of different knowledge background who co-exist in the same team) will follow a 
certain plan with discrete roles and they will stick to that plan throughout the activity. 

To that end, each group was given the freedom to plan its practice and make im-
portant decisions (e.g. which group member would operate the device, whether they 
would switch roles in turns, etc). The practice of teams was further studied with re-
spect to the teams’ homogeneity. To analyze the activity, we used the logfiles of the 
Mobilogue application to extract activity metrics. We argue that these metrics reflect 
the activity on a group level since the operator of the device does not act on his own, 
but follows the instructions of the group. Due to the strictly controlled scenario, activ-
ity metrics such as total number of QR-code scans or total number of actions cannot 
be used. Therefore we explore the use of time-related metrics such average time gap 
among consequent actions (avg_timegap) and average response time to quizzes 
(avg_resp). The time gap is measured as the time between two “page visits”, i.e., the 
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time between opening an information page and opening the succeeding page in the 
mobile app. The time gaps differ regarding the content. Some short information texts 
can be grasped quickly, whereas the tutorial videos take up to 50 seconds. Time is a 
key factor for collaborative activities [28] and time related metrics have been used to 
assess collaboration quality. For example, average response time in chat has been 
found to correlate negatively with collaboration quality [14]. This indicates that 
groups who collaborate efficiently are faster in their responses. The average time gap 
among consequent actions is an indication of the rhythm (or speed) of group activity. 
Groups that coordinate efficiently are expected to work on a faster pace and therefore 
demonstrate smaller time gaps between consequent actions. The score, as computed 
from the quizzes of the Mobilogue scenario, was also introduced as a metric of group 
activity. In Case B, two evaluators were asked to monitor the activity and take notes 
with respect to students practice (activity transcripts). The transcripts were further 
used to provide insight into the group dynamics. 

In order to measure the learning impact of the application of the Mobilogue scenario, 
the students were asked to take pre and post knowledge tests. Each test consisted of ten 
questions relevant to the learning activity. In addition, the students filled in question-
naires regarding their experience. In Case A the questionnaires were used for the eval-
uation of the Mobilogue application while in Case B we used questionnaires for the 
evaluation of the collaborative aspect of the activity itself and the students’ experience. 

5 Results 

In the following paragraphs we present the results of the two case studies, Case A and 
Case B. Overall, the purpose of the study was to explore the use of learning analytics 
in a mobile learning scenario. Therefore, we analyze the practice of teams with re-
spect to the logfiles of the application that mediated the activity and in combination 
with the learning outcome, as evaluated by knowledge tests and observations made by 
experts during the realization of the activity. 

5.1 Case Study A  

The first case study took place during a school computer course. Seventeen (17) stu-
dents, aged from 13 to 15, participated in total. The students were randomly grouped 
in five teams. The whole duration of the activity was about one hour and a half. One 
mobile device was given to each team (Fig. 1). There was no instruction on how to 
use it (in turns, randomly etc) other than to follow the Mobilogue scenario. The stu-
dents were advised by the teacher to document their activities for later reflections 
(Fig. 5a). Fig. 5a gives an impression on how the students followed the tutorial videos 
in order to assembly the computer part. 

The results of the case study are portrayed in Table 1. Regarding the profiles of the 
teams as assessed by the pretest, the results portray a team with good knowledge of 
the learning field (team A), both on a group and on an individual level (average group 
score = 6.25, maximum individual score = 8), a weak team (team E) on group and 
individual level scores (average group score = 1, maximum individual score = 1) 
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while the rest three teams were of average performance. After the ending of the activi-
ty, the students took a posttest. The results show that teams of average performance in 
the pretest achieved the greatest improvement, both on average as well as on the indi-
vidual level. The “good” team (team A) maintained the same score on average and 
scored less on the individual level while the “bad” team (team E) slightly improved 
but overall its performance was still low. The scores of the knowledge test were also 
reflected in the quiz score. Team A scored the highest while team E scored the lowest.  

The average response time (avg_resp) does not follow a certain pattern with re-
spect to either the score of the quiz or the knowledge tests. On the other hand, the 
average time gap (avg_timegap) correlates negatively with the quiz score. Teams that 
have a high quiz score are also faster throughout the activity. This also shows that 
teams with good pre-knowledge tend to move faster through the activity. 

 

  
 

Fig. 5. (a) Students taking pictures to document their run (b) students watching video instruc-
tions on how to install RAM 

Table 1. Case Study A: Results of pre and post knowledge tests and activity metrics as 
computed from the logfiles of the Mobilogue application 

  Pretest Scores Posttest Scores 

  avg_group max_idv avg_group max_idv 

avg_time

gap (sec) 

avg_resp 

(sec) 

Quiz 

Score 

teamA 6.25 8 6.25 7 27.63 32.02 120 

teamB 3.75 5 6.25 8 36.56 56.96 120 

teamC 4.33 5 5.67 7 37.14 23.70 100 

teamD 2.67 4 6.00 7 37.91 31.55 90 

teamE 1.00 1 2.00 3 38.43 57.43 80 

 
In order to measure team homogeneity, we compared the average group score 

(avg_group) to the maximum individual scores (max_idv) for each team. Team E, for 
example, scored the lowest score both in the knowledge test on a group and individual 
level therefore is homogeneous (avg_group – max_idv = 0). Team A, on the other hand, 
is the most heterogeneous team based on the test results (avg_group – max_idv = 1.75) 
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with the rest of the teams falling in between. We should note that Team A had no know-
ledge gain according to the tests however, that can be justified since the highest score 
overall was already achieved by the same team. The comparison of pre and posttest 
scores shows that strongly heterogeneous teams increase their homogeneity and vice 
versa, with the exception of the weak team that showed no difference. Heterogeneous 
teams also portray smaller time gaps i.e. they follow the mobile scenario in a faster pace. 
This could indicate that in heterogeneous teams, the students who have prior knowledge 
or experience take the lead. However, in this case study there were no activity records or 
transcripts and therefore we cannot have a clear picture on group dynamics. 

5.2 Case Study B 

The original study (case A) was repeated in order to improve the experimental setup 
and to further validate the results. To that end, we asked from expert evaluators to 
attend the study and take notes of observations with respect to group dynamics. In 
particular, the experts were asked to observe the behavior of individuals within teams. 
In addition, the students were asked to keep notes of the role each individual chose to 
have within the team, if any, i.e. to operate the device, to take notes, to assemble the 
device. The learning effect was evaluated by pre and post knowledge tests. The stu-
dents took those tests individually. Each test consisted of ten questions which were 
related to the learning objective. Overall, 24 students (13-15 years old) participated in 
the study. The students attended a computer school course and the teacher of the class 
gave a lecture prior to the study to ensure that all students would have the necessary 
background. The students were grouped into six teams of four. The grouping was 
done by the teacher with respect to the students’ skills and general impression. The 
results for Case B are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Case Study B: Results of pre and post knowledge tests and activity metrics as 
computed from the logfiles of the application 

  Pretest Scores Posttest Scores 

  avg_group max_idv avg_group max_idv 

avg_time 

gap (sec) 

avg_resp 

(sec) 

Quiz 

Score 

team00 2 4 3.5 7 20.89 51.88 120 

team 01 5.75 9 7.5 8 23.42 49.02 120 

team 02 4.25 5 6 7 24.00 45.73 110 

team 03 6.5 8 6.5 7 25.84 61.99 90 

team 04 5.5 7 7.25 8 40.44 72.51 70 

team 05 1 2 6 9 27.75 82.56 70 

 

The six teams participating in Case B can be grouped into three categories with re-
spect to their performance, as evaluated from the pretest scores: (a) weak (team00 and 
team05), (b) average (team01, team02, team04) (c) strong (team03). Two teams 
(team00 and team01) are strongly heterogeneous, regarding the difference among 
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group and maximum individual score. Team02 is the most homogeneous, according 
to the same criterion. The grouping of the teams regarding homogeneity was also 
confirmed by the teacher. 

The scores of the knowledge posttest indicate that students’ performance improved 
on a group level (47% on average). The “strong” team (team03) was the only team 
with a zero knowledge gain while the maximum knowledge gain on a group level was 
scored by a “weak” team (team05). The score also improved for maximum, individual 
performance (31% on average) although there were two cases of “knowledge loss” 
(team01 and team 03). The quiz score does not correlate to either the pretest or the 
posttest score. The best scores were achieved by team00 and team01 which were per-
ceived as “weak” and “medium” teams respectively. On the other hand, the “strong” 
team (team03) achieved a medium score in the quiz. That shows that the quiz score is 
not a good indicator of either pre-knowledge or learning outcome.  

In order to measure group homogeneity, we compared the group and individual 
scores of the knowledge tests for each team, as in Case A. The comparison showed 
that weak learners forming heterogeneous teams or medium ability learners forming 
homogeneous teams do not necessarily achieve the maximum knowledge gain in the 
current learning setting, as expected [29]. For example, a homogeneous weak team 
that does not follow a strict role distribution but allows its members to get involved 
freely (team05) achieves a higher knowledge gain than a heterogeneous weak team 
where one, or more, experienced members take the lead and assign a strict role policy 
(team00). Even though the heterogeneous team scored higher in the activity quizzes, 
the performance of the individual members was not satisfactory on average and they 
were disappointed with respect to the activity, as the post-questionnaires reveal. This 
also led to the increase of the heterogeneity of the weak teams since there were stu-
dents who took the lead and were more benefited than the group average. On the con-
trary, the average and strong groups became more homogeneous because the “good” 
students either appeared to have “knowledge loss” in the posttests or there was no 
room for big improvement in comparison to the group average. 

The time-related activity metrics were also studied with respect to the learning out-
come and quiz performance. The average time gap (avg_timegap) correlates negative-
ly to the quiz score. This was also observed in Case A. Teams that moved faster in the 
scenario achieved higher quiz scores. Taking into consideration that the heterogene-
ous teams achieved higher scores (team00 and team01), this finding confirms the 
existence of a student (or more) who takes the leading role. This however does not 
ensure or presuppose the increase of knowledge gain on a group level. 

The students were allowed to organize their practice freely and decide which member 
will undertake what role, to what extent, etc. In case B, the activity was monitored by 
the students who kept transcripts of their own work, as well as by experts who recorded 
the practice of the teams. We identified three roles that the students undertook through-
out the scenario: a. the operator of the mobile device (operator), b. the one who was 
keeping notes (scriber) and c. the one who assembles the computer (assembler).  Four 
out of six teams did not follow a strict policy in roles’ distribution. All students under-
took different roles as the activity progressed. Fig. 6 gives an overview of the roles’ 
distribution per team member for all teams. Some teams adopted turn taking in their 
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practice (team01) while others followed a seemingly unstructured way (team04). Two 
out of six teams (team00 and team03) followed a certain plan throughout the whole 
duration of the activity and their members maintained the same roles. This strategy was 
not effective for their overall performance and these teams portrayed the lowest know-
ledge gain on a group level. They claimed it was not easy to assemble the computer and 
learn about hardware while working in a group. There were also some negative com-
ments regarding the practice of their fellow team members.  

Table 3. Average ratings per team on the questionnaire used to evaluate the experience of students 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
team00 3.5 4 3 0 

team01 4 4 3.75 1 

team02 3.25 3.5 3.75 0.75 

team03 3.25 3 2.25 1.5 

team04 3 4 3.25 0.75 

team05 3.75 4 3.5 0 

 

 

Fig. 6. Roles’ distribution per team and among team members. Three discrete roles, with re-
spect to users activity, were recorded: the scriber, the assembler and the operator. The figure 
presents the involvement of each student per role for the whole duration of the activity. 
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The students were also asked whether they would have been more efficient if they 
worked on their own. The good and average teams perceive that they would have 
done better on their own, while the weak teams (team00, team05) replied negatively. 
Overall the questionnaire regarding the students experience consisted of four ques-
tions. These questions were: 

 
Q1:  “After the end of the activity I knew more about the structure of a computer”. 
Q2:  “The activity was fun” 
Q3:  “It was easier to assemble the computer and learn about the hardware while 

working in a team” 
Q4:  “I could have done it better if I were working on my own” 
 
The results of the post-questionnaire are portrayed in Table 3.Each question was 

rated on a five-point Likert scale by all the team members, where zero (0) stands for 
“I do not agree” and four (4) stands for “I fully agree”. The overall rating per team 
(team00 –  team05) on each one of the four questions (Q1 – Q4) as presented in Ta-
ble 3, was computed as the average of the ratings of the team members. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper presents the application of a mobile learning scenario in a traditional, col-
laborative classroom setting and the analysis of the activity. To that end, we carried 
out two case studies where students had to work together in groups with the support 
of a mobile device (smartphone) in order to assemble a computer. Our goal was to 
study the application of learning analytics for mobile learning activities on the group 
as well as on the individual level. The activity of each group was analyzed with the 
combined use of logfile analysis, activity transcripts, questionnaires and knowledge 
tests. We argue that the multilevel analysis can provide valuable information and 
enhance mobile learning.  

The activities were analyzed with respect to the learning outcome as well as the 
practice of users. The analysis of the results revealed that the scenario application was 
more effective for students of weak and medium knowledge background. The know-
ledge gain in the case of teams of weak and medium performance was bigger and the 
students of such teams also perceived it as a helpful experience. On the contrary, 
strong teams showed little or no knowledge gain at all on a group level. On the indi-
vidual level, students with high performance in the pretest, scored lower in the post 
knowledge tests while they noted they could have performed better if working on 
their own. The teams were also categorized as heterogeneous or homogeneous with 
respect to their members’ individual performance. It was shown that heterogeneous 
teams achieved a higher score in the quizzes set by the scenario, although there was 
no correlation to the overall knowledge gain or overall score of the knowledge tests. 
The heterogeneous teams also moved faster through the stages of the scenario which 
points that the “stronger” members pushed forward the rest of the team. Overall,  
it was found that homogeneous teams tend to increase their heterogeneity and vice 
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versa. This was expected since in heterogeneous teams the weakest members have 
more room for improvement that the strong ones. In homogeneous teams, some of the 
team members inevitably will benefit more than the rest, increasing the team’s hete-
rogeneity. Each team was allowed to choose its action plan (i.e. who would undertake 
what role etc.) as long as they would follow the instructions of the Mobilogue scena-
rio. The majority of the teams did not follow a plan but they all participated in the 
activities imposed by the scenario and switched roles in no certain order. In few cases, 
the students split tasks and followed the same pattern throughout the whole activity. 
These teams achieved the minimum knowledge gain on a group level while some 
members made negative comments for the practice of their fellow students. 

The strict structure imposed by the scenario guided the students through the activi-
ty. On one hand, the tight planning was necessary due to the nature of the learning 
objective but on the other hand it did not give students the opportunity to take the 
initiative, argument and build common knowledge by trial and error. These funda-
mental characteristics not only allow team members to bond and perform better on a 
group level. They would also lead to more complicated practices, enriching the user 
data and thus allowing the application of a bigger set of activity metrics and data 
analysis methods. In future work, we plan to test different kinds of scenarios with 
varying degrees of freedom to classroom activities. The concurrent use of multiple 
devices within a team, the nature of learning activities that could be supported effec-
tively by the use of mobile devices and additional parameters should be further stu-
died in order to fully explore the application of learning analytics for mobile learning 
collaborative activities.  
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Abstract. The Internet has become the most important information source for 
students; however, most students lack adequate search processes and search ab-
ilities when solving problems using Web search. Current Web search with a 
single-user environment does not require students to seek assistance in solving 
their problem. Therefore, how to use information problem solving model to 
help students solve problems is an emerging issue, and integrated collaborative 
Web technologies with a suitable model is a key solution. We propose a novel 
collaborative search system, and it develops the knowledge base of an expert 
system by organizing the problem of the students. The experimental data were 
conducted with 36 students at a college school in Northern Taiwan. The results 
show that collaborative search benefits college student information gathering 
and improves search processes and search abilities. 

Keywords: Collaborative search, Search process, Search ability. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, Web search engines have developed significantly, and the proportion 
of college students using Web search to complete their homework is gradually in-
creasing [1,6]. Web search systems have replaced the library as the major source of 
information for students. Although students may feel confident when using Web 
search systems, most students lack basic search processes and search abilities [7,8,9]. 
Moreover, Web search systems commonly used by students, such as Google, Bing, 
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and Yahoo, are all designed for single users working in an independent environment. 
With the Web search system architecture, it is difficult for students working in a team 
to collaborate for seeking information, and students can rely only on their own search 
experience to solve problems when they encounter difficulties in a single-user Web 
search activity [4].  

Therefore, we propose a novel collaborative search system, named TomoSearch, to 
elicit and organize knowledge and experiences regarding search strategy from stu-
dents. TomoSearch is then employed to advise individual students to improve their 
search processes and search abilities on the Internet. TomoSearch contained functions 
included in systems of previous studies, such as keyword search, search statistics, and 
search result reviews. The digital annotation provides a recorded method for students 
to maintain an information record, and all student thoughts are shared with the whole 
group to meet awareness requirements. Integrated collaborative search with a proper 
information solving problem model was applied to a college computer class with 36 
students. A series of experimental stages such as the investigation, questionnaire, and 
discussion revealed how the mechanism benefits the information gathering function 
of students and improves search processes and search abilities. The aim of this study 
is to propose the mechanism to improve students’ search processes and search abili-
ties. Finally, we explore how to use collaborative search influence students’ search 
processes and search abilities. 

2 Collaborative Search 

Fig. 1 presents the functions of TomoSearch, which contains search box, group histo-
ry, search suggestion, digital annotation, and discussion room. Comparison with per-
vious Web search systems, these functions satisfy college students to divide their 
search tasks and help each other by communicating and information sharing. When a 
student logs into the system, he/she can see his/her present collaborators in the group 
member window on the left side. The group member window shows who is searching 
for the same task and whether a group member is online or offline. A student can 
select a group member and talk to him/her using text messaging in the discussion 
room. The communication function is used to determine the search job, ask for help, 
or report an information finding. All text messages are kept on the server, enabling 
offline collaborators to join the discussion room. The group history is sent to their 
message window when they login.  

After a student decides on a search task, he/she easily starts the search using the 
search box on the top of left. Web search engine choices include Google, Yahoo, and 
Bing. Different students can use a different Web search engine to expand the search 
area and reduce the likelihood of everyone finding only the same documents. Search 
results show in the browser on the right side.  

The search processes of the group are aided by keyword suggestions. The system 
shows the six most frequently used search queries below the search box. Thus, stu-
dents can learn what search words other members usually use to perform the same or  
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Fig. 1. TomoSearch system 

 
similar search. When he/she clicks a suggested query, the system repeats the search 
for him/her. The system also tries to auto-complete their typing query using the group 
search history. Thus, they can more easily pick a suitable search query.  

During the browsing process, the digital annotation provides a way for students to 
keep an information record. These personal and group records can locate information 
results from their search process. Moreover, the system provides four types of digital 
annotation to help students record their search results. 

a) Rate: The value of the document. A student can give a positive rating or neg-
ative rating (Fig. 2a) to a browsing document based on its usefulness. Based on the 
rating, users decides whether the document should be suggested to others. 

b) Comment: A short description about the browsed document (Fig. 2b). The 
description can be used for reminding students of the relationship between the 
search problem and the document. 

c) Highlight: When a student selects a text block in the browsing window, 
he/she highlights the selection in yellow (Fig. 2c). This function helps students 
quickly see the important content in a document and label possible search results.  

d) Relate Document: An advanced function used to keep the relationship be-
tween browsing documents. It is like a reference list of documents (Fig. 2d), and 
students can follow other collaborators’ records to find other useful documents 
quickly.  
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(a) Rate 

 
(b) Comment 

 

 
(c) Highlight 

 
(d) Relate Document 

 
Fig. 2. Four types of digital annotation 

All annotations from each student are shared with the whole group to meet aware-
ness requirements. When a student opens a document, the annotation list of the left 
side shows him/her the entire annotation history that collaborators have made (Fig. 3). 
If a document contains highlighting, the highlighted text is shown in the browser.  

Finally, Students summarize the search processes of collaborators to a teamwork 
search result summary (Fig. 4). The summary contains all documents students have 
annotated. The list is ranked according to rating results and the number of highlights; 
thus, students can quickly find useful documents for the search topic. They can see  
all search results of the each group member and use the results to finish the task of 
information processing and organization.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Annotation list Fig. 4. Search result summary 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Participants 

This study chose a Taiwan university (17-18 year olds). Thirty-six students (thirty-one 
male, five female) and one male teacher from a class on Introduction of Computer 
Science participated in the experiment. Thirty-six students were randomly divided into 
nine groups, and one teacher from a class on Computer Science participated in the expe-
riment. Researchers have indicated that the number of members in a group could affect 
students’ learning abilities when working in a teamwork environment. Prior studies 
found that a group consisting of three to six members is appropriate for collaborative 
learning [2,3,5]. Thus, each group consisted of four members. The teacher periodically 
assigned students some search problem and asked them to find the answer.  

3.2 Experiment Procedure 

Students from the selected course met Friday mornings in a computer classroom and 
focused on Introduction of Computer Science. The course schedule and progress were 
mainly decided by the teacher. Researchers gave each student a four-page question-
naire for the biographical study.  

First, students were instructed to search the problem using a traditional search sys-
tem, such as Google, Bing, or Yahoo. Each group was assigned a search assignment 
on Introduction of Computer Science. A search assignment comprised 20 questions 
that students had to explain. These questions were modified from those used by Tsai 
and Tsai [10]. Questions were considered knowledge-finding questions, which were 
evaluated by the teachers based on the correctness, richness, and completeness of the 
answers. For example, for a search assignment of “computer virus,” a group had to 
find answers to questions like “What is a computer virus?” “How many classifications 
are computer viruses categorized?” “How do you prevent a computer virus?” A 
knowledge-finding question requires gathering information and provides a summary 
regarding relevant knowledge. Students searched for answers on the Internet and were 
required to record answers in a search diary. At Week 10, students took their group 
search report and diary as a pre-test. 

During Week 11, we introduced the TomoSearch system and gave students one 
hour to practice using the software. Subsequently, each student was interviewed for 
five minutes to obtain opinions about the system. Every group was assigned to use the 
collaborative search system for nine teamwork activities given during Weeks 11 to 
19. Each activity was conducted as the assignment. A search assignment comprised 
20 questions that students had to explain. These questions also were modified from 
those used by Tsai and Tsai [10]. A diary and the group search report were handed for 
each group search assignment. During Week 20, students gave a presentation on their 
final group teamwork activity. They took their search results, shared reflections,  
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described search processes and the collaborative situation as the post-test. The teacher 
gave each group a grade based on their presentation, group search report, and  
post-test.  

4 Result and Discussion 

One important research question in our study was the influence of collaborative 
search on students’ search processes and search abilities. According to the Informa-
tion Problem Solving (IPS) model [11], we used the pre-test and post-test to deter-
mine the relationship between the five processes of the IPS model. Table 1 shows the 
means and the standard deviations for the number of search processes were performed 
by the 36 students. The result indicates a significant difference between the pre-test 
and post-test in the four processes of search information, scan information, process 
information, and organizing and presenting information. However, the define problem 
process had no significant difference between the pre-test and post-test (t = -1.94,  
p < .05). The reason is that they already understood that the first sentence of each 
problem of a topic is critical. Comparisons of the students in search information and 
scan information processes revealed substantial differences between the pre- and post-
tests. A closer observation of the data reveals that the students used more attention 
between search and scan information processes, meaning that they clicked on a link 
faster in the traditional search system and, after looking at the website, quickly de-
cided to return to the traditional search system and click on another link. We observed  
significant differences between the pre- and post-tests for the four processes of 
“Search information” (t = 5.68, p < .05), “Scan information” (t = 6.04, p < .05), 
“Process information” (t = -5.29, p < .05), and “Organizing and presenting informa-
tion” (t = -2.63, p < .05).  

In addition, Fig. 5 shows the time investment in the constituent processes by the 36 
students. This result shows that in the post-test student search and scan information 
reduced more times during the processes. This means that in a collaborative search 
system, a group can divide and share the search strategy and individual students do 
not need to comprehend the entire search strategy by himself or herself. Consequent-
ly, the result shows that the collaborative search system partially helps students  
decrease their searching burdens and repeating data sources.  
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Table 1. Paired-samples t-test for Information Problem Solving (IPS) Model 

Item Mean     N SD t Sig. 

Define Problem 
Pre-test 2.13 36 0.91 

-1.94 0.06 
Post-test 2.63 36 1.21 

Search Information 
Pre-test 12.81 36 3.85 

5.68 0.00 
Post-test 8.97 36 2.86 

Scan Information 
Pre-test 17.59 36 2.95 

6.04 0.00 
Post-test 12.91 36 3.55 

Process Information 
Pre-test 7.03 36 2.18 

-5.29 0.00 
Post-test 11.41 36 3.86 

Organize and Present Informa-
tion 

Pre-test 20.44 36 5.00 
-2.63 0.01 

Post-test 24.09 36 5.82 

 

 

Fig. 5. Representation of difference in time invested in the five processes 

 
Table 2 shows that the results present a significant difference for search abilities 

between the pre-test and post-test. Furthermore, the typing ability of the post-test was 
significantly better than that of the pre-test (-9.65, p < .05). The purpose of the test 
was primarily to examine students’ keyword adoption in search processes after using 
the collaborative search system, that is, the number of keywords adapted than in the 
post-test compared with the pre-test, after the using collaboration search system. 
Moreover, the empirical results also revealed a significant difference between the pre- 
and post-tests. 
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The clicking ability of the post-test was significantly better than that of the pre-test 
(-9.70, p < .05). The test was measured by computing the accuracy ratio of the  
students’ clicking documents. When the students searched for information on the 
Internet, they were required to retrieve and gather information from the searched web 
documents by using a limited number of words. Thus, the accuracy ratio of clicking 
documents in the search processes of the corresponding questions was calculated 
according to the word limit. For the students in the post-test, their usage of keywords 
and accuracy ratio of clicking documents had both made obvious improvements. They 
cloud also quickly find accurate answers from just a few web document using impor-
tant keywords.   

Finally, the reading ability of the post-test was significantly better than that of the 
pre-test (-10.35, p < .05). The purpose of the test was to measure one’s efficiency 
while assessing the first Web site after browsing all the searched documents displayed 
on the browser. This can act as a reference to understand a student’s assessment in 
determining the first related document. According to the statistics results, the mean of 
the post-test was higher than that of the pre-test, implying that the students improved 
their reading ability after employing the collaborative search system. In the process of 
selecting which document to browse, the students were able to read the description  
of each candidate document shown on the annotation list and search result summary 
of the collaborative search system.  

Table 2. Paired-samples t-test for search abilities 

Item Mean N SD t Sig. 

Typing 

Pre-test 0.40 36 0.14 

-9.65 0.00 

Post-test 0.70 36 0.14 

Clicking 

Pre-test 0.40 36 0.13 

-9.70 0.00 

Post-test 0.67 36 0.10 

Reading 

Pre-test 0.47 36 0.11 

-10.35 0.00 

Post-test 0.74 36 0.11 

Average Score 

Pre-test 0.42 36 0.09 

-13.70 0.00 

Post-test 0.70 36 0.08 
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5 Conclusion 

This study examined the influence of collaborative search on students’ search 
processes and abilities. We explored the information background of students and let 
them search the Internet as a group in two different ways. One way was using tradi-
tional search; the other was using collaborative search. We observed the difference 
between the two kinds of activities to determine the influence of the collaborative 
search system on search processes and search abilities. Experimental results indicate 
that collaborative search improves the search processes of students and raises search 
abilities. Collaborative search encourages students to learn better search strategy from 
their collaborators and revise their own search processes. Unfortunately, although 
collaborative search provides a good way for students to solve their information prob-
lems, it is unsuitable for all students. Our experiment result revealed that some  
students with low information background tend to avoid collaborating with group 
members via the Internet. The extra search tool steps become a barrier in their search 
process. 

This study determined the influence of a collaborative search system on informa-
tion problem solving activities of students and showed that the system helps students 
improve their search skills each other. Future research should be expanded to investi-
gate the influence of a collaborative search system on students with various educa-
tional backgrounds, locations, and learning styles. 
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Abstract. A common problem in Virtual Learning Environments is the difficult 
task to monitor students activities and the lack of feedback from the tutor. Use 
of new technologies to perform the tracking of students in virtual environments 
can bring great results, facilitating the work students and teachers This paper 
presents TUCUMÃ, an 3D Intelligent Virtual Agent integrated into an Envi-
ronment Virtual Learning Moodle. It works as a distance learning course tutor, 
monitoring students activities, removing doubts of the students through dialog. 
The avatar is composed of MultiAgent System responsible for producing ges-
tures and monitoring students activities. 

Keywords: VLE, Multi-Agent System, Embodied Conversational Agent, Af-
fective Computing, AIML, Moodle. 

1 Introduction 

It is  growing number of Worldwide educational institutions using Virtual Learning 
Environments (VLE) such as educational support tool for students. Among the vari-
ous VLEs can highlight Moodle, used in over 200 countries. In these environments 
students and teachers can interact, exchanging information and experiences. 

Research [1] shows that follow up of students in distance learning courses is quite 
a tiresome task and requires much time from the tutor. It is essential that the tutor and 
the students learn to monitor, as reflected in its formation and consequently the suc-
cess of the course. 

An activity widely used in VLEs is the forum because there is better collaboration, 
as participants use communication (messages exchange), cooperation (operate on the 
same shared space) and coordination (organize) [2]. However, tutors spend a good 
part of his time reading the forum posts and checking students' participation. Another 
time consuming activity is the tracking of the tasks sent to a repository, because they 
have deadlines. 

The lack of tools in Moodle to assist in monitoring activities, motivated this re-
search, where we propose the developed of a prototype of 3D avatar, which uses Mul-
ti-Agent System (MAS) acting in VLE Moodle using AIML (Artificial Intelligence 
Markup Language) and framework JADE (Java Agent Development Framework). 
TUCUMÃ (TUtor Collaborator Using MultiAgent system) is responsible for perform-
ing the monitoring of students' activities, stating that activities are pending or days, 
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and ask questions about the discipline through a dialogue, where the student will lis-
ten to the answers of the 3D virtual tutor and track body movements issued by the 
avatar.  

2 Multi-Agent Systems 

A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a type of distributed Artificial Intelligence system 
composed by agents that act (sensors and actuators) in an environment, interacting, 
negotiating and coordinating actions to solve problems. Agents with behaviors, each 
with a different function and through interactions with the environments can produce 
excellent results [3]. 

    In order to contribute to our research, we can mention the work of researchers 
[4] who developed ARARA (Artifacts and Requirements Awareness Reinforcement 
Agents), a collaborative tool that assists members in the software development 
process. This SMA performs monitoring the team members, even distant geographi-
cally, detecting and notifying changes in the project. MetaTutor [5] is a hypermedia 
learning environment, which talks about the human circulatory system. It consists of 
four pedagogical agents that guide, monitor, establish dialogue and provide feedback 
to students using natural language. RITS (Remote Intelligent Tutoring System) [6] is 
an environment for interactive learning developed in Java and ASP, which helps 
teachers and students. RITS has a SMA that works as a tutor, answering questions 
from students and performing tracking tasks. The researchers [7] have developed a 
new system of distance learning in 3D, entitled GE3D. It is a virtual campus, pro-
duced with the SCOL technology using ITS (Intelligent Tutoring System) to track 
pupils with difficulties in VLE. Quizmaster [8] is an intelligent collaborative assess-
ment tool inserted in a 3D virtual game where each student is represented by an ava-
tar. Pupil participation is made through a Quiz, where they are evaluated by their 
responses. TQ- Bot [9] is a chatterbot integrated in VLE, representing the figure of 
the tutor, talking and solving doubts of students. Researchers [10] created the chatter-
bot CHARLIE (Chatter Learning Interface Entity) and EMMA (Agent Manager 
Events and Messages) and ISMAEL Agents (Intelligent System Manager Agent for 
E- Learning), that perform monitoring of students by providing a personalized educa-
tion and efficient. 

3 Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) 

The use of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) in VLEs are critical, as they 
help students learning through better interaction and motivation [11].Such agents can 
observe the behavior of the students, checking their emotions . 

Among the several studies we highlight the work of [12] which describes Guru, an 
animated tutor agent in 3D, talking about more than 120 subjects in biology, with 
high school students. PAT2Math multimedia [13] is an intelligent tutor that helps 
students in solving algebra equations and elementary school, while the agent Help 
Tutor [14] is an integrated intelligent agent to geometry Cognitive Tutor commercial 
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software to assist in learning geometry. Divalite [15] is a framework for integrating 
animated conversational agent on web pages. Greta [16] is a 3D virtual agent, able to 
speak through a communication using gestures, gaze and head movement. Gaze Tutor 
[17] was developed to accompany students on a biology course through eye tracking, 
checking students who are bored or off course, it uses dialogue to return the students 
to school. EMASPEL [18] is a framework endowed with cognitive and affective ca-
pable of analyzing facial expressions during class to get information about the student 
agents , in order to increase motivation of students, encouraging learning. 

4 Affective Computing 

The Affective Computing is the area of computing related with emotional aspects 
[19]. Several Affective Computing scientists are interested in put the animated peda-
gogical agents into VLE, capable of interacting with users in more anthropomorphic 
way through gestures and emotional facial expressions [20]. Studies show that peda-
gogical agents can increase communication skills, as well as attract the user's attention 
with gestures, assisting students in the teaching-learning process. According to [19], 
for computers being intelligent it is necessary improve interaction with humans, re-
cognizing and expressing emotions. We can see positive results with the use of emo-
tions in work [21] that shows that there is a difference between a dialogue with the 
user using only text and dialogue using ECAs. 

5 Employed Technologies 

The TUCUMÃ avatar was developed with technology ALICE (Artificial Linguistic 
Internet Computer Entity), which uses the AIML interpreter that uses AIML lan-
guage. AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language) is an open source language 
based on XML, where questions and answers are written forming the chatbot know-
ledge base [22]. The avatar needs an AIML interpreter, that uses Natural Processing 
language, to answer questions of users [23].  AIML interpreter used in this project 
was the program-O [24], which uses the PHP programming language and database 
MySQL intelligent agents used in monitoring the activities and movements of the 
avatar, were implemented with JADE. We will use the Moodle (Modular Object-
Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment). 3D avatar and your moviments can be 
seen in the Moodle through the software Haptek Player, which uses JavaScript code. 
We used the synthesizer Windows Speech, TTS (Text to Speech) to speak the res-
ponses issued by avatar, similar technologies have been used in research [25]. It was 
installed a Brazilian Portuguese male voice of Felipe, produced by the company Lo-
quendo. While the web system, in charge of generating the AIML files automatically, 
will be developed in language programming PHP using MySQL database. 
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6 Prototype 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of TUCUMÃ, composed of the main elements: tutor, 
student, Moodle, TUCUMÃ Intelligent Virtual Agent, the agents responsible for the 
gesture of the avatar and agents responsible for monitoring the activities of the Virtual 
Learning Environment. 

 

Fig. 1. TUCUMÃ Architecture 

This architecture is in development and to better understand, we explain your func-
tioning in detail hereafter. 

The tutor responsible for the course or discipline will register questions and an-
swers about the course which is responsible, using SisAIML, a web system. The Si-
sAIML will receive the data registered by the Tutor and then generate an AIML file, 
identified with the name of discipline, then the SisAIML will generate variations of 
questions and answers indexed so that the dialogue between the avatar and the student 
does not become monotonous. This file will compose Knowledge-based TUCUMÃ 
Agent. The AIML interpreter will read the file generated by SisAIML.  

Students when entering the distance learning course, will see the avatar on the right 
side of the screen and can ask questions about the discipline to avatar, as well as know 
their situation on the course. If the student wishes to put a question to TUCUMÃ, the 
same with the help of AIML interpreter will look for the answer in his knowledge 
base and return the response. For this to happen the Tutor Agent will inform the Ges-
ture Agent, which will examine the question of the student. If the question has answer 
then the Gesture Agent will communicate with Explain Agent, who performs move-
ments in the arms of characterizing avatar that is explaining the answer. Otherwise the 
agent will gesture will communicate with the Thoughtful Agent, which will perform 
nod Avatar, featuring not know the answer, but it talks to the student that will send 
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your question to the distance tutor (unanswered questions), then the Tutor Agent that 
sends a message inside the AVA to tutor the distance tutor (unanswered questions), 
then the Tutor Agent that sends a message inside the AVA to distance tutor. 

If the student wants to know your situation on the course, will click on the status 
button, it will query the avatar Tutor Agent, which will communicate with agents 
responsible for the activities: Forum, Assignment and Questionnaire. The Forum 
Agent is responsible for informing the student's participation in the forum. Question-
naire Agent is responsible for informing if the student made the questionnaire and 
Assignment Agent is responsible for informing if the student sent his activity. With 
that the three agents will report the status of its activities to Agent Tutor that will 
generate a contextual response and inform the user how is your situation on the course 
in real time. When the TUCUMÃ Agent verifies that the student is with their current 
activities, then it will express happiness, congratulate the student and clap (happy). If 
the student is late with activities, then the avatar will put his hand on face (sad). If the 
avatar knows the answer of the question, then it will open of the arms (explaining) 
and if he certainly do not know, he will put the chin hand (thinking), as can be seen in 
Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Gestures of the TUCUMÃ 

We believe that the gestures produced by avatar during the dialogue with the stu-
dent can help in a better understanding of the topic addressed. Facial gestures issued 
expressed by ECA were presented in software HapFACS, a tool that enables you to 
view the avatar emotions: angry, contempt, disgust, embarrassment, fear, happiness, 
pride, sadness and surprise [26]. 

7 Discussion and Future Work 

This paper presented the development of a TUCUMÃ intelligent agent that is inte-
grated with Moodle Virtual Learning Environment in order to monitor the activities of 
students in distance learning courses, as well as answer questions about the course. 
Our research project is under development, we intend to improve the avatar gestures, 
conduct experiments with class of students of the institution. We also intend to create 
new intelligent agents that will monitor other activities. 
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We believe the use of intelligent agents provides more security and motivation to 
students, such as their interaction through dialogues, which can draw the student's 
attention when needed and praise when days with activities. The avatar symbolizes 
the course tutor, and these actions can avoid isolation, disinterest and evasion course, 
moreover think emotions it might stimulate students, in order to motivate students to 
perform tasks and stay on course. 
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